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Executive Summary
•

•

•

•

•

Aside from areas related to medical imaging, we are in still in the early stages of
implementing AI in health care. The number of AI applications actually in use is small
compared with the amount of available research and interest in the topic.
We found 109 non-imaging-based AI applications in current or potential near-future use.
These applications most commonly address cardiovascular conditions, diabetes, or general
patient care.
While several evaluations found benefits associated with use of specific AI applications—
and virtually none found any harms—the quality of evidence varied significantly. Potential
users need more high-quality evaluations of AI applications’ direct impact on patient care.
Stakeholders recognize that there are potential risks associated with the widespread adoption
of AI in health, including the introduction of bias, an unequal distribution of benefits and
harms, violation of individual privacy, and the threat of malicious attacks on data and
devices.
Despite the early stages and concerns about potential risks, there is no evidence suggesting
that the future of AI applications in health is less than bright if an effort to produce highquality evidence is made.

From self-driving cars to smart supply chains, artificial intelligence (AI) has already changed many
aspects of human life. Some areas of health care, such as medical imaging, are benefiting from AI, but
questions remain on the role of AI in the broader health sector. Recognizing the importance of this
emerging technology and the potential of AI to improve health for all, the Patient-Centered Outcomes
Research Institute commissioned this report, which focuses on applications of AI in health that are
currently in use or may be in use in the near future.
The report contains 3 major components: a broad overview of all applications of AI in health care;
a narrative review describing a specific subset of these applications; and finally a systematic
description—or mapping—of the evidence surrounding these specific applications’ use. The scope of
the narrative review and evidence mapping portions of this report, which constitute the core of this
study, includes applications that aim to improve care and outcomes for individual patients and that
address a defined range of health conditions, while excluding medical imaging applications, as these
have already been adopted and studied to a wider extent.
The overall purpose of this report is to characterize the applications of AI in health care that are in
the scope of the study and describe the evidence, or lack thereof, on the associated benefits, harms, and
risks. To accomplish this task, we reviewed not only the academic literature but also US Food and
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Drug Administration (FDA) approval documents, clinical trials documentation, and web pages of
commercial products. We interviewed many stakeholder representatives to validate the scope of the
study and gather views and concerns regarding the adoption of AI technologies in health care.
Our search found 109 AI applications—that is, specific AI-based products or tools—that are either
in use already or that could be adopted for use in the near future because they are being tested in a realworld setting. Most of the AI applications were either specific to cardiovascular disease or diabetes or
geared toward the general population, often targeting users of services such as hospitals or emergency
departments.
Most of the AI applications we found (61%) aimed to provide information concerning an
individual patient’s health status, for example by formulating a diagnosis, by assigning to an individual
the risk of an adverse event, or by assessing the symptoms displayed. Several AI applications (30%)
provide health recommendations—that is, a list of actions that can be taken to address an underlying
health issue. Prominent in this group were consumer-empowering applications, which help individuals
manage or prevent certain health conditions, as well as applications recommending specific treatment
options, such as personalized medication dosage. The remaining 9% of AI applications were truly part
of a treatment delivery process, such as intelligent insulin pumps or smartphone applications that
deliver cognitive behavioral therapy. Out of all the applications, only 20% were cleared for use by the
FDA; the remaining applications either were in use without FDA clearance or were still in
development for potential near-future use.
For most of the AI applications that we reviewed (86%), we were able to find some evidence
relative to the performance of the applications. We collected 173 evaluation studies. The evidence
varied greatly in quality, and only half of the evaluation studies were published in peer-reviewed
journals; the rest was a combination of non-peer-reviewed papers, FDA or clinical trial documents, and
web pages of commercial products. The evaluation studies also differed greatly in terms of their design
and the outcomes measured: only a quarter of the evaluations were rigorous randomized control trials
in which the effect of an AI application on a health-related outcome was reported. Approximately half
of the evaluations were studies that did not report health outcomes at all, but rather reported the
accuracy of the AI method used in the application or the usability of the application itself. Overall,
despite dissimilarity in the quality of the evidence, we found that many patients, especially those with
cardiovascular disease or diabetes, are already benefiting, or are likely to benefit in the near future,
from AI applications to the health domain.
This study highlights the fact that this initial evidence base is not very broad and needs to expand
along more than one dimension. What is needed is not just more studies, but more high-quality studies,
such as randomized control trials or prospective studies, that could provide a solid link between the use
of an AI application and improvement in well-defined health-related outcomes.
The small size of the evidence base contrasts with the common perception that AI is already highly
prevalent in health—undoubtedly supported by the thousands of research papers published on this
topic every year. Our literature search has confirmed that the vast majority of studies on AI and health
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describe the potential benefits of certain solutions. Very few of the published AI solutions are ready to
enter clinical care, suggesting that, from an implementation point of view, the field is still in its early
days, barriers need to be overcome, and concerns must be addressed. In addition to privacy and safety,
the most common concern among our stakeholder representatives was the possibility of introducing or
perpetuating existing bias into AI solutions, thus creating or worsening an unequal distribution of
outcomes across the population. The literature shows that researchers are well aware of this important
ethical issue, although there is no clear way to address it yet. That said, we reiterate the fact that
applications of AI in health care, other than those related to imaging, are still in their early days, and it
is normal for new technologies to face ethical issues at this stage of adoption. Therefore, there is no
evidence to suggest that the path for AI applications in health, while complex and long, should be
anything less than bright.
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1. Introduction
The large number of publications on the topic of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and health care, and
the multitude of health-related commercial applications that contain some elements of AI, suggest that
AI holds great potential in the field of health care.1-3 However, the evidence base necessary to justify
applications of AI to the health domain is limited. The vast majority of publications on AI and health
do not describe AI applications (ie, AI-based products or tools) that are actually in use,4 and many
commercial applications that are currently in use have not been evaluated in peer-reviewed studies.
To help understand the use of this rapidly developing technology in health care, this report seeks to
fulfil 3 primary aims:
Aim 1. Provide a broad overview of the full range of AI applications with potential for use in
health care.
Aim 2. Conduct a narrative review that characterizes a specific subset (see study scope below)
of AI applications in current or potential near-future use in clinical care.
Aim 3. Map the evidence that exists for evaluating these specific AI applications and their
potential benefits.
In keeping with the broad scope of aim 1, this report begins by giving an overview of the various
types of AI applications with potential for use in health care. The remainder of the report then narrows
in scope to address aims 2 and 3, the narrative review and evidence map, which assess in greater detail
a particular set of these applications.
To address aim 3, we follow an evidence mapping approach,5 in which we identify, categorize, and
provide a visual depiction of published studies evaluating the AI applications identified in aim 2.
This report is intended for a broad audience of health care stakeholders—whether patients or
clinicians, hospital administrators, insurers, or researchers—interested in the state of AI in clinical
care.

Study Scope
Because the full range of potential AI applications in health care is so broad, we begin with an
overview (aim 1) and then establish clear boundaries to determine which applications are included in
the following narrative review and evidence map (aims 2 and 3). We organize these boundaries
according to several dimensions, including an application’s current development and regulatory and
adoption status, as well as function, AI type, data input, and health conditions addressed. These
dimensions are used throughout this report to characterize different types of AI applications and will
be discussed further in the presentation of our conceptual framework in chapter 2.
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We present in Table 1.1 the exact dimensions of the scope of the narrative review and evidence
map as compared with the scope of our broad overview of AI in health care.
Table 1.1. Scope of the Broad Overview vs Scope of the Narrative Review and Evidence Map
Dimension Scope of the broad overview of AI
in health care (aim 1)

Scope of the narrative review (aim 2)
and evidence map (aim 3)

Current
status

Applications in current use in any setting or in any
phase of development, including early research

Applications in current use or that may be adopted for
potential near-future use in the next 5 years

Function

Applications used to perform any health care function,
including health system administration, resource
management, research, epidemiology, and clinical care

Applications used to perform clinical care functions of
providing patient evaluation, health recommendations,
or treatment delivery

AI type

Applications that use any type of artificial intelligence

Machine learning–based applications only

Health
conditions

Applications used to address general patient health or
any health condition

Applications that address general patient health or any
of 9 specific types of health conditions: cancer,
cerebrovascular, cardiovascular, dementia, diabetes,
kidney disease, mental health, respiratory, and
substance abuse

Data input

Applications that use any type of data input, including
imaging data

Applications that use non-imaging-based data inputs

User

Applications designed for use by clinicians, patients, or
any other user type

Applications designed for use by clinicians, patients, or
any other user type

Setting

Applications used in health facilities, at home, or in any
other setting

Applications used in health facilities, at home, or in any
other setting

Platform

Applications embedded in any device or computing
platform

Applications embedded in any device or computing
platform

The Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI) and the RAND study team
collaboratively developed the scope of the narrative review and evidence map to focus on a diverse set
of applications that are directly relevant to patient care. We discussed this scope with a wide range of
health care stakeholders to ensure that it reflected their priorities prior to beginning the review.
Multiple stakeholders suggested that we include the following, which we incorporated into the
narrative review scope described above:
• Applications focused on general patient health (in addition to those focused on the 9 specific
health conditions)
• Applications used by patients for self-monitoring and management (in addition to
applications used by clinicians or hospitals)
• Applications focused on prevention (in addition to applications focused on diagnosis or
treatment)
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Stakeholders agreed that the scope should exclude imaging-based applications, such as those
related to radiology or dermatology, as they represent a more mature set of technologies that have
already been extensively studied and are at a more advanced stage of adoption.
The scope of the narrative review and evidence map focuses on applications in current or potential
near-future use to distinguish these most immediately relevant applications from the much larger
number of applications that are in earlier stages of development. We further narrow our review to
applications that are used in clinical care, rather than to perform other health care system functions, as
this group most directly affects patient health. We focus on machine learning–based applications, as
this type has become the dominant kind of AI in both use and development today.
Although we were unable to cover all potential health conditions, we do examine applications that
address general patient health as well as a set of 9 specific health conditions. These conditions
represent a diverse set of health challenges that affect large numbers of patients and can have
potentially serious effects. We consider applications designed for any type of user, setting, or platform
in our review.

Organization of the Report
The remainder of this introductory chapter provides background on AI and machine learning,
followed by a description of US government regulations concerning the use of AI in health care.
Chapter 2 then presents the methods used in this study. This chapter also describes the 2 conceptual
frameworks we used in this study: a framework to classify different types of AI applications in health
care and a framework to group different types of evaluation studies that provide data on these AI
applications.
Chapter 3 addresses aim 1 by giving a broad overview of the use of AI in health care, focusing on
the applications not discussed in the narrative review of aim 2.
Chapter 4 addresses aim 2 by presenting the findings of our narrative review of AI applications in
current or potential near-future use in clinical care. These findings are organized according to the
conceptual framework provided in chapter 2, with applications characterized by each of the framework
dimensions. Chapter 4 concludes with a visual depiction of these AI applications according to their
current status, function, health conditions, and users.
Chapter 5 addresses aim 3 by examining the evidence base surrounding the use of the AI
applications that fall within the scope of our narrative review. Evaluations are characterized by
publication type, study design, sample size, and outcomes measured. This chapter ends with 2 evidence
maps—that is, visualizations that aim to identify presence or absence of knowledge and to depict
evaluation studies according to multiple dimensions.5
Chapter 6 summarizes views and concerns expressed by stakeholders regarding the application of
AI in health.
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Chapter 7 turns to the implications of our narrative review and evidence map findings. It concludes
by considering the potential research activities that could address the gaps identified in our map of the
evidence base surrounding the use of these applications.

Background on Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
As noted by a 2016 National Science and Technology Council report, “there is no single definition
of AI that is universally accepted by practitioners.”6 In this report, we define AI as a system with the
ability to mimic or simulate the completion of tasks we usually attribute to humans, such as reasoning,
learning from examples, communicating, displaying or understanding emotions, and planning and
making decisions. This definition is quite similar to that used by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology as well as in a recent US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) discussion paper.7,8
Depending on which human task is being simulated, one obtains a different type of AI. Some examples
of AI types and their corresponding human tasks are shown in Table 1.2.
Table 1.2. Correspondence Between Human Tasks and AI Types
Human task

Type of AI

Reasoning

Expert or rule-based systems

Communicating by voice and text

Natural language processing and conversational AI

Displaying and understanding emotions

Affective computing

Planning and making decisions

Reinforcement learning

Learning to perform a task from examples

Machine learning (supervised)

Clustering and pattern discovery

Machine learning (unsupervised)

It is important to recognize that these are very broad categories that are not mutually exclusive and
share many methodologies and technologies. For the purpose of this report, the type of human,
intelligent task that we expect an artificial system to perform is the ability to learn to solve a problem
from a set of examples. The resulting type of AI falls under the label of supervised machine learning,
and it is the AI type that is, currently, most commonly used for applications in health and health care.
There is also a related type—unsupervised machine learning—that we originally included in the scope
of this study; however, we did not identify any applications of this kind in our narrative review.
Therefore, the only type of machine learning considered here is supervised machine learning (ML). We
provide a brief description of ML in the next section.
Machine Learning
Humans use a variety of strategies to solve a problem. One common approach is to apply reasoning
and rules to the set of observations defining the problem to obtain a solution. A different problem-
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solving strategy, however, may involve looking at data that show how problems of the same type
already have been solved, finding a problem that is similar to the one at hand, and using the same
solution or a comparable one.
As an example, consider the task of pronouncing words in a foreign language. Here, an instance of
the problem to solve is a word and the solution is the correct pronunciation. One approach to this task
consists of acquiring a textbook containing the phonetic rules of pronunciation and applying them
when needed. This tactic is effective because it allows someone to solve any instance of a problem
correctly—as long as the pronunciation rules are complete and cover every possible case.
An alternative approach, however, consists of drawing a sample of words from the vocabulary and
asking native speakers to pronounce them. After going through this procedure many times, an
individual (the learner) would eventually learn how to pronounce these words correctly and would be
able to generalize—that is, to correctly pronounce words unknown to him or her. This “generalizing”
approach could be as effective as the first one—if the learner has been exposed to a sufficiently large
number of examples and as long as similar words have like pronunciations. If similar words were
associated with radically different pronunciations, with no discernible patterns, then learning would be
impossible, and the only effective strategy would be to memorize the pronunciation of each word in
the lexicon.
The 2 approaches are radically different: in the first case, a preexisting and complete set of
pronunciation rules, codified in one book, exist; in the second, learners have developed in their heads
an association that maps any word to a pronunciation. This association map plays the role of the
phonetic rules, but unlike those rules it was derived empirically from a set of examples and is never
explicitly codified (although it is stored in the learner’s brain).
Algorithms that mimic the process described in the second approach, in which a class of problems
is solved by learning to associate an instance of a problem (eg, a specific word) to its solution (eg, the
pronunciation of that word), based on a set of examples, fall in the category of supervised machine
learning. Supervised ML algorithms have the following characteristics:
•

The task to be performed is to associate an instance of a problem with its solution. For
example, a physician receives the clinical records of a patient and aims to confirm a diagnosis
of systemic lupus erythematosus (lupus). We view the clinical observations as an instance of
the problem—that is, the observational data that someone can use to answer the question of
whether the patient has lupus. The diagnosis of lupus (yes/no) is the solution of that problem,
and the task is to associate the records of any patient to the corresponding diagnosis. Note that,
for simplicity of language, we often refer to an instance of a problem as a problem unless the
distinction is important.

•

Machine learning relies on a data set of examples of problems and the corresponding
solutions. For example, someone has access to electronic health record (EHR) data of patients
who were evaluated for lupus. Again, the problem is the set of clinical data that must be
associated with the presence or absence of lupus. For each patient, we also know whether the
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lupus diagnosis was confirmed (the solution). The data set is a collection of pairs (problem,
solution), one for each patient.
•

Similar problems are assumed to have similar solutions (under some meaningful notions
of similarity). This is what is usually called the “smoothness” assumption, and it is the key
assumption that allows generalization—that is, to solve problems that have never been
encountered. For example, generalization takes place when someone correctly diagnoses lupus
in a new patient: this task is possible only if patients “who look like this” tend to share the same
diagnosis. If, instead of diagnosing lupus, someone were trying to determine the patients’
favorite colors, this assumption would not be satisfied, since patients with similar clinical
characteristics do not share the same favorite colors. In such cases, generalization is not
possible.

•

A machine learning model is an association between problems and solutions—that is, a set
of empirical rules that associate any instance of a problem to a solution. The defining feature of
ML is the fact that these rules are derived entirely from the data. In the lupus example above,
each patient is represented by a long list of numbers corresponding to test results, and the
association is represented by a complex formula that takes those numbers, combines them using
numerical coefficients, and produces a binary output: 1 for lupus and 0 otherwise. To design an
ML model, someone starts with a generic formula, whose coefficients are not specified, and
estimates those coefficients based on the observed data. In common parlance, the ML model
has “learned” the association between problems and solutions, or it has been “trained” on a set
of examples.

A summary of the machine learning approach to problem solving is shown in Figure 1.1 below.
As mentioned above, in this report we use the term machine learning to denote supervised machine
learning; for completeness we also provide a short definition of unsupervised machine learning. This
latter type of ML mimics the human ability to observe a set of data (such as the EHRs of a group of
patients, or a set of images, or documents) and understand that there is an underlying structure, usually
represented by several groups. A clinician may look at a group of patients and realize that they can be
divided in clusters, with the characteristics that patients in each cluster are similar, but patients in
different clusters are instead dissimilar. Similarly, a researcher analyzing documents for a literature
review may discover that they can be grouped according to certain topics and subtopics—and therefore
that researcher can define a taxonomy that assigns each document to a specific class. In some cases,
the clusters detected contain only one point that is different from all the others. This is the case, for
example, of an auditor who finds unusually high level of opioid prescriptions associated with a specific
provider, making that provider an outlier and worth investigating further. Unsupervised ML models
can perform tasks similar to the ones described above and detect both clusters and outliers in data sets.
More generally, unsupervised ML models can reconstruct the distribution underlying a set of
observations, or at least to capture certain features of it, and therefore are helpful in understanding the
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structure of the data. They share with supervised ML models the fact that the only input to the
algorithm is a set of observations. With supervised ML the observations are labeled, in which the label
refers to the solution of the problem at hand (usually the prediction of an event, such a diagnosis),
while with unsupervised ML models the data do not have any labels attached to them.
Being able to predict an event is highly useful in clinical care, since it can clearly inform a
decision. Understanding the structure underlying the data may be useful, but it is less directly
applicable, which explains why supervised ML is much more common in AI applications to clinical
care. Unsupervised ML, however, plays a very important role in other applications of AI to health care
and in particular in fraud and error detection,9-11 where the ability to identify outliers and unusual
events is critical.12-14
Figure 1.1. The Supervised Machine Learning Approach to Problem Solving

Note: An ML model can be thought of as an engine that has been fed a “training” data set with many instances of problems
and corresponding solutions (1) and has “learned” the correspondence between a problem and its solution. A user queries
the ML engine with a specific instance of a new problem (2) and the system returns a solution (3) that is consistent with the
problem in the data set.

Advantages of Machine Learning
What makes the machine learning approach particularly useful is that it is applicable in situations
in which there is no preexisting set of rules—because they are unknown, are not available, or are too
complex to be codified in a usable way. ML allows researchers to extract the rules that map an instance
of a problem onto its solution from a set of past observations. ML excels at tasks that are difficult for
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humans: analyzing very large data sets, finding correlations across hundreds of variables, and
exploiting these correlations to make accurate predictions. Therefore, ML algorithms often find
patterns that humans cannot identify either because they involve too many variables or because it
would be too time consuming to perform.
Conversely, ML systems are usually unable to generalize from limited data, and although they are
able to establish a connection among events, they are typically not able to assess whether that
connection is causal. Humans, instead, excel at this type of task: clinicians do not need to see
thousands of cases to make a correct diagnosis and are much better positioned to establish causality
because of their deep understanding of human anatomy and physiology and their ability to apply
sophisticated reasoning.
The complementarity between what humans can do and what ML can do makes ML a powerful
tool in any setting where people need support in tasks they already perform, to increase accuracy, or
for tasks that people are not currently performing because those tasks are too complex or require a
large amount of resources. Combining this complementarity with the increased availability of large
clinical and administrative data sets, and the improved computing power available to analyze them,
explains the explosion of interest in applications of ML to health care, which is discussed in the next
section.
AI and Health Care
Studies on the topic of AI and health care have grown exponentially over the past 20 years. A
simple PubMed search for the terms health and (artificial intelligence OR machine learning) since the
year 2000 returns more than 30 000 documents. To convey how quickly the number of publications
has grown over time, we show in Figure 1.2 the cumulative number of documents returned by the
PubMed search as a function of time. On the horizontal axis we list years, from 2000 to 2020, and on
the vertical axis we give, on a logarithmic scale, the number of documents published until a given a
year. Because the vertical axis is on a logarithmic scale, the fact that the plot is almost linear means
that the growth has been exponential. In fact, a more detailed analysis shows that the number of
publications has been doubling approximately every 2.7 years.
It is crucial to point out that the vast majority of these documents do not describe a real-world
application of AI and ML methods to health care, in which an algorithm is actually implemented in a
clinical setting. Rather, they generally discuss the potential benefits of such applications by applying
algorithms to clinical or administrative data and reporting their performances in a more exploratory
fashion.
As the rest of the document will discuss, the number of applications whose use in clinical care is
documented to some extent is much smaller,4 and the number of cases in which peer-reviewed
evidence about the effectiveness of those algorithms is even smaller. The exception to this general
statement is the applications of AI and ML to medical imaging, for which some of those potential
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benefits are already realized and are out of the scope of this review. Examples of such applications are
presented in chapter 3.
Figure 1.2. Publications in PubMed on AI and Health Since 2000

Regulation of AI in Health
Some AI applications, together with other algorithms and software programs, are regulated as
medical devices by the FDA Center for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH). This is the case for
AI applications that are embedded in specific medical devices (such as an insulin pump or electronic
stethoscope) as well as applications that exist as algorithms for use on web-based, mobile, or other
computing platforms.15 AI applications are not regulated differently than are other software programs;
although the FDA has proposed potential modifications to the regulatory process to allow for approval
of more frequent or even continuous updates to already-cleared AI algorithms, these modifications
have not yet been adopted.7
The FDA regulates only those AI applications that perform clinical functions. Under the FDA’s
statutory authority established by the Food, Drug, and Cosmetics Act, regulated medical devices
include any “apparatus, implement, machine . . . or other similar or related article, including a
component part, or accessory, which is . . . intended for use in the diagnosis of disease or other
conditions, or in the cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease.”15 The 21st Century Cures
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Act enacted in 2016 clarified that software that focuses on health care administration, resource
management, epidemiology, research, and other nonclinical functions is not subject to FDA
regulation.16 Software focused on “maintaining or encouraging a healthy lifestyle and . . . unrelated to
the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, prevention, or treatment of a disease or condition” is also exempt.16
The FDA classifies medical devices based on the risk they pose to patients as Class I (lowest risk),
Class II, or Class III (greatest risk).17 Most Class I and some Class II devices are exempt from FDA
regulatory clearance processes.18
The FDA maintains 3 primary pathways for clearing devices for use in the United States. Which
pathway a device goes through when seeking regulatory approval depends on 2 factors: the risk the
device might pose to patients and whether the device is novel, meaning not “substantially equivalent”
to any already cleared devices.19
The De Novo classification request pathway covers novel medical devices that pose lower or more
moderate risks to patients.19 The 510(k) premarket notification pathway exists for devices that are
deemed to be “substantially equivalent” to an already approved device.20 The premarket approval
pathway is the “most stringent” and is required for devices that pose the greatest potential risk to
patients.21 By issuing an emergency use authorization, the FDA can also clear devices for use in
addressing a specific public health crisis.22
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2. Methods and Conceptual Frameworks
This chapter describes the methods and conceptual frameworks used in our study. It begins by
describing the stakeholder interviews we conducted at the outset of the study effort to inform the study
aims and scope. This discussion is followed by a description of the methods we used to identify and
examine a wide range of documents to address the study aims. We then present the conceptual
framework we used to classify AI applications in health care for our narrative review, followed by the
conceptual framework we employed to classify evaluation studies for our mapping of the evidence
base surrounding these applications.
We adopt an evidence mapping approach in this study, meaning “a systematic search of a broad
field to identify gaps in knowledge and/or future research needs that presents results in a user-friendly
format, often a visual figure or graph, or a searchable database.”5 Our systematic document search
focused on identifying all in-scope AI applications and all published evaluations of these applications.
We then categorize applications and evaluation studies according to formal conceptual frameworks and
present the results visually at the end of chapter 4 (for applications) and chapter 5 (for evaluation
studies). We provide full information on each individual application and evaluation study in the tables
in appendices A and B, respectively.

Stakeholder Interviews
We began our study by conducting a series of interviews to elicit feedback on our proposed review
design as well as to gather initial information on the impact of AI in clinical care. These interviews
focused on understanding a broad range of stakeholder perspectives on the use of AI in health care,
including the issues and concerns that stakeholders view as most relevant for further study. These
perspectives helped ensure that we considered stakeholder priorities when determining the review
scope and the guiding questions. Stakeholder representatives also served as key informants to help us
understand the impact of AI use in clinical care from a variety of viewpoints.
We began the interviewee recruitment process by identifying a broad set of stakeholder groups we
sought to include, drawing on PCORI’s list of stakeholders.23 These groups were patients/patient
advocates, clinicians, hospitals/health systems, payers/insurers, purchasers/employers, public
policymakers, industry, and researchers. We then identified potential stakeholder representatives to
contact for each of these groups.
We reached out to a total of 13 individuals via email to request interviews. Nine individuals
responded and agreed to participate: 1 patient advocate, 1 clinician, 1 hospital/health system manager,
2 health payers/insurers, 1 purchaser/employer, 1 public policymaker, 1 industry analyst, and 1
researcher.
Our application to RAND’s Human Subjects Protection Committee was approved as exempt from
further review on April 28, 2020. Interviews were approximately an hour long, were conducted by
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phone or videoconference, and were not recorded. We sent interviewees via email a study description
and an informed consent protocol prior to the interview. These documents can be found in appendix C.
We developed an internal interview guide, with a list of interview questions, that can also be found
in appendix C. Although we had planned to use these questions to guide our interview discussions, we
did not treat them as strict scripts for interviews; rather, we tailored our exact interview approach to
each individual interviewee, taking into account the varying perspectives and backgrounds that
different stakeholder groups and individuals bring to this topic. Some questions were not applicable to
all interviewees, in which case we moved on to another question or topic. Throughout the interview we
encouraged interviewees to expand on their answers or raise additional topics they felt important for
discussion.
Two researchers were present in each interview: one as lead interviewer and one as lead note taker.
These roles were occasionally exchanged for a portion of the interview so that the note taker could
participate in the interview.
For each interview, to obtain one final summary document for each interview, the lead interviewer
reviewed and revised as necessary the unstructured written notes from the lead note taker. Because the
goal of the interviews was to extract themes of interest to stakeholders, we took an inductive, rather
than deductive, approach, and each of the 3 authors performed a simple thematic analysis on the set of
all interviews. We then reconciled and finalized emerging themes during live discussions among the
researchers.

Document Sources and Screening
We collected for use in our study academic, government, and gray literature documents from 4
different sources:
•

Systematic reviews from academic research databases

•

FDA records

•

Clinical trial records

•

Additional academic and gray literature from targeted searches

As Table 2.1 shows, the systematic reviews were used to inform our broad overview of AI in
health care (aim 1) and identify clinical AI applications for our narrative review (aim 2). Documents
from the other 3 sources were also used to identify applications and in addition provided evidence
evaluating these applications’ use (aim 3).
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Table 2.1. Document Sources and Primary Use
Documents and sources
Systematic reviews from
academic research databases

Broad overview of AI in
health (aim 1)

Narrative review of AI
applications (aim 2)

X

X

Map of evidence on AI
applications (aim 3)

FDA records

X

X

Clinical trial records

X

X

Additional documents from
targeted searches

X

X

We conducted a systematic search of several document databases as part of our review. The full list
of terms used in each of these searches can be found in appendix D. We selected the search terms by
leveraging the researchers’ experience in the area of both health care and AI, RAND experience on
similar projects, and search terms used in similar systematic reviews. Figure 2.1 depicts the number of
documents found in each search, together with the results of our document screening.
To obtain systematic reviews on AI in health care, we searched 3 research databases: PubMed,
Web of Science, and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Xplore Digital
Library. We identified in these databases all documents whose title or abstract included (1) at least one
search term focused on AI and ML, (2) at least one search term focused on health care, and (3) the
word review. Given the rapidly developing nature of the field, we restricted our search to just the most
recent reviews of AI in health care—those that date from 2019 and 2020.
We searched the FDA CDRH document library for all documents, from any year, that mentioned
the terms artificial intelligence, machine learning, neural network, or deep learning (DL) in the text.
The CDRH document library includes all FDA records approving the use of medical devices, including
software that relies on AI.24
We also searched the ClinicalTrials.gov database for study records that mentioned any AI or ML
search term. This US National Library of Medicine database serves as a registry of “privately and
publicly funded clinical studies conducted around the world.”25 We restricted this search to records
from 2012 to 2020, to capture both ongoing and recently completed clinical trials of AI applications
that might potentially be adopted for use in near future.
We then completed targeted searches of the academic and gray literature, seeking to identify
additional documents relevant to in-scope ML applications in clinical care. This effort included 2
Google searches on July 30, 2020, using the following search strings: FDA-approved artificial
intelligence and artificial intelligence clinical adoption as well as targeted Google, Google Scholar,
and PubMed searches (July-September 2020) using specific application names.
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Figure 2.1. Document Sources and Screening
790 review articles
from Pubmed, IEEE
Xplore, and Web of
Science

623 excluded
(not about AI in
health care)

122 documents from
FDA CDRH database

825 documents from
ClinicalTrials.gov

292 additional
documents identified
in targeted searches

Initial screening of 1737 documents

1114 documents about AI in health care (to inform aim 1)

715 excluded
(not about in-scope
applications)

Additional screening of 1114 documents

399 documents about AI applications in scope of narrative
review and evidence map

691 documents about AI applications in scope of narrative review and evidence map

109 in-scope ML applications in current or potential near-future use in clinical care
for narrative review (aim 2)
and
173 evaluation studies providing evidence for these in-scope applications (aim 3)
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Screening Process
The documents returned by the searches detailed above went through 2 screening steps. In the first,
broader, screening step, we sought to identify all documents that discussed the use of AI in health care.
Documents that passed this step were then subject to a second screening step in which we sought to
pinpoint just those documents that were fully in scope for our narrative review and evidence map—
namely, those that specifically discussed the use of non-imaging-based ML in clinical care to address
general patient health or a set of 9 common health conditions.
In the first screening step, we examined the titles and abstracts of the systematic reviews and the
full text of the FDA approval documents and clinical trial records to determine whether each of these
documents discussed topics relevant to AI in health care broadly. To pass this screening step, the
document had to meet 2 inclusion criteria:
1. Discuss the use of AI.
2. Discuss any topics related to health or health care.
The 1114 documents that met these 2 criteria were used to inform our broad overview of AI in
health care (aim 1) presented in chapter 3 and also provided context for our concluding discussion of
regulatory, ethical, and practical implications in chapter 7.
In the second screening step, we examined the full text of the systematic reviews, clinical trial
records, and FDA documents that passed initial screening, to determine whether they discussed AI
applications in the scope of our narrative review and evidence map. To pass this screening step, the
document had to meet all 4 of the following inclusion criteria:
1. Discuss AI applications that relied on data inputs other than imaging.
2. Discuss AI applications that specifically used machine learning rather than some other technique
referred to as AI.
3. Discuss AI applications intended for use in clinical care to provide patient evaluation, health
recommendations, or treatment delivery.
4. Discuss AI applications that addressed either general patient health or at least 1 of the 9 specific
patient health conditions within the scope of our narrative review.
All 3 members of the study team participated in both screening steps. To assess screening
consistency across team members, 2 team members screened independently a random sample of 526
documents. Independent decisions in the first screening step agreed 84% of the time, with an interrater
reliability Cohen’s kappa of 0.62 (kappa values can range from –1.0, lowest reliability, to 1.0, highest
reliability). Independent screening decisions in step 2 agreed 85% of the time, with an interrater
reliability kappa of 0.58. In cases of disagreement, final screening decisions were arrived at by
consensus of the full team following discussion.
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A total of 399 documents passed the second screening step. We combined these documents with
the 292 additional documents found in our targeted searches, for a total of 691 documents used to
inform our narrative review and evidence map.
To conduct our narrative review of AI applications in health care, we examined these 691
documents to identify in-scope applications that were currently in use or that could be adopted for use
within the next 5 years. To be included in the latter category, an application needed to have been either
(1) actually implemented in patient care as part of a field evaluation study or (2) described as
submitting for FDA approval within the next year.
We identified a total of 109 applications in this way. The final stage of our review assessed the
evidence base surrounding these applications. This effort involved further examination of these 691
documents to identify evaluations of these 109 applications. Although a few applications had no
published evaluations associated with them, most applications were the subject of one or more
evaluations. In the end we identified a total of 173 evaluation studies from both the academic and gray
literature in this manner.

Conceptual Frameworks
This report aims to provide a picture of the type of AI applications in clinical care that are in
current or near-future use, subject to some scope restrictions, (aim 2) as well as the evidence
surrounding them (aim 3). We consider applications to be in near-future use if they have been either
(1) actually implemented in patient care as part of a field evaluation study or (2) described as
submitting for FDA approval within the next year. The presence of multiple aims implies that 2
distinct narratives need to be presented, each with its own unit of analysis and reporting framework:
•

Aim 2: The unit of analysis is the AI application itself. The reporting framework is intended to
capture structural characteristics, such as the function of the application, the targeted health
condition, or the regulatory status. The characteristics reported are independent of any evidence
about the performance of the application and about the benefit and risks associated with it.

•

Aim 3: The unit of analysis is an evaluation study containing some form of evidence about the
effectiveness of an AI application. The reporting framework mirrors standard frameworks used
in systematic reviews of health interventions. It is meant to capture measurable outcomes
associated with the use of the application as well as characteristics of the evidence that relate to
its quality.

In both cases, information about each unit of analysis (applications or documents) must be
extracted and categorized so that it can then be tabulated and analyzed. The frameworks used to
perform these operations are described in the sections below.
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Framework for Narrative Review of AI Applications in Clinical Care (Aim 2)
There was no obvious guidance on which dimensions should be used to characterize AI
applications, determine which ones fall within the scope of this review, and report informative
statistics about them. Therefore, guided by PCORI and by our reading of the literature, we developed a
conceptual framework to characterize applications according to 8 key dimensions that we summarize
in Table 2.2 and describe in more detail in chapter 4: AI type, function, current adoption status, health
condition, data input, user, setting, and platform. These dimensions were chosen to reflect the various
ways that these applications are characterized in the literature as well as to capture the information
identified by stakeholders as of particular importance.
Our framework includes some of the same dimensions found in general frameworks proposed for
health information technology more broadly.26,27 A challenge in adopting any existing framework is
that the information available on current and near-future applications is often patchy and may not
necessarily fit in that framework. Therefore, the design of the framework we use in this report partly
reflects PCORI’s interest in understanding what composes the broader field of AI in health care, partly
aligns with existing work, and partly is driven by the data, as described in the rest of this section.
For each of the dimensions of the framework, we had to define which categories to which an
application could be assigned. For some dimensions, the choice was clear, as in the case of health
conditions, for which the categories correspond to the priority conditions described in chapter 1. For
other dimensions, we arrived at the choice of the corresponding categories through the following
iterative process:
1. We started from a tentative set of categories that we arrived at using a combination of basic
principles and reasoning, conversations with PCORI and stakeholders, and an initial reading of
the literature.
2. Each researcher independently reviewed about 20 applications and either used the current set of
tentative categories or added new ones.
3. We then met as a team, compared the categories we each had defined, and merged them or
modified them until we reached a consensus about a new set of tentative categories. Key criteria
for the definition of the categories were (a) that each category should include a sufficiently large
number of applications, (b) that categories should be limited in number, and (c) that categories
should be easily interpretable.
4. We repeated this process, starting from item 2 above, until no new categories were created.
Several iterations of the procedure described above were needed to come to definitions of
categories that represented the data well and were also easy to interpret. One of the dimensions, the
function of the AI application, turned out to be quite complex and therefore we broke it down into both
categories and subcategories so that we could report the results at a finer level of detail.
It is important to underscore that, although the categories corresponding to each dimension are as
distinct as possible, an application can belong to multiple categories. For example, the dimension
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“User” contains the categories “Health care professionals” and “Patients,” which are clearly distinct,
but there are applications that are used jointly by health care professionals and patients, and therefore
we categorize these applications as belonging to the “composite” category “Health care
professionals/patients.”
From an operational point of view, the methodology described above allows us to attach to each AI
application 8 labels, one for each dimension of the framework, where each label describes one or more
categories. The resulting data set forms the basis for the analysis of chapter 4, where we dedicate a
section to each of the dimensions of the framework. Because the definition of the framework was
influenced by the set of AI applications that are included in this review, the framework itself is a result
of this study, and therefore more details about the specific definition of dimensions and categories are
presented in the narrative review of chapter 4 together with the analysis of the data. Here we report a
summary of the framework in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3 to make the methodological discussion above
more concrete and to allow for the reader to be able to refer to it in the next chapter.
Table 2.2. Dimensions and Categories Used to Characterize AI Applications in Health Care Within the
Scope of Our Narrative Review (Aim 2)
Current status
FDA cleared/approved

AI applications in health care that can be granted FDA clearance or approval via any of the
regulatory pathways covering medical devices, as discussed in chapter 1

In use

AI applications that are currently in use as part of patient care. Many, but not all, of these
applications are FDA cleared/approved.

Fielded for evaluation

AI applications that have been used as part of patient care as part of a field evaluation study
Health care function

Patient evaluation

Applications that are used to evaluate an individual patient’s health status, including for
patient diagnosis, monitoring, prognosis evaluation, risk stratification, or assessment of
therapeutic harms and benefits

Health recommendations

Applications that provide recommendations for treatment or health-related behaviors, usually
based on patient evaluation

Treatment delivery

Applications that directly provide treatment to a patient, without human involvement, usually
based on patient evaluation
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Patient health conditions
Cerebrovascular

Includes stroke as well as poststroke rehabilitation

Cardiovascular

Includes chronic conditions such as hypertension as well as acute events such as cardiac arrest,
atrial fibrillation and heart failure

Kidney disease

Includes chronic kidney disease and issues surrounding kidney transplant

Diabetes

Includes diabetes prevention and self-management, and diabetes-related complications such
as diabetic retinopathy

Mental health

All mental health–related conditions, including autism, attention deficit disorder, phobia,
posttraumatic stress disorder, or suicidal ideation

Substance abuse

Includes all addiction and substance abuse, including alcohol and tobacco

Dementia

Includes Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias, including loss of memory or cognitive
ability due to brain disorders such as Parkinson’s disease

Cancer

Includes all types of cancer

Respiratory

Includes all respiratory diseases and breathing disorders

General health

Includes general health of patients regardless of their specific disease or condition. Examples
include general symptom checkers as well as applications that seek to reduce adverse events
across the entire hospital inpatient population.
AI type

ML: parametric

Artificial neural networks, deep learning networks, support vector machines, and Bayesian
networks

ML: decision trees

Classification and regression tree and random forest

ML: regression

Linear, logit, multinomial logit, Cox proportional hazards

AI: conversational AI

The combination of methods and technologies used in chatbots (such as natural language
processing, text mining, speech recognition, and different forms of ML)
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Data inputs
Nonimagery sensor

Includes accelerometers, electrocardiograms, electroencephalograms, pulse oximeters,
photoplesmography, mass spectrometry, continuous glucose monitoring devices, and other
sensors that can provide biomarker information

Audio

Includes all forms of audio data, including human voice and heart sounds

Patient-entered information

Structured information entered by a patient, for example, by answering an online
questionnaire or filling in a patient-reported outcome measure

EHR structured variables

The structured clinical and administrative information found in an EHR system, not including
free text or images

EHR free text

Natural language text found in the clinical notes of EHRs

Free text

Natural language text from sources other than EHRs, such as text from medical literature

Smartphone communication

The combination of natural language text, structured information (like checking boxes or
menus), and emojis found on smartphones

Genetic

Includes all forms of genetic data obtained from biological samples
User

Health care professional

Applications designed to be used by health care professionals. This includes applications that,
while they might rely on patient-collected data, deliver analytical outputs solely to health care
professionals.

Patient

Applications designed to be used by patients

Nonprofessional caregiver

Applications designed to be used by a nonprofessional engaged in patient care, such as a
family member or friend

Other user groups

Applications that perform functions outside the scope of this review are often designed for
use by other stakeholder groups, such as health system administrators, insurers, government
regulators, or researchers.
Setting

Hospital inpatient

Applications used as part of care for patients admitted to a hospital

Outpatient

Applications used as part of outpatient care during patient visits to a health facility

Home

Applications used in the patient’s home or other nonmedical settings
Platform

Smartphone

Mobile smartphone applications

Wearable

Applications embedded in devices worn by the patient

Other

Applications that can be designed for use on a wide variety of platforms, including computers,
tablets, or medical equipment
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Table 2.3. Dimensions and Categories Used to Characterize AI Applications in Health Care Not Included in
the Scope of Our Narrative Review
Current status
Preimplementation

AI applications in development as well as developed applications that have never been fielded
for actual use in patient care
Health care function

Epidemiology and public
health

Applications that evaluate health at the population level, such as disease surveillance

Research and development

Applications that aid in biomedical research, including support to systematic reviews, diseaserelated biomarker identification, and drug discovery

Administrative

Applications that aid in the performance of administrative tasks, such as chart documentation,
clinical handovers, or assignment of billing codes

tasks
Resource management

Applications that aid in the management of financial, personnel, or other health system
resources

Error, fraud, and neglect

Applications that detect error, fraud, or neglect in the delivery of health care

Education and training

Applications that aid in the training of health care professionals, for example, by generating
simulated patient cases or by offering instructional feedback
Patient health conditions

Out-of-scope conditions

A wide range of specific health conditions that are not covered by the 9 in-scope categories
listed above in Table 2.2, including gastrointestinal disease, musculoskeletal conditions,
epilepsy, and many others. Though important, they are outside the scope of this review.
Data inputs

Imagery

Imagery and video from medical devices including ultrasound, CT, PET, MRI, X-ray,
colonoscopy, etc; less commonly includes imagery or video from nonmedical cameras such as
smartphones

Description of AI Type Categories

Within ML are a large number of methods, and the exact details of how they work are mainly
irrelevant for the purposes of this report, except for the fact that some methods are more interpretable
(less of a “black box”) than others. We describe below the broad subcategories of ML that we have
used to characterize the applications in this report, outlining their interpretability—a topic that will be
discussed further at the end of this report.
Parametric models (such as artificial neural networks,28 deep learning networks,29 support vector
machines30): What these methods have in common is that the variable to be predicted, or output (say,
whether someone is at risk for developing diabetes), is related to the input variables (say, the observed
characteristics of the individual) by a complex formula that contains many unknown coefficients. Past
data, where both the input and output are observed, are used to estimate the value of these coefficients
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and maximize the probability of giving a correct answer. The methods differ on the specific type of
formula being used. For example, deep learning networks correspond to many formulas nested within
one another, and the word deep refers to a high degree of nesting. They are commonly used in health
partly because of their great success when applied to image data. Because the formulas are very
complicated and often contain thousands of parameters, these methods are not easily interpretable.31
Decision trees (such as classification and regression tree [CART] models, and random forests32,33):
These methods arrive at a solution by applying a sequence of “splitting” rules to the variables used to
make the prediction. For example, “If age is larger than 15 and gender is male and glucose level is
normal, predict this outcome.” The simpler versions of these methods (such as CART) are easy to
interpret because the rules can usually be visualized as a “tree” of decisions. More complex versions
such as random forests tend to lose interpretability, although methods can be applied to make them
more interpretable.34
Regression models (such as logistic regression, linear regression, proportional hazard regression
models, and lasso35): Although regression models are very often used for the purpose of analyzing data
and establishing associations in statistics, they can also be used as predictive models in ML. For
example, technically speaking, logits and linear regression models are the simplest type of artificial
neural networks. They fall in the set of parametric methods listed above, but we single them out here
because they tend to be highly interpretable.
We focus mostly on ML methods, but the world of AI applications is complex and often a
multitude of AI methods can be used in the same application. This is the case for chatbot36
applications, which typically use a smartphone and text and/or speech input to interact with a user in a
conversational manner. Chatbots rely on a wealth of methods, often a combination of ML and natural
language processing. This ensemble of methods goes under the name of conversational AI, and we will
use this term to denote the type of AI that is used by chatbots.
Defining and Measuring Relevance of AI Applications to Stakeholders
While in the long term all stakeholders may benefit from a successful application of AI in health,
not all AI applications are equally relevant to stakeholders, as some applications may have a more
direct impact on them than others. Whether an application is relevant to a stakeholder is a complex
concept that is more difficult to define than the application characteristics presented in the framework
of Table 2.2. Yet, it seems important to be able to make statements about which proportion of AI
applications are relevant to specific stakeholders. Therefore, in this section we provide a simple
definition of relevance that can be operationalized and reported on together with other dimensions of
the framework of Table 2.2. We did not include this measure in Table 2.2 because we acknowledge
that it has some limitations.
We include in the notion of relevance of an application both the potential to have an impact and the
ability of the stakeholder to take an action, such as purchasing or using the application. For patients
and individual providers, the notion of relevant overlaps with the notion of user, while for employers
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and health plans it relates to the possibility of deploying the application to employees or plan members.
Consider, for example, a smartphone application that helps a patient manage anxiety. This application
is directly relevant to the patient, who benefits from it and has control over whether to purchase it, and
it is this notion of relevance that we wish to capture.
A key stakeholder we have not mentioned so far is the government. We have not attempted to
define what relevant means for the government because the government has myriad objectives and
roles. For example, as a payer its objectives are aligned with those of health plans, but as a promoter of
public health its objectives are aligned with those of patients. We also have assumed that the objectives
of patient advocates are exactly aligned with those of patients. From an operational point of view, to
assign the relevance of an application to a stakeholder, we proceed as follows:
Employers and health plans: If a commercial application currently on the market can be deployed by
an employer or a health plan, this information is apparent from the main website. For vendors of different
products, marketed to different stakeholders, it is common for the website to have separate sections with
labels such as “For Health Plans” or “For Employers,” or both.37-39 Therefore, we label an application
relevant to employers and health plans if there is such a clear indication on the website. This is a strict
definition, and its key limitation is that it does not capture applications that are not commercial products,
such as those that are currently being tested in a clinical trial. We opted for this stricter definition because
its operationalization is unambiguous and it captures a well-defined concept.
Patients, providers, and caregivers: For patients (or caregivers), an application is relevant if they are
users and they are directly affected by it (examples include applications that help patients manage their
conditions or that monitor health status). For providers, broadly defined to include individual providers
as well as health systems, relevant means that the application is a tool that can be used in their practice
(such as diagnostic or risk assessment tools). We underscore that, as with employers and health plans,
an application can be of interest to multiple stakeholders.
Framework for Mapping the Evidence on AI Applications in Clinical Care (Aim 3)
To map the evidence base surrounding the use of in-scope AI applications, we identified and
characterized evaluation studies according to their publication type, study design, study population and
sample size, and outcomes measured. We developed this framework via the same iterative process to
identify dimensions and categories of interest (presented above).
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Publication Type

Given the broad range of applications, and the fact that much of the pertinent information comes
from the gray literature, we considered evidence from 5 types of publications, which are described
below.
•

Peer-reviewed articles: This includes evidence from peer-reviewed journal articles and
conference proceedings.

•

Other academic documents: This includes conference posters, abstracts, and oral presentations
as well as academic preprints from online repositories such as arXiv, medRχiv, and bioRχiv.

•

FDA summary documents: Every application with an FDA clearance has one or more FDA
clearance documents, which contain varying degrees of evidence.

•

Clinical trial records: Many evaluations of clinical AI applications are described in study
records accessible on the ClinicalTrials.gov registry. These include descriptions of ongoing
studies whose findings have not yet been published.

•

Other gray literature: This include all other types of documents, including corporate white
papers and websites as well as industry publications.

In this context, the term evaluation study refers to any publicly available information evaluating the
effectiveness and safety of the application. Evaluations published in peer-reviewed academic journals
are subject to a more consistently rigorous quality assurance process than are the other publication
types—and may be more likely to report findings that cast an AI application in a negative light than
would a document posted on a company website. Because a full evaluation of the quality of the
evidence was not in the scope of this study, we use publication type as a proxy for evidence quality in
the rest of the report.
Study Design

The evaluation of the effectiveness of AI applications has some complexities that are not usually
encountered in other clinical evaluation studies, where the effectiveness of a health intervention is
estimated. Many AI applications have a predictive component that provides information that is then
acted on, and therefore both the accuracy of the prediction and the effects of acting on that prediction
must be evaluated.
Performance tests are evaluation studies that examine the accuracy of an AI application, using real
or simulated patient data without fielding these applications as an actual intervention that affects
patient care. In contrast, field evaluation studies examine the effects of an AI application on patient
care. These are like traditional field intervention studies, in which one observes the effect of the
intervention on a group of subjects.
We distinguish between 3 types of field evaluation studies: Randomized controlled trials (RCTs)
divide subjects randomly into multiple groups, including at least one group whose care includes the use
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of an AI application and one group that receives some other form of care. Pre-post evaluations do not
compare outcomes between randomly assigned groups of patients and instead assess outcomes by
comparing how patient health differs after receiving care involving an AI application compared with
health before receiving such care. Implementation studies evaluate the effects of an intervention on
nonhealth outcomes such as user satisfaction or cost of care.
Study Population and Sample Size

For each evaluation study, we recorded the characteristics of the patient population and the study
sample size. We distinguished between patient populations defined by specific settings, ages, or health
conditions. We also captured the total number of patients included in the study sample and the number
of health records used as inputs to the AI application, when provided. Occasionally a publication
reports the number of records but does not report the number of distinct patients corresponding to those
records. When possible, we have estimated the number of unique patients, but in some cases this
variable is just missing. In addition, there are some studies in which the unit of observation is neither a
patient nor a record but rather, for example, a vignette, and therefore the concept of number of patients
does not apply. In these cases, we have labeled the observations as not applicable.
Outcomes Measured

Given the broad scope of this review, the range of outcomes measured in the studies is vast. To
keep the analysis manageable, we grouped outcome measures into 6 categories, listed below ordered
by their prevalence in our data:
•

•

•

•

Accuracy: Many studies fall in the category of performance test and therefore measure some
notion of accuracy, such as the area under the curve (AUC), sensitivity, specificity, and
positive/negative predictive values; however, accuracy is also reported in other types of
studies.
Health indicator: This is a large category that includes self-reported measures of health
status (such as patient-reported outcome measures), any type of biomarker (such as HbA1c),
and the diagnosed presence of a health condition (such as atrial fibrillation).
Resource utilization: This category includes any type of cost, independent of payer, and
standard utilization measures such as number of visits, hospital admission, and hospital
readmissions.
Appropriate treatment: Many applications aim to ensure that patients receive the right
treatment and care, and therefore study outcomes often are measured in these terms.
Examples include applications that provide correct drug dosage,40 that lead to an adequate
level of palliative care,41 and that improve adherence42 and screening for depression.43
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•

•

User satisfaction: In some studies, one of the outcomes measured is the user’s level of
satisfaction with the application itself.44-46 This dimension is important because it is a
determinant of adoption. In addition, for applications that are patient oriented, usability is
one of the factors that determines how long the patient will make use of it, which in turn
determines whether health benefits will be realized and sustained.
Time to treatment: In some cases, studies report time to treatment because one of the goals
of an evaluated application is to provide more timely treatment. Examples include the
provision of emergency services for patients with cardiac arrest47 and the provision of
palliative care.48.

Later in the document we will define the term health outcomes as the 2 outcome measures that
most directly relate to health: health indicator and appropriate treatment.
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3. Broad Overview of Artificial Intelligence
in Health Care
This chapter addresses aim 1 of our study: to provide a broad overview of the full range of AI
applications with potential for use in health care. Though the remainder of this report (chapters 4 and
5) focuses on ML applications that assist with clinical functions as part of delivering individual patient
care, a number of other functions could be performed by AI applications in health care, and those
functions will be the main focus of this chapter.

Administrative Tasks
There is great potential for AI to improve the efficiency of the health care system by automating or
aiding tasks performed by health care professionals or administrators and that do not necessarily
involve patient care. Some of these tasks are time consuming49 and critical for the provision of highquality care and for appropriate billing. Far from replacing humans, AI applications with speech
recognition and natural language processing capabilities can make clinical documentation more
efficient,50 facilitate medical chart reviewing51 or the handover of clinical information,52 and automate
the assignment of billing codes.53 Systems of this type are expected to allow health care professionals
to spend more time in productive activities, enhancing both the productivity of the workplace as well
as the quality of care, and at the same time providing an element of consistency and reducing random
variation.

Education and Training
AI can affect patient care in indirect ways, one of which is through its applications to medical
education and training.54,55 For example, ML can analyze data acquired during surgery, such as the
motion of the hand or the eye, and correctly predict the skills of the surgeon.56 This capability opens
the path to replacing the evaluation of surgeon skills currently performed by more senior surgeons,
which is subject to variation, with a more consistent and objective evaluation. Similarly, it has been
proposed that ML could “listen” to recordings of patient/clinician communications and automatically
assess the quality of the communication skills of the clinician.57

Detection of Error, Fraud, and Neglect
ML is often applied to estimate the probability of future harmful events, so that they can be
prevented. Harmful events are not limited to the clinical setting but can also include financial harm as
well as violence or neglect. Financial harm can be unintentional, caused by error, or intentional, caused
by fraud. Because intention is difficult to observe, error and fraud are usually lumped together in the
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literature, and often authors simply refer to fraud detection. Detection of fraud and error in the health
domain is a very active research area14,58-64 that uses both administrative claims data and EHRs to
identify potential for harm. ML has an advantage over humans in performing these tasks because it can
process millions of claims very quickly. However, humans have an advantage over ML systems
because they have valuable prior knowledge about the context in which error or fraud take place and
about criminal patterns and intents, none of which are represented in the data. Therefore, hybrid
systems that attempt to combine the best of what humans and machines have to offer are likely to
become increasingly common.65,66
Fraud detection is an area for which unsupervised ML, as described in chapter 2, is commonly
used.13,67,68 This is because, often, researchers have disposal only a data set without a clear indication
of which cases are fraudulent, making it impossible to apply supervised ML and predictive models.
Unsupervised ML allows researchers to analyze the data and find outliers or unusual complex patterns
that, by virtue of being different from the norm, are potentially fraudulent. Applications of this type
simply point researchers and auditors to the suspicious records for further investigation.
The methodology used to detect fraud and error can also be used in a different area, one that lies at
the intersection of health and social service provision: the identification of individuals likely to exhibit
harmful behavior or to be subjected to it, and the identification of unusual patterns that may point to
neglect, rather than fraud. Examples include the identification of potentially violent individuals among
psychiatric patients,69,70 the detection of elder abuse and neglect,71,72 and the prediction of the risk of
harm to children monitored by Child Protective Services.73

Epidemiology and Public Health
There are many applications of AI that affect people’s health outside of the clinical care context
and whose function fits in the framework of public health. For example, because one of the tasks that
ML performs well is the detection of anomalous events, a natural area of application is the design of
health surveillance systems,74-76 including those that use social media as input.77 ML has also been
applied to public safety. For example, one very active area of research concerns safety for workers, for
which there are applications to provide continuous monitoring78 at construction sites, to develop
improved safety indicators,79 and to predict occupational accidents.80 In the transportation sector, many
applications have been developed to improve road safety, including some that detect driver stress
levels78 or drowsiness81 and predict crash severity.82,83 ML has also been applied in the area of
environmental health, for which it has been used to study air pollution,84-87 as well as in toxicology
research.88,89
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Research and Development
AI has also been used to improve the way research is performed. Recent advances in natural
language processing (NLP) and text mining allow researchers to use ML to make systematic reviews
more efficient.90,91 For example the Cochrane Transform Project’s Evidence Pipeline92 uses AI to
screen thousands of documents and identify which ones are most likely to be relevant for inclusion in
Cochrane Reviews. In addition, ML and NLP are used to analyze large bodies of biomedical literature
for evidence on issues such as drug-drug interactions93 or other biomedical relations.94
Deep learning artificial neural networks have been particularly successful in aiding the task of drug
design,95-100 making predictions concerning drug binding,101 and extending the drug design framework
from small molecules to antibodies.102 One recent review concluded that most new approaches for
identifying drug targets fall within the category of ML methods.103-105

Imaging
Medical imaging is the area in which AI has already made a significant impact—and where many
applications are currently in use. One way to quantify this statement is to consult the website on FDAcleared medical imaging AI algorithms maintained by the Data Science Institute of the American
College of Radiology.106 As of October 2020, the list contains 80 entries spanning a wide range of
applications. The list is not necessarily complete, and additional applications can be found, for
example, in the Medical Futurist online database of FDA-cleared AI applications in health, that has a
broader scope.107
In the medical imaging sector, AI applications support professionals at all stages of their workflow.
Some applications target the process of image acquisition, by making it possible to maintain high
image quality while reducing exposure to X-rays108,109 and radioactive tracers,110 or reducing the time
spent in the scanner.111 AI applications can also guide professionals during the image acquisition
phase, for example, when performing an ultrasound, to enhance image quality.112
Other applications play a role in the process of triaging and risk stratification, interpreting scans as
they are acquired so that the workflow of radiologists can be prioritized,113-115 or alerting health
professionals to patients at high risk of cardiovascular, lung, bone, and other diseases.116 A large
number of applications aim to provide real-time support to radiologists by identifying suspicious
findings117 or fractures,118,119 providing volumetric quantification of segmented structures,120 and
automatically generating reports.113,121,122
The adoption of AI applications in the medical imaging sector is expanding rapidly and generating
great interest123-125 as well as some anxieties among health care professionals.126-128 To put the state of
the art in perspective, it is important to note that all these applications implement some form of ML
algorithm. Therefore, the human task they mimic is only the ability to classify patterns similar to those
that exist in the data. In most cases these algorithms do not mimic any other type of intelligence: they
do not reason about other types of information about the patient, nor do they take into account
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anatomical or physiological knowledge. As a consequence, these applications can compete with only
one of the skills of the imaging professionals—that is, the ability to classify visual patterns such as
those encountered in radiology, dermatology, or pathology—and are unable to process all the
additional information that goes into formulating a diagnosis or evaluation. In addition, these
algorithms tend to solve very specific problems. For example, algorithms for fracture detection do not
detect all types of fractures.129,130 Rather, there may be an algorithm for vertebrae and a completely
different one for hips. As a result, AI applications in imaging are still spanning only a fraction of all
possible ailments.
Although this observation regarding the limitation of ML is particularly relevant in the imaging
field, given the greater adoption rate, it applies to all other applications described later in this report,
and it is useful for maintaining a perspective on the possibilities of ML in health.
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4. Narrative Review of Machine Learning Applications in
Clinical Care
This chapter addresses aim 2 of our study by presenting the findings of our narrative review of AI
applications in current or potential near-future use in clinical care.
We identified a total of 109 non-imaging-based ML applications in current or potential near-future
use in clinical care to address general patient health or the 9 health conditions within the scope of our
review. Full details on each of these applications can be found in appendix A. These 109 in-scope
applications represent all that we were able to identify in our search of the academic literature, FDA
approval documents, clinical trial records, and gray literature, with one exception. As there are a very
large number of AI-based symptom checker chatbots available for use, we included only the 7 that
appeared at least twice in the reviewed documents.
In this chapter, we focus on the description of these 109 applications, which are categorized
according to the framework presented in Table 2.2. Each of the dimensions defined in Table 2.2 has a
dedicated section below, titled with the dimension name. The chapter begins by discussing the current
development, regulatory, and adoption status of these applications, followed by an examination of their
functions, targeted health conditions, ML methods, users, settings, and platforms. We discuss
evaluation studies that provide evidence on these applications’ effectiveness, accuracy, and safety in
the next chapter.

Current Status
Of the 109 applications we identified in our review, 22 (20%) were cleared for use by the FDA, 44
(40%) were in current use without FDA clearance, and 43 (40%) were in development for potential
near-future use.
All 22 of the FDA-cleared applications were designed for use by health care professionals or by a
patient as directed by health care professionals. These include most arrythmia detection applications,
some patient deterioration monitors, and some diabetes self-management apps.
A small number of applications (2 out of 22) were approved through the De Novo classification
pathway. One application, CLEWICU, which identifies intensive care unit (ICU) patients at higher risk
of respiratory failure, was cleared under an FDA emergency use authorization for the duration of the
coronavirus crisis.131
The great majority of applications (19 out of 22) were cleared through the 510(k) premarket
notification pathway.20 Of these, only the Advisor Pro/MD-Logic and the Ahead applications received
their 510(k) clearance based on “substantial equivalence” to an earlier ML-based device that went
through the De Novo application process.132,133 The remaining 17 applications trace their 510(k)
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“substantial equivalence” lineage back to one or more non-machine-learning-based applications
approved earlier by the FDA.
Classification information was unavailable for 2 applications: eMurmur ID, due to incomplete
FDA documentation, and CLEWICU, due to its emergency authorization. All 20 other in-scope
applications received Class II designations, the most common FDA designation, which covers devices
that pose a moderate risk to patients. No applications were classified as Class I devices, though this is
not necessarily surprising as nearly all lower-risk devices that would fall in this category are exempt
from FDA classification entirely.
No approved applications were classified as falling in the highest risk category of Class III devices,
which are subject to the full device premarket approval process and include high-risk devices such as
automated external defibrillators and implantable devices such as pacemakers or artificial pancreas
systems.17,134
FDA-approved applications are briefly summarized in Table 4.1. Full details on these applications
can be found in appendix A.
Table 4.1. Applications Approved by the FDA
Application

Function

Health condition

User

Health recommendations

Diabetes

Health care professionals

Ahead

Patient evaluation

General

Health care professionals

AI-ECG Tracker

Patient evaluation

Cardiovascular

Health care professionals

Biovitals Analytics Engine/Biovitals
HF

Patient evaluation

General

Health care professionals

Health recommendations

Diabetes

Patient

Cardiologs Platform

Patient evaluation

Cardiovascular

Health care professionals

CLEWICU

Patient evaluation

Respiratory

Health care professionals

Current Platform

Patient evaluation

General

Health care professionals

Eko Analysis Software

Patient evaluation

Cardiovascular

Health care professionals

eMurmur AI

Patient evaluation

Cardiovascular

Health care professionals

EnsoSleep

Patient evaluation

Respiratory

Health care professionals

FibriCheck

Patient evaluation

Cardiovascular

Health care professionals

KardiaAI/Kardia Mobile

Patient evaluation

Cardiovascular

Patient

Loop System

Patient evaluation

Cardiovascular

Health care professionals

MATRx Plus

Treatment delivery

Respiratory

Patient

Advisor Pro/MD-Logic

BlueStar
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Application

Function

Health condition

User

Pathwork Tissue of Origin Test

Patient evaluation

Cancer

Health care professionals

PhysIQ Personalized Physiology
Engine

Patient evaluation

Cardiovascular

Health care professionals

Rhythm Express RX-1 MDSP
Technology

Patient evaluation

Cardiovascular

Health care professionals

RhythmAnalytics

Patient evaluation

Cardiovascular

Health care professionals

VITEK MS

Patient evaluation

General

Health care professionals

WAVE Clinical Platform: Visensia,
the Safety Index

Patient evaluation

General

Health care professionals

Zio AT ECG Monitoring System

Patient evaluation

Cardiovascular

Health care professionals

A total of 45 applications are available for use without having received FDA approval. Five of
these applications—Cardiomatics, Corti, Karantis360, Nectarine Health, and ResApp—are solely in
use outside of the United States, primarily in Europe, though at least one of them, ResApp, is applying
for FDA clearance. The remaining 40 applications are in use within the United States without having
undergone the FDA approval process. This category includes all symptom checkers, all mental health
apps, all online risk calculators, all genetic analysis apps, some diabetes self-management apps, and
some patient deterioration monitors.
Applications in use without FDA approval are listed below in Table 4.2. Full details on these
applications can be found in appendix A.
Table 4.2. Applications in Use Without FDA Approval
Application

Function

Health conditions

User

Health recommendations

General

Patient

Treatment delivery

General

Patient

Health recommendations

General

Patient

Buoy Health

Patient evaluation

General

Patient

Cardiomatics

Patient evaluation

Cardiovascular

Health care
professionals

Corti

Patient evaluation

Cardiovascular

Health care
professionals

Health recommendations

Diabetes

Patient

Ada
Apple Watch 4: Fall Detection App
Babylon Health

DayTwo
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Application

Function

Health conditions

User

eCART (electronic cardiac arrest triage)

Patient evaluation

Cardiovascular

Health care
professionals

EPIC Deterioration Index

Patient evaluation

Cerebrovascular

Health care
professionals

Ginger.io

Patient evaluation

Mental health

Health care
professionals

Health recommendations

General

Patient

Heart Failure Risk Calculator

Patient evaluation

Cardiovascular

Health care
professionals

Ibis

Patient evaluation

General

Patient

Intermountain Healthcare
Readmission/Mortality Prediction

Patient evaluation

Cardiovascular

Health care
professionals

JVION Machine

Patient evaluation

General

Health care
professionals

K Health

Patient evaluation

General

Patient

Karantis360

Patient evaluation

Alzheimer/dementia;
general

Health care
professionals

KDPI-EPTS Survival Benefit Estimator

Patient evaluation

Kidney disease

Health care
professionals

Lark Diabetes Care

Health recommendations

Diabetes

Patient

Lark DPP

Health recommendations

Diabetes

Patient

Lark for Hypertension

Health recommendations

Cardiovascular

Patient

Patient evaluation

Alzheimer/dementia;
general

Health care
professionals

Omada Health

Health recommendations

Diabetes

Patient

One Drop

Health recommendations

Diabetes

Patient

Owlytics

Patient evaluation

Alzheimer/dementia;
general

Health care
professionals

Preventice BeatLogic Platform

Patient evaluation

Cardiovascular

Health care
professionals

Qventus

Patient evaluation

General

Health care
professionals

rapid Whole Genome Sequencing

Patient evaluation

General

Health care
professionals

HealthTap AI

Nectarine Health
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Application

Function

Health conditions

User

Rare Disease Auxiliary Diagnosis System

Patient evaluation

General

Health care
professionals

REACH VET

Patient evaluation

Mental health

Health care
professionals

ResApp

Patient evaluation

Respiratory

Health care
professionals

Seattle Heart Failure Model

Patient evaluation

Cardiovascular

Health care
professionals

Sepsis Watch

Patient evaluation

General

Health care
professionals

SOPHiA GENETICS

Patient evaluation

Cancer

Health care
professionals

Steth IO Software

Patient evaluation

Cardiovascular

Health care
professionals

Sugar.IQ

Patient evaluation

Diabetes

Patient

Symptomate

Patient evaluation

General

Patient

Targeted Real-time Early Warning Score

Patient evaluation

General

Health care
professionals

Tempus Oncology Testing

Patient evaluation

Cancer

Health care
professionals

Tess

Treatment delivery

Mental health

Patient

Virta

Health recommendations

Diabetes

Patient

Watson for Oncology and Genomics

Health recommendations

Cancer

Health care
professionals

Woebot

Treatment delivery

Mental health

Patient

Wysa

Treatment delivery

Mental health

Patient

Your.MD

Patient evaluation

General

Patient
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We identified an additional 42 applications as potential candidates for adoption within the next 5
years. To be included in this category, these applications needed to have been either (1) actually
implemented in patient care as part of a field evaluation study or (2) described as submitting for FDA
approval within the next year. A total of 41 applications met the first criterion, and 1 application,
HeartHero, met the second criterion.
We recognize that these criteria will undoubtably miss applications that will in fact be adopted in
clinical practice in the next 5 years. Nevertheless, the list below represents a broad range of
applications that appear closer to actual adoption—as distinguished from the hundreds of algorithms
that have been conceived, developed, and tested on clinical data over the past 10 years that have not
ended up in actual clinical use.
Though this list includes many applications similar to those already in use, it also includes 3
automated treatment delivery devices that would likely require FDA premarket approval as higher risk
Class III devices: HeartHero Automated External Defibrillator (AED), Beta Bionic’s Bionic Pancreas,
and Medtronic’s Minimed 780G artificial pancreas.
Applications that may be adopted for use within the next 5 years are listed below in Table 4.3. Full
details on these applications can be found in appendix A.
Table 4.3. Applications in Potential Near-Future Use
Application

Function

Health condition

User

Patient evaluation

General

Health care professionals

AI-Assisted Insulin Titration System

Health recommendations

Diabetes

Patient

AIM@BP

Health recommendations

Cardiovascular

Patient

Anemia Control Model

Health recommendations

Kidney disease

Health care professionals

Anticoagulation Management
Service

Patient evaluation

Cardiovascular

Health care professionals

ASSIST

Treatment delivery

Mental health

Patient

Health recommendations

Cerebrovascular

Patient

Atrial Fibrillation Risk Prediction

Patient evaluation

Cardiovascular

Health care professionals

Bionic Pancreas

Treatment delivery

Diabetes

Patient

BQ Device

Treatment delivery

Cerebrovascular

Health care professionals

Health recommendations

Cerebrovascular

Patient

Patient evaluation

Mental health

Patient

Health recommendations

General

Health care professionals

Advanced Electronic Safety of
Prescriptions Model

Assisted Rehabilitation Care

BrightArm Compact
Companion
Control Tower
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Application

Function

Health condition

User

COVID-19 Alert System

Health recommendations

Respiratory

Patient

Dashboard for Diabetes Care

Health recommendations

Diabetes

Health care professionals

Diabetes Prevention App

Health recommendations

Diabetes

Patient

Diagnostic AI for Pediatric Diseases

Patient evaluation

General

Health care professionals

ECG AI-Guided Screening

Patient evaluation

Cardiovascular

Health care professionals

FIND FH Algorithm

Patient evaluation

Cardiovascular

Health care professionals

Heart Failure Medication Reminder
App

Health recommendations

Cardiovascular

Patient

Heart Failure Treatment Gap Model

Health recommendations

Cardiovascular

Health care professionals

HeartHero AED

Treatment delivery

Cardiovascular

Caregiver

Hypotension Prediction (HYPE)

Patient evaluation

General

Health care professionals

iDEFCO

Patient evaluation

Cancer

Health care professionals

Jumpstart

Patient evaluation

General

Health care professionals

Kelahealth

Patient evaluation

General

Health care professionals

Medical Early Warning Score ++

Patient evaluation

General

Health care professionals

Minimed 780G / MD-Logic Artificial
Pancreas

Treatment delivery

Diabetes

Patient

Neuro Motor Index

Patient evaluation

Dementia

Health care professionals

Health recommendations

Cardiovascular

Health care professionals

Patient evaluation

Dementia

Health care professionals

Health recommendations

General

Patient

Patient evaluation

Cancer

Health care professionals

Health recommendations

Mental health

Patient

Patient evaluation

General

Health care professionals

Short Arm Human Centrifuge
Rehab

Health recommendations

Cerebrovascular

Health care professionals

Sinedie

Health recommendations

Diabetes

Patient

Patient evaluation

General

Health care professionals

Health recommendations

Substance abuse

Patient

Optima 4 Blood Pressure
PD_Manager
Pediatric Symptom Checker
Radiation Therapy Risk Algorithm
Rose Platform
Sepsis Prediction Algorithm

Smart Angel
Smoking Cessation App
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Application

Function

Health condition

User

t2.coach

Health recommendations

Diabetes

Patient

Warfarin Dosage App

Health recommendations

Cerebrovascular

Patient

Wellthy Diabetes

Health recommendations

Diabetes

Patient

Health Care Function
Many ML applications in current clinical use are designed to assist with patient evaluation, with
some applications additionally providing health recommendations or, in a few cases, directly providing
treatment to patients. We describe them in detail below.
Patient Evaluation
The most common function we found in our analysis was patient evaluation (61% of applications).
Applications with this function offer information concerning an individual patient’s health status and
are used either by a health care professional (79% of applications) or by the patient (21% of
applications).
Different types of applications fall within this broad category. Many are built for the purpose of
supporting health care professionals in the formulation of a diagnosis and assess the presence of a
health condition (or a pathogen in a biospecimen135), often on the basis of a combination of EHRs,
biomarkers, and genetic information. Here we take a broad view and include in this category
applications that have a clear diagnostic purpose and applications that monitor a patient over a period
of time and send results or alerts to a clinician, who may then use this information to diagnose a
condition.
About half of the applications in this category deal with the diagnosis of heart conditions using
data from electrocardiograms (ECGs),136,137 heart sounds, or photoplethysmograms.138 These
applications primarily focus on diagnosis of arrythmia,139-144 atrial fibrillation (AF),143,145,146 and heart
murmurs.145,147,148 Other applications that take as input a signal or a sound include those that use
electroencephalogram (EEG) data to detect brain injury149 or to produce sleep scores150 and
applications that use cough and breath sounds to diagnose or assess the severity of respiratory
diseases.151 The applications mentioned above are oriented toward detecting fairly common conditions
for which good diagnostic tools may already exist; however, there are also ML applications currently
in use for the detection of rare diseases.152,153 The latter is actually an area of applications where
researchers expect ML to perform particularly well, as it requires processing very large amounts of
data to find meaningful patterns.154 Other diagnostic applications include the analysis of genetic
material for the identification of tumor type,155,156 the early detection of Alzheimer’s disease,157 the
diagnosis of a broad range of pediatric diseases,158 and the identification of microorganisms to aid in
the diagnosis of bacterial and yeast infections.135
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Sometimes AI applications in the patient evaluation category stop short of providing a diagnosis
and limit themselves to providing a symptom assessment. Applications in this category, often referred
to as “symptom checkers,” are mostly used by patients to obtain the likelihood of having a particular
health condition given a set of symptoms, to inform their health care–seeking behavior. Well-known
applications in this category are Symptomate,159,160 Your.MD,161,162 Ada,163 Buoy,164 HealthTap,165 K
Health,166 and Babylon.167
Another common function of ML applications is risk stratification, in which information about a
patient is used to estimate the probability that patient will experience a certain event, so that an
appropriate personalized course of action can be devised. In the inpatient setting, common risks are
represented by sepsis,168-171 heart failure,172,173 hospital readmission within 30 days,172,174 postoperative
complications,175 hospital-acquired conditions,174 and health care–associated infections,174 as well as
respiratory failure and hemodynamic instability for COVID-19 patients. Though these applications
predict specific types of events, many within this category also more generally predict the risk of
patient deterioration or the risk of exacerbation of current conditions. Some are used exclusively in a
hospital setting, such as the WAVE platform,176 the Epic Deterioration Index,177 eCART,171 Medical
Early Warning Score ++,178 and CLEWICU.179 Other applications monitor patients at home through
wearable or other sensor devices.180-182
Because prediction is a task that ML performs particularly well, it is not surprising that it is found
in many applications across different settings and different types of inputs. For example, advances in
speech recognition and NLP have made it possible to apply ML algorithms to phone calls to
emergency dispatchers and quickly recognize that the callers may be experiencing cardiac arrest. EHRs
are an excellent candidate to provide input to predictive models, and in addition to some of the
applications presented above, relevant ones include REACH VET,183 a platform that identifies veterans
at risk for suicide, hospitalization, illness, or other adverse outcomes, and the IQ-MATCH platform,
which identifies primary care patients with AF who are not on anticoagulation therapy and at high risk
of stroke.184
It is important to note that, though the word risk tends to denote a negative event, in the context of
risk stratification it also refers to positive events, such as benefiting from a treatment or a service.
Examples of such treatments/services include early palliative care,48 goals of care discussions,185 and
social worker engagement.186
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Health Recommendations
Applications whose function falls in the patient evaluation category described above provide
information about the health status of the patient, such as a diagnosis or a level of risk, but do not
provide a recommendation to the user concerning what to do with that information. That said, a fairly
large group of applications (30% of all applications) goes one step further and provides the user with a
list of actions that can be taken to address an underlying health issue. We group these applications
under the label of health recommendations. Within this broad category, about half of the applications
relate to patient empowerment, in that they aid patients in managing or preventing a chronic condition.
The most commonly targeted condition is diabetes,37,39,187-194 but cardiovascular conditions are also
targeted,42,195,196 as well as mental health197 and smoking.198 Some applications are also able to deal
with a broad range of chronic diseases.199 The remaining half of the applications includes those that
aim to recommend optimal treatment options (33%), which are almost evenly divided between those
recommending a particular medication dosage200-203 (such as of insulin medication204) and those
recommending a whole treatment plan.205-208 The remaining 17% of the applications are dedicated to
providing personalized physical therapy recommendations.209-211
Treatment Delivery
The group of AI applications discussed above provides the user with recommendations but do not
act on them directly. A smaller group of applications (9% of the total) directly delivers some form of
clinical treatment to patients, and 4 of the 10 applications in this category relate to mental health. One
is a wearable that delivers mindfulness meditation training to caregivers in distress, 212 while the other 3
are chatbots that deliver mental health talk therapy.38,213,214 The therapy model is slightly different
across these 3 apps: Wysa213 and Tess38 also provide the option of human communication, while
Woebot214 is a smartphone application focused on cognitive behavioral therapy.
Other applications provide different forms of treatment. The artificial pancreas applications
provided by Medtronic215 and Beta Bionics216 are insulin pumps that use AI to decide the timing and
dosage of insulin injections. This is also the case for 2 applications that automatically call 911 in an
emergency. One detects whether the user has fallen and remains immobile,217 and the other is a
“smart” automated external defibrillator that administers a shock only after an ML algorithm detects
that the patient is experiencing cardiac arrest.218 Other applications in this category include an oral
sleep appliance that adapts itself while in use219 and a device that delivers personalized low-frequency
and low-intensity electromagnetic fields therapy to patients with recent stroke.220
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Patient Health Conditions
Most of the applications included are specific to patients with 1 of the 9 conditions or groups of
conditions shown in Table 2.2; however, there is also a large number of applications (27%) that target
broad categories of patients regardless of their specific health condition, aiming to benefit individuals
who use health care services. Typical examples are general symptom checkers as well as inpatient
monitoring applications that seek to identify patients at risk of sepsis, ICU transfer, or other adverse
events. Many patients affected by one of the priority conditions are likely to display symptoms of some
sort and are also likely to use hospital, ICU, and other health care services. Therefore, they would be
directly affected by the adoption of technologies targeting health care services users. Hence, we have
included these applications in this report, and to distinguish them from those targeting specific
conditions, we have assigned them a general health condition label.
In Table 4.4 we show the distribution of health conditions targeted by the applications. Given the
very small number of applications with dual health conditions, we ignore this issue in the rest of the
report and assign a unique health condition to each application, based on our best understanding of its
intent.
Table 4.4. Number of Applications Targeting Specific Health Conditions
Health condition

Number of applications

% of applications

Cardiovascular

32

29.4

General

29

26.6

Diabetes

17

15.6

Mental health

9

8.3

Cerebrovascular

7

6.4

Respiratory

7

6.4

Cancer

6

5.5

Alzheimer/dementia

5

4.6

Kidney disease

2

1.8

Substance abuse

1

0.9

Note: A few applications target more than one condition, such as diabetes and cardiovascular disease, and therefore some
applications are counted more than once (which explains why the number of applications sums to 115 instead of 109).
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AI Type
We show the distribution of applications by the type of AI used in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5. Distribution of AI Type
AI type

Number of applications

% of applications

Unspecified

67

61.5

Parametric

22

20.2

Conversational AI

10

9.2

Decision trees

6

5.5

Regression

4

3.7

Strikingly, in a majority (61.5%) of applications it is unclear which ML method was used.
Although knowing the type of ML is not always necessary for the evaluation of the effectiveness or
safety of an application, this matter points to a lack of transparency in the documentation of these
applications. In fact, in a few cases, many additional documents and website had to be consulted to
establish whether an application used any type of ML at all.
For applications using a known type of ML, the distribution of methods are as expected. The
largest group, parametric methods, is mostly composed of artificial neural network architectures, often
of the DL type. The next group, conversational AI, corresponds to chatbot applications. We do find
this type of application more commonly used in the context of mental health and substance abuse,
which is expected since they are highly interactive and often provide some form of messaging-based
therapy.38,214

Data Inputs
For each of the applications that we reviewed, we captured the type of data input used. The list of
data types and their definitions is presented in Table 2.2. Some applications use more than one data
type as input; to give a full picture, we provide in Table 4.6 the distribution of all the combinations of
input found in the data.
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Table 4.6. Distribution of Data Input Types
Data input

Number of applications

% of applications

Nonimagery sensor

41

37.6

EHR

19

17.4

Smartphone communication

14

12.8

Patient-entered information

9

8.3

Smartphone communication; nonimagery sensor

6

5.5

Audio

3

2.8

Genetic

3

2.8

Nonimagery sensor; audio

3

2.8

Nonimagery sensor; EHR

3

2.8

Smartphone communication; EHR

2

1.8

Text: EHR; EHR

2

1.8

Patient-entered information; nonimagery sensor

1

0.9

Text: EHR

1

0.9

Text: EHR; genetic

1

0.9

Text; genetic

1

0.9

The most common data input type was data obtained by a passive nonimagery sensor, used both by
patients and health care professionals. For health care professionals, applications that use ECG data as
input are particularly prevalent given that cardiovascular conditions are targeted by 29.4% of all
applications. For patients, common sensors include continuous glucose monitors and sensors that are
commonly found on smartphones and wearables, such as those that measure heart rate and other vital
signs.
EHR and smartphone communication are a distant second and third in the list of data inputs. We
underscore that by EHR we mean the component of the EHR that does not include free text, such as
clinical notes. That component is denoted by “Text: EHR” in the table to highlight the fact that it is
used infrequently, despite the fact that existing literature shows that it has the potential to greatly
enhance the performance of ML algorithms.221,222 A factor that contributes to explaining the low usage
of clinical notes is the well-known difficulty with deidentifying clinical notes.223-225 They are likely to
contain names of patients and family members, references to places or events, and other information
that can easily identify a patient in the data. This difficulty implies that researchers and developers are
much less likely to have access to this type of data, which currently seems to be mostly untapped.
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User
AI applications target both patients and health care professionals as users but not in equal
proportions. As Table 4.7 shows, most of the applications (55%) are designed for health care
professionals only, while 33% are designed for patients only. A smaller proportion (11%) is designed
to be used by both patients and health care professionals, and only 1% is meant for caregivers;
however, these proportions change as a function of the health condition considered. For applications
that deal with cardiovascular disease, health care professionals represent 71% of the users, but for
diabetes-related applications, 76% of the users are patients. This breakdown reflects the fact that many
of the diabetes applications are designed to empower consumers and help them better manage their
condition, while for cardiovascular disease many applications provide clinical decision support and
therefore are oriented toward health care professionals.
Interestingly, the set of applications for which the intended users are both the patient and the health
care professional is relatively small (11% of all applications). These applications tend to monitor
patients and provide alerts or other assessments of patient health status to both patients and their health
care professionals.37,138,197 Only one application, the HeartHero AED, is designed for use by a
nonprofessional caregiver.218
Table 4.7. Distribution of User Types
User

Number of applications

% of applications

Health care professionals

60

55

Patients

36

33

Patients; health care professionals

12

11

Caregiver

1

1

Setting
We use the variable setting to capture where the application is deployed. We are particularly
interested in understanding how many of the applications are deployed in a home setting. We notice
that, although setting and user often overlap, and an application deployed at home is likely to be used
by the patient, this is not always the case. For example, there are smart monitoring devices for
conditions such as heart disease and mental health that gather information from the patient at home and
then send it to a clinician for analysis.138,140,182,226-228
We find that half of all applications are used in a home setting and tend to be smartphone or
wearable based. The next largest group is applications used in an outpatient setting, which captures
34% of the applications, followed by the inpatient setting (14%), which typically consists of
applications such as those for hospital readmission,172 clinical deterioration,176 or early sepsis
detection.229,230
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One expects to find a correlation between the setting and the health condition being targeted.
Indeed, we find that applications targeting diabetes or mental health are almost exclusively home
based, while only 40 % of applications for cardiovascular disease belong to this category, with the
remaining 60% mostly concentrated in the outpatient setting (eg, automated analysis of ECG). We
show the full distribution of setting and health condition in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8. Number of Applications by Health Condition and Setting
Health condition

Home

Inpatient

Other

Outpatient

Cancer

1

0

0

5

Cardiovascular

13

3

0

15

Cerebrovascular

1

1

0

3

Dementia

3

0

1

1

Diabetes

15

0

1

1

General

12

10

0

7

Kidney disease

0

0

0

2

Mental health

7

0

0

1

Respiratory

2

1

0

2

Substance abuse

1

0

0

0

Total number of applications

55

15

2

37

50.5

13.8

1.8

33.9

% of applications

Platform
The applications we consider in this report run on a variety of platforms. About 30% are hosted on
smartphones, such as chatbots for the management of mental health38,213,214 and other chronic
conditions,37,187,195 text messaging applications that act as medication reminders,42,196 and applications
that use the phone as a device to detect heart problems.138,143,148
Intelligent wearable devices are becoming increasingly common231-233 and constitute 15% of all
applications described in this report. They include, for example, the artificial pancreas,215,216 falldetection devices,217,234 and devices that assess the risk of patient deterioration.181,182 Within this group,
approximately half of the applications consist of devices with some built-in AI, such as the artificial
pancreas215,216 or an oral appliance to treat sleep apnea.219 For the remaining half of wearable
applications, the role of the device is mainly to collect and transmit the data, which are then analyzed
with AI-powered software on another computing platform, often in real time.
The remaining 55 % of applications tend to run on institutional computer systems, with a small
group of applications that are web-based tools, such as some symptom checkers159 or risk
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calculators.173,235 A few of these applications are linked to a specific device, such as a mass
spectrometer135 or an automated electronic defibrillator; however, the vast majority of these software
applications can process input data acquired from any device that collects data of a certain type. In
many cases, this allows health care professionals to run AI-powered applications using computing
platforms and sensor devices they already have.
As expected, we find that most of the applications based on a wearable device or a smartphone are
characterized by the home setting. In addition, we find that wearables are predominantly used in
applications that provide patient evaluations (because they act as monitoring devices), while
smartphones are predominantly used in applications whose function is to provide health
recommendations.

Stakeholder Relevance
We did not include in the analysis framework of Table 2.2 the relevance of applications to
stakeholders because its definition has some limitations, described in chapter 2, and underestimates the
relevance to employers and health plans. However, we do report it here, since it still provides helpful
information. Because an application can be relevant to a group of stakeholders, such as patients and
providers, we show in Table 4.9 the number of applications that are relevant to all the stakeholder
combinations found in the data.
Table 4.9. Relevance of Applications to Stakeholders, by Stakeholder Groups
Stakeholder(s)

Number of applications

Providers

47

Providers, patients

28

Patients

14

Patients, health plans, employers

6

Providers, Patients, employers

5

Patients, employers

4

Caregivers

2

Providers, health plans

1

Providers, patients, health plans

1

Providers, patients, health plans, employers

1

The most salient feature of Table 4.9 is the fact that there is a fairly large number of applications
that target both providers and patients. Examples of such applications include some symptom
checkers,166,167 which share the information entered by a patient with a provider, or applications that
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monitor the patient in their home environment (for falls,234 patient deterioration,182 or unusual
behaviors pointing to possible dementia236) and communicate such information to clinical personnel.
Though the table is useful because it shows the combinations of stakeholders to which applications are
relevant, it also makes it difficult to count how many applications are relevant to a specific stakeholder.
Therefore, we provide this information in Table 4.10.
Table 4.10. Relevance of Applications to Stakeholders, by Individual Stakeholder
Stakeholder

Number of applications

Providers

83

Patients

59

Employers

16

Health plans

9

Caregivers

2

The large number of applications that are relevant to providers, shown in Table 4.10, is not
surprising, as many applications are tools that can be used to improve diagnoses and provide better
health recommendations. Patients constitute the next stakeholder in terms of relevance; 59 applications
directly involve the patient. As Table 4.9 shows, approximately half of them are also relevant to
providers, but the other half is relevant either to patients only or to a combination of patients,
employers, and health plans. Examples of applications that are relevant to patients only include the
artificial pancreas,215,216 chatbots that deliver mental health treatment without assistance from any
clinician,214 and applications that help patients manage their glucose levels 194,237 or medication
adherence.189,196
Employers and health plans do not have many current applications that are directly relevant to
them, compared with providers and patients; however, here we are counting only the applications that
explicitly target these stakeholders on their website. There are many applications for which there is no
commercial product yet that might become highly relevant to employers and health plans in the near
future, and therefore we are most likely underestimating the options available to these stakeholders.

Visualization of Application Characteristics
We summarize some of the dimensions that we have studied in this chapter in Figure 4.1. We
report health conditions on the vertical axis and function on the horizontal axis, and then use shapes to
represent users and colors to represent current development status.
The visualization makes it clear that cardiovascular disease and diabetes are addressed most
frequently among our 9 in-scope conditions; very few AI applications address substance abuse or
kidney disease.
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The visualization also shows that many applications are not targeted to a specific disease group in
the population. These applications often pursue patients who use certain services, such as inpatient or
emergency department, and members of our priority population may benefit from them because they
tend to have high utilization levels of those services. Typical examples of these applications include
hospital readmission models and early sepsis detection systems.
Figure 4.1 also shows major gaps in the availability of ML applications for specific groups of
patients. In particular, patients with kidney disease or with issues of substance abuse have very few
options. The substance abuse application is a smoking cessation chatbot,198 integrated with other
behavioral and drug interventions. One of the 2 applications for kidney disease estimates the survival
benefit to kidney transplant recipients,235 while the other uses AI to assist in the anemia management
of patients with chronic kidney disease who are undergoing hemodialysis.203
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Figure 4.1. Application Characteristics

Note: We report health condition on the vertical axis and function on the horizontal axis. We use shapes to represent users
and colors to represent current development status.
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5. Mapping the Evidence on Machine Learning
Applications in Clinical Care
This chapter addresses aim 3 of our study by developing an evidence map for the 109 applications
described in the previous chapter.
We identified 173 evaluation studies, providing information on 94 of these 109 applications. We
categorized these studies by publication type, study design, study population and sample size, and
outcomes measured according to the framework described at the end of chapter 2. The full set of
information we captured for each of these evaluation studies is presented in appendix B.
The chapter concludes with 2 evidence maps that depict the evaluation studies according to
publication type, study design, and sample size as well as the health conditions addressed by the
evaluated applications.

Publication Type
Table 5.1 gives an overview of the number of applications discussed in evaluation studies, grouped
by publication type and current adoption status.
Table 5.1. Applications Examined in Evaluation Studies, by Study Design and Application Status
Number and percentage of applications that are the subject of . . .
Application status

No published
evaluations

An evaluation study

A peer-reviewed study

A peer-reviewed RCT

FDA approved

4 (18%)

18 (82%)

11 (50%)

4 (18%)

10 (22%)

35 (78%)

27 (60%)

4 (9%)

1 (2%)

41 (98%)

14 (33%)

6 (14%)

15 (14%)

94 (86%)

52 (48%)

14 (13%)

(out of 22)
In use without FDA
approval
(out of 45)
In potential near-future
use
(out of 42)
Total applications
(out of 109)
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The proportion of applications for which we found no published evidence at all is relatively low
(14%). Applications in this category tend to be commercial products whose website does not contain
any information about how the product works. Some of these websites contain pages relating “user
stories,” but we did not count them as evaluation studies.
For the 86% of applications for which some evidence is available, we have looked in more detail at
the publication type, which is summarized in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2. Distribution of Publication Types
Publication type

Number of publications

% of publications

Peer-reviewed articles

85

49

Other academic documents

19

11

FDA summary documents

11

6

Clinical trial records

38

22

Other gray literature

20

12

Note: This table applies to the 86% of applications for which some evidence is available.

The figures reported in the table refer to the number of publications and show that almost half of
the publications are peer reviewed. An application could have more than one peer-reviewed
publication; we find that a somewhat smaller proportion (40%) of applications have one or more peerreviewed publications. The application with the most peer-reviewed publications in our data set was
the sepsis prediction algorithm developed by Dascena,170, which had 4.238-241
There is no obvious pattern explaining which types of applications have peer-reviewed evidence,
other than the fact that evidence for applications produced by small commercial developers (with 10 or
fewer employees) is less likely to be peer reviewed. This finding is consistent with the view that small
developers have less time and fewer resources to invest in the production of high-quality evidence. We
found no significant pattern relating the presence of peer-reviewed evidence to AI type, current status,
and health condition.
The least common form of evidence is the FDA summary. We found only 11 FDA summaries in
our evidence database, even though there are 22 applications that are FDA cleared. This disparity is
justified by the fact that not all FDA documents associated with FDA clearances contain information
that can be counted as evidence.
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Study Design
We found both performance tests and field evaluations in our search for studies evaluating the AI
applications identified in our narrative review. Approximately 40% of studies were performance tests
that evaluated the accuracy of an AI application’s analytic outputs without actually implementing the
application in patient care. Many of these tests consisted of researchers acquiring retrospective patient
data from EHRs or other existing data sets, applying the AI application’s predictive model, and then
checking the model output against known patient outcomes to estimate accuracy. Some of these tests
followed a prospective study design, in which patient data are collected and analyzed during the study
period to assess an application’s accuracy using new data. An example of such an evaluation is the
Mayo Clinic study on the validation of an ML algorithm for the detection of left ventricular systolic
dysfunction.242
The remaining 60% of the studies were field evaluations, in which the application is actually
implemented and used as part of patient care. RCTs accounted for 26% of all studies. The simpler prepost design was used in 22% of all studies. Pre-post studies often involved an application that runs on a
smartphone, a wearable, or a home device. Subjects were given access to the application and several
outcomes were measured, sometimes by the application itself and sometimes by a health care
professional. Examples of evaluations of this type include evaluations of the Wellthy Diabetes and
Virta smartphone apps for diabetes management243,244 and Lark personalized health coach for
hypertension control.195
We also found a smaller portion of the studies (11%) to be field evaluations in which the goal is to
acquire measures related to the implementation of the application, such as user satisfaction, training
time, or cost, rather than the application’s effectiveness. Examples of evaluations of this type include
those for a Parkinson’s disease management application,245 the Babylon symptom checker,246 and the
BlueStar diabetes management application.46
Table 5.3 gives a view of designs at the level of the evaluation study. However, it is also
informative to obtain a view at the level of the applications, allowing researchers to answer questions
such as “how many applications had an RCT performed?” or “how many applications had their
performance measured in a performance test?” We provide such as a view in Table 5.4.
Table 5.3. Distribution of Study Designs (at Evaluation Level)
Study design

Number of publications

% of publications

Performance test

71

41

Field evaluation: RCT

45

26

Field evaluation: pre-post

37

22

Field evaluation: implementation

20

11
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Table 5.4. Distribution of Study Designs (at Application Level)
Study design

Number of applications

% of application

Performance test

45

49

Field evaluation: RCT

36

39

Field evaluation: pre-post

27

29

Field evaluation: implementation

15

16

Note: An application may have several evaluation studies, and therefore the categories on the rows are not exclusive.

Table 5.4 shows that, although only 26% of the evaluation studies are RCTs, almost 40% of the
applications had an RCT performed. This difference is attributed to the fact that applications may have
multiple evaluation studies but are unlikely to have more than one RCT associated with them, so that
when we look at evaluations, RCTs become “diluted” among other studies. Similarly, we also find that
almost half of the application had a performance test, although performance tests constitute only 41% of
the evaluation studies.

Study Population and Sample Size
Most of the evaluation studies examined applications that address 1 of the 9 specific in-scope
health conditions rather than general patient health. Therefore, as expected, we find that study
populations are often defined by the health condition associated with a specific application; however,
in 27% of cases the application does not have a targeted health condition (say, prediction of hospital
readmission), and in those cases the study population is usually driven by the context in which the
application is deployed—that is, a combination of setting and user.
The study sample size follows a clear pattern as a function of the study design. For RCTs,
recruitment and management are complex, and therefore it is not too surprising that the median sample
size for an RCT in our data is only 142. Other field evaluations, such as pre-post studies, have a simpler
design and the sample size tends to be larger: the median is 238, but the 75th percentile is 1765, implying
that in 25% of these studies the study sample is quite large. Finally, because performance tests often use
data collected retrospectively, from data sources such as EHRs, studies in this category have the largest
number of patients. The distribution of study sample sizes is shown in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5. Distribution of Sample Size (Number of Patients)
Study design

25th percentile

Median

75th percentile

Maximum

Field evaluation: RCT

48

142

632

51 645

Field evaluation: other

75

238

1765

102 456

Performance test

168

530

5587

120 818
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The evaluation study with the largest number of patients was a performance test for the prediction
of survival after donor kidney transplant,235 and the largest RCT was the one for the evaluation of a
sepsis prediction algorithm.247
Often the unit of analysis is not the patient but a health record, and each patient may contribute
more than one record to the study. We show the distribution of records in Table 5.6 for completeness.
The pattern is exactly the same as that for patient, but the numbers are larger.
Occasionally a publication reports the number of records but does not report the number of distinct
patients corresponding to those records. When possible, we have estimated the number of unique
patients, but in some cases this variable is missing. In addition, there are some studies in which the unit
of observation is neither a patient nor a record, but rather, for example, a vignette, and therefore the
concept of number of patients does not apply. In the evidence maps shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, both
missing data and not applicable cases are reported as “not applicable” for simplicity.
Table 5.6. Distribution of Sample Size (Number of Records)
Study design

25th percentile

Median

75th percentile

Maximum

Field evaluation: RCT

49

146

686

51 645

Field evaluation: other

75

294

2801

158 000

Performance test

260

818

16 679

51 081 348

Outcome Measures
Table 5.7 below shows how the outcome measures described in chapter 2 are distributed in our
database of 173 evaluation studies. Each study may report more than one outcome measure, and each
row of Table 5.7 shows both the total number and the proportion of studies reporting a specific
outcome. We present details on the outcome measures considered in each study, as well as the
conclusion of the authors regarding those measures, in appendix B.
Table 5.7. Distribution of Outcome Measures
Outcome measures

Number of studies

Proportion of studies (%)

Accuracy

82

47

Health indicator

66

38

Resource utilization

29

17

Appropriate treatment

20

12

User satisfaction

16

9

Time to treatment

5

3
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The large proportion of studies that report accuracy as one of their outcome measures (47%) is
partly driven by the fact that many of the studies we have found belong to the category performance
test, and therefore they all report accuracy and possibly other outcomes.
Table 5.7 includes all evaluation studies, including performance and implementation studies,
whose main outcomes are not related to health. Therefore, it is useful to report what type of outcomes
are reported in the 82 field evaluation studies, such as RCTs and pre-post studies, whose primary goal
is to report a health-related outcome. This is shown in Table 5.8.
Table 5.8. Distribution of Outcome Measures (Excluding Performance and Implementation Studies)
Outcome measures

Number of studies

Proportion of studies (%)

Health indicator

63

77

Resource utilization

22

27

Appropriate treatment

15

18

Accuracy

8

10

Time to treatment

5

6

User satisfaction

3

4

Not surprisingly, the most commonly reported outcome measure in this group is a health indicator
(77% of studies in this group), followed by resource utilization as a distant second (27% of all studies).
Only 18% of these studies report an outcome related to the delivery of appropriate treatment. Examples
of applications with evaluation studies of this type include systems to improve medication
adherence42,196 and to recommend optimal hypertension treatment,205 as well as symptom checkers that
provide triaging recommendations.164
Overall, analyzing the author conclusions for each study, reported in appendix B, we find that
introduction of the AI application led to an improvement in outcomes in 84% of the cases in which a
comparison with the status quo is performed.
Of all the evaluation studies reviewed, only one found direct evidence of harm caused by an AI
application. This study concluded that use of an online symptom checker was associated with higher
health anxiety and negative emotional affect, compared with a control group that did not use any
online search.248 The other few exceptions where the outcome associated with an application was
worse than the comparator were studies in which the outcome measured was accuracy and the
researchers compared the performance of the AI application with human performance. 160,162 In these
cases, however, no direct harm was observed, as these studies focused exclusively on accuracy and the
recommendations of the applications were not actually implemented in patient care.
Included in the health indicators is also health risks and the safety of the applications. Although
RCTs routinely report the presence or absence of adverse events, safety is not mentioned very often in
the publications and the websites we analyzed—with some exceptions. For example, Your.MD, a
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symptom checker application, displays prominently on its website the fact that the company is
allegedly the first in its field to have established a clinical advisory board to ensure that the application
is safe.249 Babylon, another symptom checker, also has a “responsibility hub,” which is a website
where safety and transparency are discussed.250
Despite these limitations, we were able to obtain an estimated number of applications for which an
assessment of the safety of the applications has been performed (or is being performed), by combining
the analysis of the evaluation studies with 3 assumptions:
1. Applications with FDA clearance have been assessed for safety.
2. Applications that are the subject of an RCTs have been, or will be, assessed for safety.
3. Performance studies do not assess for safety (unless explicitly mentioned).
The results of this analysis are shown in Table 5.9.
Table 5.9. Number and Proportion of Applications Assessed for Safety
Safety assessment

Number of applications

Proportion of applications (%)

Application was (or will be) assessed for safety

50

46

Applications was not assessed for safety

45

41

Safety assessment uncertain

14

13

Overall, we were unable to assess the safety for only 13% of all applications. Applications in this
category included several disease management platforms and some applications for which the evidence
was found mostly on a commercial website.
The remaining 87% of the applications were almost evenly split between presence or absence of a
safety assessment. We found that, for 46% of the applications, some assessment of the safety of the
application either has been performed or will be performed. The main reason for which an application
was labeled as not having a safety assessment performed was because the only evidence for the
application was a performance study.
An additional concern about safety is the relatively small sample size of many of the field
evaluation studies: if adverse events are rare, they may not be caught until an application is widely in
use, and there is no clear mechanism of postmarket surveillance for these applications.
Accuracy
Most of the applications we considered contain a predictive component whose accuracy is often
recorded as the outcome measure. When the outcome is binary, the most common form of reporting
accuracy is through the AUC, a number between 0 and 1, where 1 corresponds to perfect classification.
Sensitivity and specificity are also often reported, followed by positive and negative predictive values.
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The values of the different accuracy measure span a wide range, and AUC values vary from 0.7 to
0.95. We do not report their distribution here because comparing accuracy measures across different
applications is not meaningful and is possibly misleading: a sensitivity of 0.8 could be excellent in one
context because the corresponding human performance is only 0.7, but there will be cases where any
sensitivity below 0.9 would be unacceptable. Meaningful comparisons can be made for a specific
application when the accuracy of the ML algorithm is compared with the accuracy of humans or of a
comparator. When comparisons of this type are made, they tend to turn out in favor of the applications,
but this may be due to publication bias and the fact that, for FDA-cleared applications, developers
often have to show that the proposed application is at least as accurate as an existing product.
Exceptions to this rule are cases in which an external validation has been performed, as in the case of
some symptom checkers that were shown to be not as accurate as humans.160,162
What is more interesting about accuracy measures is the fact that—despite their prevalence—we
have found no studies that actually explain how inaccuracies affect patient outcomes: what is the
consequence of a false positive, and how does it compare with the consequences of a false negative?
Not knowing the answers to these questions makes it impossible to understand whether the application
is beneficial—unless additional health outcomes or the performance of a comparator are presented. We
will come back to this issue in chapter 7.
Table 5.7 presents the prevalence of accuracy measures across the evaluation studies; however, it
does not show whether accuracy is usually studied as the only outcome or jointly with other outcomes.
In addition, it provides a view at the level of the evaluation study, not of the application. Because it is
important to understand how often accuracy and other outcomes are reported for a given application,
we answer this question in Table 5.10. We define as health outcomes the 2 outcome measures that
most directly relate to health: health indicator and appropriate treatment. in the rows of the table we
report whether an application has at least one evaluation study that reports accuracy. In the columns we
report instead whether an application has at least one evaluation study that reports a health outcome.
The numbers in the table represent proportions of all applications.
Table 5.10. Proportion of Applications for Which Evidence on Accuracy and/or Health Outcomes Has
Been Reported (%)
Health outcomes not reported

Health outcomes reported

Total

Accuracy not reported

5

39

44

Accuracy reported

33

22

56

Total

38

62

100

Note: In this figure, the term health outcome refers to health indicator or appropriate treatment.

Table 5.10 shows that, when we look at the application level, we obtain a slightly different picture
on the prevalence of accuracy than the one we get from Table 5.7, which refers to evaluation studies.
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The table shows that, for 56% of the applications, some notion of accuracy has been measured, while
accuracy is reported in 47% of the evaluation studies (Table 5.7), implying that evaluation studies tend
to favor health-related outcomes to some extent.
More important, though, is the fact that accuracy and health outcomes have been jointly reported
for only 22% of the applications. For the remaining 78% of applications, either accuracy or health
outcomes are reported, with a small 5% of cases in which neither is reported and the user satisfaction is
reported instead.

Evidence Maps
We have summarized some features of the evidence on AI applications in health care in the 2
evidence maps below, where the unit of observation is the evaluation study.
In Figure 5.1, we map the evidence along the dimensions of health condition, evidence type, and
sample size. The most apparent pattern emerging from the map is the great disparity in how the
evidence is distributed across health conditions. In fact, most of the available evidence is concentrated
on applications to general health, heart disease, and diabetes, and very little evidence is available on
the effectiveness of AI applications for substance abuse and dementia.
Figure 5.1 also shows that the evidence is unevenly distributed along publication type. What is
particularly striking is the fact that there is virtually no evidence contained in FDA summaries for
applications to cardiovascular disease, even though most FDA-cleared applications concern this
condition, as shown in Figure 4.1.
In addition, the figure shows that, though general health is the category with the most evaluation
studies, cardiovascular disease is actually the condition with the most peer-reviewed studies and
therefore the higher quality of evidence.
In Figure 5.2, we map the evidence along the dimensions of health condition, study design, and
sample size. The first pattern that emerges from this map is the relative paucity of RCTs for
applications related to general health and cardiovascular disease, for which most of the evaluation
studies are performance tests. This implies that, while there is a relative abundance of peer-reviewed
evidence for these health conditions, as shown in Figure 5.1, most of the evidence is not about health
outcomes but instead about the accuracy of the applications, which is not as informative from a patient
perspective.
A qualitatively similar pattern, but exacerbated, is observed for cancer and respiratory disease. For
these conditions only a single RCT is available, and a large portion of the evidence comes from
performance tests.
The map shows that the opposite pattern is true for diabetes: even if the number of evaluation
studies for this condition is smaller than what is observed for general health and cardiovascular
disease, most of the studies are RCTs or have a pre-post design and therefore report health outcomes.
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Figure 5.1. Evidence Map: Health Condition vs Evidence Type

Note: On the vertical axis we show the health conditions, sorted by the number of evaluation studies, and on the horizontal
axis we show the publication type. Green shades are used to represent the sample size; yellow is used for studies in which the
notion of sample size is not applicable, as described in chapter 2.
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Figure 5.2. Evidence Map: Health Condition vs Study Design

Note: On the vertical axis we show the health conditions, sorted by the number of evaluation studies, and on the horizontal
axis we show the study design. Green shades are used to represent the sample size; yellow is used for studies in which the
notion of sample size is not applicable, as described in chapter 2.
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6. Stakeholder Views
In the early stages of this project we performed several interviews with stakeholders to gather their
views regarding the application of AI in health and to validate the intended scope of the analysis.
While performing a formal analysis of the stakeholder interviews is not one of the aims of this report,
not reporting some of the views gathered would be a missed opportunity. Therefore, we use this
chapter to accomplish 2 tasks: first, we briefly summarize what we learned from the stakeholder
interviews; second, we describe 3 issues that emerged as important concerns to stakeholders. The
description of the concerns is not linked to the analysis of the data, and its only purpose is to inform
the reader and provide some context to these important topics.

Stakeholder Interviews
We spent part of each stakeholder interview to validate the proposed scope of the project, which is
the intention to exclude imaging applications, the list of priority conditions, and the decision to focus
on applications related to clinical care.
All interviewees agreed that AI applications to medical imaging are at a more advanced level of
adoption and that therefore it was reasonable to exclude them from the analysis and focus on
applications in early stages. Few interviewees questioned the usefulness of targeting a prespecified list
conditions, but suggested to include applications that are not disease specific. As described in chapter
2, because of this feedback we also included in the scope of the analysis applications that target broad
categories of patients and aim to benefit all individuals who use health care services.
A theme that drew common agreement was consumer empowerment.251-253 All interviewees agreed
on the need to include not only applications used by clinicians but also consumer-empowering and
consumer-facing applications, such as those designed to improve disease management or to assess
symptoms and inform care-seeking behavior. A common view appeared to be that AI applications of
this type not only could benefit patients directly but also contribute more generally to make the patient
an integral part of the clinical care process.
We used the views expressed above to validate and refine the scope of the analysis. In addition to
those views we also collected suggestions on which features of the applications should be reported in
the analysis framework, as well as which outcomes would be important to capture. In fact, elements of
the framework such as user, setting, and platform were all explicitly mentioned in the interviews,
although not necessarily by the same person.
One dimension that was mentioned by all interviewees but did not enter the framework was
privacy: all agreed that it would be useful to report how the privacy of patients is protected when their
data are used in an application. Though we did consider privacy protection as an element of the
framework described in Table 2.2, we concluded, after reviewing the literature, that the information
needed to characterize applications along this dimension was simply not available. For the same
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reasons we were unable to include a dimension capturing whether social determinants of health were
taken in account by the application, even though most interviewees thought it would be highly useful.

Stakeholder Concerns
During the interviews, stakeholders expressed concerns regarding the applications of AI in health,
and 3 are described: the first 2 (bias and interpretability) were expressed by most interviewees, and the
third (security) was brought up by one stakeholder as an important issue that deserves due attention
and should be discussed more often.
Bias and the Value Alignment Problem
A well-known set of concerns regarding the application of AI to health (and other domains such as
justice and education) is the so-called value alignment problem,254-256 which arises because AI
algorithms tend to be optimized for global accuracy and are agnostic about where the errors occur.
Society, however, values equity257 and is sensitive to the distribution of errors across the population
and may not be willing to accept solutions that favor or disfavor specific population subgroups. 258,259A
typical example in which misalignment arises is when a machine learning predictive model has been
developed using training data from a group that is not representative of the general population. The
model may perform extremely well on the population used for development and maybe its first
implementation, but it may not perform as well on the general population, or it may perform
particularly badly on a specific subpopulation. The value on which the misalignment arises in this case
is “fairness,” since there are social expectations around equal distributions of benefits.
Another common form of misalignment occurs when an ML algorithm has been trained using data
that include human decisions affected by bias or has been designed in such a way that incorporates
bias. A striking example of how this can happen was recently demonstrated by Obermeyer et al.260 The
authors found that a commercial product widely used to determine access to high-risk health care
management programs gives preferential access to white individuals, compared with black individuals
of similar health status. The reason for which this bias is encoded in the algorithm is the fact that the
algorithm uses health care cost as a proxy for health care risk. Because of existing inequalities in
access to care, black individuals experience lower costs than do white individuals, at the same level of
health, and therefore appear to the algorithm healthier than they really are, resulting in being assigned a
lower risk than white individuals with similar health status.
Issues of value misalignment consistently arose during interviews with stakeholders. The issue of
the generalizability of an application developed for a specific population to a broader group of patients
is discussed often in the studies we analyzed; however, it is rare that steps are actively taken to
understand the potential for harm and unintended consequences.261 Sepsis Watch,229 a platform for
early sepsis detection, is an example. The managing institution, concerned about the possibility of
unknowingly introducing inequality and bias in their algorithm, partnered with 2 research institutions
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and designed studies to investigate the sociocultural dimensions of clinical integration of Sepsis
Watch.262
Overall, given that the health sector is still in the early days of implementation of AI applications,
and evidence is available for only a relatively small number of populations, often chosen ad hoc, it
would be surprising to see the issue of generalizability being addressed on a regular basis. Entities that
are better able to address the issue are health care providers that operate in many sites and that cater to
disparate communities.48
It is encouraging, however, that the issue of fairness in machine learning is an active research area,
and methodologies that allow incorporating principles of distributive justice in the design and
implementation of AI applications are being developed.263-268 During the design stage of the
application, the first recommended step to reduce bias is the identification of the group of individuals
who might be put at disadvantage and need protection. The next step consists then of modifying the
ML algorithm in such a way that its performance along certain dimensions is equalized between the
protected and nonprotected groups.263,264 For example, one could attempt to achieve similar health
benefits in the 2 groups. This could be difficult to achieve in practice, and a more practical alternative
might be the equalization of the accuracy of the application. In cases in which the ML application is
used to allocate resources, one could also design the application in such a way that the distribution of
resources is fairly allocated.263 Choosing which distributive justice principle should be incorporated in
an ML application, and therefore providing a clear definition of the goal of the application (eg,
maximize overall accuracy while equalizing benefits), is a common recommendation and a step
forward in bias reduction. However, this is a complex question that has technical, clinical, and ethical
dimensions, and in fact another common recommendation to achieve fairness in ML applications is the
use of interdisciplinary teams and the involvement of a diverse group of stakeholders, starting at the
early stages of the project.263,269
The design of the algorithm used in the ML application is not the only element for which one can
intervene to achieve fairness, though. The data used to develop an ML application also play a crucial
role,270 and steps can be taken to minimize the perpetuation of biases already present in the data or to
ensure that the sample is sufficiently representative of protected and nonprotected groups. For
example, both proper annotation of the data,271 which documents how they were collected and labeled,
and improved design of data collection methods,256,269 which take in account the uneven distribution of
health care access, have been recommended as strategies to reduce bias.270
Finally, there are also actions that can be taken after an application has been designed and that can
contribute to improve fairness—for example, monitoring predetermined metrics across protected and
nonprotected groups while deploying the application can help catch potential issues at early stages. In
particular, combining monitoring with stepped-wedge trials,272 in which the intervention is deployed
sequentially on different clusters of subjects, has been recommended as best practice.263
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Interpretability
A common criticism of AI and ML applications is that they sometimes behave like a “black box” or
an oracle: when queried they provide an answer but may not reveal how they arrived at that specific
answer.31 Depending on the function and the users of the application, this issue can become a barrier to
adoption. For example, when the function of the application is risk stratification and the user is a health
care professional, interpretability is important because one needs to know both the level and the
determinants of the risk to decide which actions to take. However, when an ML-powered tool is used as a
device or a component of a larger system, or is used in the context of resource optimization, a user may
simply trust the tool, as in the case of many other devices or software tools employed in clinical contexts.
The degree of interpretability of the application is a function of the specific type of ML used. 273 At
the end of the noninterpretable spectrum is neural networks, such as DL architectures, whose
predictions depend on the input variables in a complicated way and tend to have a large number of
parameters. Interpretable models tend to be somewhat simpler and have fewer parameters, and they
include the classic statistical logistic and multinomial models as well as tree-based models, such as
CART, and similarity-based models. Though it is true that more complex (and less interpretable)
models often achieve higher accuracy, if the size of the data set is sufficiently large, this does not
necessarily imply that there is a trade-off between accuracy and interpretability and that one need give
up interpretability to gain accuracy. It is entirely possible that a simple and interpretable model
performs better than more complex and less interpretable models,274 and in general one does not know
a priori which method will perform better on a specific data set.
Given that interpretability of an ML application is an important attribute, we considered making it
an explicit part of the framework we used to categorize applications (summarized in Table 2.2).
However, interpretability is a function of the detailed type of AI that was used. Because we have
shown in Table 4.5 that, for 61% of the applications, the AI type is unknown, it follows that it is
currently not possible to make definitive statements about the level of interpretability among AI
applications in health.
Security
The increased use of individual-level data for the purpose of both developing and making use of AI
applications raises concerns about protecting individual privacy, and all the stakeholders interviewed
expressed this concern. An issue that was discussed to a much lesser extent was security—that is, the
safeguarding of data and devices from theft, corruption, and malicious attacks.275 Across the 109
applications we reviewed, we did not find any evidence of how these issues are tackled by the developers
of these applications, other than adhering to current regulations. Although privacy is mentioned in some of
the documents we reviewed, cybersecurity is never acknowledged. This omission could be partly explained
by the fact that only recently has cybersecurity in health been recognized as a serious issue that needs to be
addressed. The Health Care Industry Cybersecurity Task Force was initiated only in 2015 as part of the
Cybersecurity Act, and its first report was published in 2017.276
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7. Discussion
Before discussing lessons learned from this analysis, it is important to reiterate some important
features and limitations of this study:
• We have intentionally focused on applications that are either already in use or are likely to
be in use in the near future, and therefore we paint a picture that is inevitably different from
the picture someone would get from the vast existing literature about the potential of AI in
health care. Researchers have been studying applications of AI to health care for more than
20 years, but the time lag between research and translation into clinical practice is notoriously
long,277 and therefore the health sector is only in the early days of implementation.
• We focused on applications that directly affect clinical care, and therefore we are not
considering here applications, such as fraud detection, that may have a significant impact on
the health care system.
• We have intentionally excluded the entire area of medical imaging from the scope of the
report; AI and ML applications in this area are at a more advanced stage of adoption and are
already quite well understood.3,123,124,278-283
• Due to the breadth of the review scope and range of document types examined, we did not
formally assess the quality of the evidence presented in evaluation studies; rather, we focused
on the type of evidence presented.
• We examined only publicly available evaluation studies for evidence surrounding AI
applications. Developers often evaluate applications without publishing the results. One
stakeholder suggested that this may be especially the case for established businesses whose
applications do not require FDA approval and that do not need to use evaluations to attract
funding.
With these points in mind, the first conclusion we draw from the results of our narrative review and
evidence map is that some evidence regarding the benefits of current applications of ML in health
is available. Though the evidence is scattered across peer-reviewed journals and different types of
gray literature, and its quality varies widely, we found that some evidence is available for about 80%
of the applications considered, and in that group about 40% of the applications are the subject of at
least one peer-reviewed paper. Among the peer-reviewed papers, only 21% are RCTs, and another
18% are other studies that report health-related outcomes, implying that 61% of peer-reviewed
publications report only accuracy or usability. Similarly, only 50% of all evaluation studies are field
evaluations with reported health outcomes. When health outcomes are reported, the application is
shown to lead to some health benefit. Therefore, although the evidence base is not very broad, we do
find that the lives of patients, especially those with cardiovascular disease143,145,172,284 or
diabetes,37,201,215 are improved by some AI applications. Patients with priority conditions other than
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cardiovascular disease or diabetes have fewer applications specific to them; however, such patients still
benefit from a wide range of applications that are not specific to a health condition but rather target
service users (such as early sepsis detection models170) or individuals who may be in need of care
(such as symptom checkers161,163,164). Only a single evaluation study—which found that use of a
symptom checker led to greater patient anxiety—reported direct evidence of harm associated with any
of the AI applications considered in this report.248
A second conclusion we can draw is that, when studying the evidence regarding current AI
applications in health, the notion of evidence is complex. When analyzing the effectiveness of
pharmaceutical drugs, devices, or health interventions, evidence is usually reported in terms of health
outcomes or utilization measures (or both in cost-effectiveness studies). However, in the case of AI
applications, evidence tends to be collected about a broader range of outcomes. As described in the
“Methods and Conceptual Frameworks” section, in addition to health-related outcomes and resource
utilization, we also found evidence about outcomes related to accuracy and user satisfaction. Ideally, all 3
of these types of outcomes are needed to evaluate an application, but we found that, in many cases only
one of these outcomes is reported, providing a limited view of the application. For example, it is common
for a study to report only the accuracy of an application. Although this certainly counts as evidence, it is
not very useful, especially to patients, since it does not necessarily translate into a health benefit.
Similarly, we found that health-related outcomes are reported in only 50% of all studies, and user
satisfaction, a key determinant of adoption and continued use, is reported in only 9% of the studies.
Though we have not performed a rigorous assessment of the quality of the evidence, we can safely
observe that it is extremely variable. Evidence is sometimes found in peer-reviewed papers
documenting the results of an RCT but can also be found on the website of a vendor, without any
reference to an actual study. In addition, even for studies that reported evidence with rigorous reporting
standards, we found that the ML algorithms behind the applications are not disclosed in most cases. In
fact, for 62% of the applications considered, we were not able to determine which type of AI was
involved; during our search of the gray literature it often proved very difficult to understand whether
an application included an AI component at all.
Part of the variation in the quality and type of evidence that we observed is likely related to access
to resources and incentives: large, multisite institutions or well-established businesses seem more
likely to sponsor a field study to evaluate the effectiveness of an application and have an incentive to
show an FDA clearance and to present themselves as transparent. But younger and smaller innovative
companies do not necessarily have the means to perform proper studies (which may or may not prove
favorable to them), and transparency may not be a high priority. In addition, another factor
contributing to the uneven quality in evidence reporting is the fact that there is no well-established
framework for designing and reporting on this type of study. This situation may change soon, since, as
of mid-September 2020, several papers were published by the SPIRIT-AI and CONSORT-AI Working
Groups.285-287 These texts offer recommended guidelines for reporting on clinical trials interventions
involving AI as well as for designing the protocols of those studies.
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Potential Areas of Future Work
One difficulty in understanding the state of the evidence on the topic of AI and health is that
gathering information about applications currently in use is challenging. Several stakeholders pointed
out in their interviews that much of the information we were looking for would not be found in the
academic literature. Indeed, to collect the list of applications that form the basis of this report, we
searched, in addition to the traditional literature, hundreds of industry magazines and websites. This
process is inefficient and difficult to update with new results, but this does not have to be the case. For
example, in the area of AI and medical imaging, the Data Science Institute of the American College of
Radiology already maintains a website called “FDA Cleared AI Algorithms,” which provides for each
algorithm a short summary, model manufacturer, FDA product code, predicate devices, product
evaluations, clinical validation, and other useful information.106
Borrowing from this idea, one can envision a curated website that allows both developers and
researchers to maintain an up-to-date description of AI applications in use and any evidence attached
to them. At a minimum, each entry would contain information similar to what we provide in the
appendices of this report, but one could build on the newly released guidelines on reporting on clinical
trials285,286 to design a new reporting standard. The effort on the part of developers and researchers to
keep this information current would be minimal and would be rewarded by increased visibility and a
reputation for transparency. If a sufficiently large number of developers joined initially, there would be
a strong incentive for other developers to join so that they are not “left behind.” The curation effort
would be minimal, as some of the information is already available and would be focused on
guaranteeing that the application is indeed currently in use, which is one feature that is often difficult
to verify.
Although an effort of this type would increase transparency and would be a starting point in
building a searchable evidence base, deeper issues must be addressed. For example, an important
problem that we have not seen addressed in the literature is a lack of clarity on the meaning of a
sufficiently accurate algorithm—that is, an algorithm that achieves a level of accuracy with which the
field of health care is comfortable. Consider a case in which a predictive algorithm achieves a better
false-positive rate than do humans but a slightly worse false-negative rate. Under which conditions
does one decide that the algorithm performs better or worse compared with humans? And what if the
AI solution performs slightly worse than do humans but saves a significant amount of resources that
can be allocated to another task? The answers to these questions depend in a complicated way on the
clinical, economic, legal, and ethical consequences of the type of error being committed, including the
safeguards put in place to catch those errors, which are typically unknown.
Although this is not necessarily a new problem—and it arises when building any sort of device—a
framework in which the notion of accuracy of AI algorithms applied to health care can be properly
discussed seems to be missing. Clearly, providing an answer to such questions as “what are the costs of
a false positive/negative?” is not possible in general, as it requires the simulation of the future
consequences of those errors and an evaluation of their health and cost implications, which are specific
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to the AI application considered. However, answers could be provided in some cases by taking
advantage of the existing body of work in health services research and health economics. Work along
these lines could go a long way to clarify the implications of the introduction of AI algorithms in the
health care domain.
That said, accuracy looks only at the number and type of errors. Concerns raised by stakeholders
and frequently cited in the literature show that the distribution of errors is also important, especially
when an AI application is applied to a population to which it has never been applied before (the value
misalignment problem). There are steps that could be taken to address these concerns. For example, the
Data Science Institute of the American College of Radiology already offers a service, called CertifyAI,288 which independently evaluates and validates an AI algorithm against a large data set that spans
known sources of variability. This comparison is possible because medical imaging data sets are more
standardized and have a higher degree of interoperability than do most data sets in other areas of
clinical care. Nevertheless, despite the variety of data types used by AI applications, it would be
possible, to some extent, to establish similar services for applications built on data sets such as EHRs
or that contain specific types of data (say, ECG and EEG). Again, this problem is not new, and it also
affects developers of medical devices.289,290 However, the range of variables that could introduce bias
is potentially wider in the case of AI applications, which depend on a large number of inputs. In
addition, the potential scale at which some of these AI applications could operate is enormous, and
therefore the potential for harm to specific subpopulations is large if this issue is not addressed. Any
step in this direction would give confidence to both developers and the public that the algorithm will
perform well when applied to a population that has a different composition than the one for which it
was originally developed.
Studies of this type, as well as much needed rigorous prospective field evaluations, require
resources. This is particularly problematic when developers of new AI application are start-ups or
small and medium-size enterprises. However, novel funding schemes could be developed. The
Australian Cooperative Research Centers (CRCs)291 for applied research stands as an interesting
model. In this model, industries and universities contribute cash and in-kind resources toward the
formation of a CRC, and the government provides matching funds. This setup allows industry partners
of the CRC to leverage both the matching funds and the in-kind personnel and expertise provided by
universities. The result is that industries use the funds to pay a fraction of the cost of PhD students or
postdocs and at the same time gain free access to senior university researchers. Because the objective
of the CRC program is to support businesses and stimulate the economy, all the CRC-sponsored
projects belong to the category of applied research. For CRCs in the health domain, that often means
that the sponsored projects are field evaluation studies, as exemplified by some of the ongoing projects
of the Digital Health CRC,292 the largest CRC dedicated to health currently in existence.
Understanding how such a program could be adapted to the US environment might inform the
discussion on what other alternative funding schemes could be implemented to build a broader
evidence base for AI in health.
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Conclusions
In this report we have focused on AI applications that are currently in use or are in near-future use,
and we have intentionally excluded applications of AI to medical imaging, an area that is in a more
advanced adoption stage. As a result, the picture that emerges from the analysis of the evidence we
have collected is quite different from the picture one obtains from the vast literature about the potential
of AI in health. The large amount of publications on the subject of AI and health and the attention that
this topic has received, fueled by the undisputed success of AI in the specific area of medical imaging,
may have created high expectations and a sense that the field is in a more advanced stage than it
actually is.293,294
In fact, we found that, when it comes to AI applications to clinical care, the health sector is still in
the early days of implementation. This finding should not be surprising: researchers have been working
in this area for more than 20 years now, but the time lag between research and translation into clinical
practice is notoriously long.277
By searching both the academic and gray literature, we have found 109 applications that fit in the
scope of the report. For 94 of them we were able to find some evidence along the dimensions of
accuracy, health-related outcomes, and user satisfaction. In 84% of the cases in which a comparison
with the status quo is performed, the evidence points to an improvement in some of these outcomes.
Though the quality of the evidence varies, and in many cases health outcomes are not reported, overall
we did find evidence that some of these AI applications are delivering health benefits to the population
of patients. About a quarter of the applications do not target a specific health condition and benefit
anyone who uses health services. Among the applications that are disease specific, the most prevalent
are those targeting patients with cardiovascular disease, accounting for about 30% of all applications,
and diabetes, accounting for about 15% of all applications. By contrast, patients with Alzheimer’s or
dementia, kidney disease, or substance abuse issues have very few applications dedicated to their
needs.
The evidence varies in quality and ranges from peer-reviewed journal publications describing
results of RCTs to short, often unauthored reports on the website of a commercial application. In
addition, the number of applications for which it is possible to establish whether their safety has been
evaluated, or will be evaluated, is slightly less than 50%, and FDA-cleared applications account for
only 20% of the total.
The fact that there are problems that need to be addressed before AI applications in clinical care
can be confidently evaluated and used does not mean that the future of this area is not bright, and it is
important to reiterate that, especially in the area of clinical care, we are still in the early stages of
research translation. When viewed through this lens, it is not unexpected that the state of the evidence
is incomplete—but improving rapidly.
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Appendix A. Current and Near-Future ML Applications
Details on each of the 109 in-scope ML applications that we identified as in current or potential
near-future use are provided in the table below, in alphabetical order.
Details on the individual studies that evaluate these applications can be found in appendix B, also
presented in alphabetic order by application.
Target population
Application, developer

Function

ML type

User

Summary

Health condition

Data input

Setting

Current status

Predicted variable

Training data

Platform

Ada, Ada Health163

Health recommendations

Conversational AI

All patients

Smartphone-based chatbot
and symptom-checking
app for broad range of
health conditions

General: All conditions

Patient-entered
text

Patient

Potential presence of
condition; need for clinical Unspecified
visit
training data

Home
Smartphone

In use, not FDA cleared

Evaluation studies
Peer-reviewed article, prepost trial248
Peer-reviewed article,
performance test295
Peer-reviewed article,
implementation study296
Academic preprint,
performance test297
Gray literature,
implementation study298
Gray literature,
performance test299

Advanced Electronic Safety Patient evaluation
of Prescriptions Model,
General: All conditions
Taipei Medical University300
Presence of inappropriate
App that flags potentially
prescription
inappropriate prescriptions
for physician review

Parametric

All patients

Structured
variables: EHR

Health care
professionals

Unspecified
training data

Outpatient

Unspecified ML
type

Children and adults
(aged 6-65) with
type 1 diabetes
receiving insulin
treatment

Clinical trial record, RCT300

Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published
Advisor Pro/MD-Logic,
DreaMed201

Health recommendations

App that provides diet and
insulin dosage
recommendations for
diabetic patients

Optimal insulin dosage

FDA cleared: Class II,
510(k), following prior De
Novo approval

Diabetes

Nonimagery
sensor:
Continuous
glucose monitor
Unspecified
training data
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Health care
professionals
Home

Peer-reviewed article,
RCT301
Peer-reviewed article,
RCT302
Peer-reviewed article,
implementation study44
Peer-reviewed article,
performance test303

Wearable
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Target population
Application, developer

Function

ML type

User

Summary

Health condition

Data input

Setting

Current status

Predicted variable

Training data

Platform

Ahead, Brainscope149

Patient evaluation

EEG device and algorithm
to evaluate possible brain
injury

General: Traumatic brain
injury

FDA cleared: Class II,
510(k), following prior De
Novo approval

Potential presence of
traumatic brain injury;
cognitive function

Unspecified ML
type

Evaluation studies
Peer-reviewed article,
performance test304

Nonimagery
sensor: EEG

Adults (aged 18-85)
with mild traumatic
brain injury in past
72 hours

Unspecified
training data

Health care
professionals

FDA summary,
performance test306

FDA summary,
performance test305

Outpatient

AI-Assisted Insulin Titration Health recommendations
System, Shanghai
Diabetes
Zhongshan Hospital204
Optimal insulin dosage
App that uses AI to
determine insulin dose to
provide patient

Adults (aged ≥ 18)
Clinical trial record, RCT204
with type 2 diabetes Clinical trial record, RCT307
Unspecified input receiving insulin
treatment
Unspecified
Patient
training data
Home
Unspecified ML
type

Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published
AI-ECG Tracker, Lepu
Medical/Carewell144

Patient evaluation

Parametric

Cardiovascular: Arrythmia

ECG processing and
analysis software for
arrythmia detection

Presence of arrythmia;
measurement of heart
rhythm

Nonimagery
sensor: ECG
Unspecified
training data

Adults (aged ≥ 22)
No studies
without pacemakers
Health care
professionals
Inpatient; outpatient

FDA cleared: Class II, 510(k)
AIM@BP, University of

Michigan

196

Text messaging app that
provides medication
adherence reminders to
patients with hypertension
Development: Field
evaluation: Results
published

Health recommendations

Parametric

Cardiovascular:
Hypertension

Nonimagery
sensor:
Medication use
monitor

Optimal medication
reminder message type

48 patients with
hypertension
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Patients with
hypertension

Gray literature, RCT308

Patient
Home
Smartphone
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Target population
Application, developer

Function

ML type

User

Summary

Health condition

Data input

Setting

Current status

Predicted variable

Training data

Platform

Evaluation studies

Adults (aged 19-90)
with chronic kidney
disease undergoing
hemodialysis

Peer-reviewed article, prepost trial40

Health care
professionals

Peer-reviewed article,
performance test310

Outpatient

Clinical trial record, prepost trial203

Unspecified ML
Cardiovascular: Arrythmia: type
AF
Structured
variables: EHR
Cerebrovascular: stroke
Text: EHR
Presence of AF and stroke
Unspecified
risk factors
training data

Adults (aged ≥ 18)

Peer-reviewed article,
RCT311

Apple Watch 4: Fall
Detection App, Apple217

Treatment delivery

Smartwatch app for
detecting user falls; calls
emergency services if user
remains immobile

Detection of fall and
continued patient
immobility

All patients (function No studies
enabled by default
for adults aged >55)

Anemia Control Model,
Fresenius Medical Care203

Health recommendations

Parametric

Kidney disease; anemia

ML algorithm that
generates optimal
erythropoiesis-stimulating
agents dosage for patients
with end-stage renal
disease

Patient response to
treatment dosage;
optimal dosage

Structured
variables: HER

Development: Field
evaluation: Results
published, further trials
ongoing
Anticoagulation
Management Service,
Brigham and Women’s
Hospital184
App to identify patients
with AF at high risk for
stroke and not on
anticoagulants

101 918 records
from 4135
patients (29%
with diabetes) at
Italian, Spanish,
and Portuguese
clinics

Patient evaluation

Health care
professionals

Peer-reviewed article, prepost trial309

Outpatient

Development: Field
evaluation: Results
published

In use, not FDA cleared

General: Fall

Unspecified ML
type
Nonimagery
sensor:
Accelerometer,
gyroscope
More than 250
000 recorded
people-days from
more than 2500
people
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Wearable
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Target population
Application, developer

Function

ML type

User

Summary

Health condition

Data input

Setting

Current status

Predicted variable

Training data

Platform

ASSIST, Case Western
Reserve University212
Wearable app that
evaluates patient behavior
to determine how often to
deliver mindfulness
meditation training

Treatment delivery
Mental health:
Depression/ anxiety
Optimal type and
frequency of meditation
mindfulness training

Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published
Assisted Rehabilitation
Care, Camlin211
Physical rehabilitation
device that provides MLbased personalized
physical therapy

Health recommendations
Cerebrovascular:
Poststroke rehabilitation
Quality of patient
movement following
stroke

Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published
Atrial Fibrillation Risk
Prediction, Bristol-Myers
Squibb146

Unspecified ML
type
Nonimagery
sensor: Blood
pressure, heart
rate, movement

Adults (aged ≥ 18)
Clinical trial record, RCT212
who are providing
care for a critically ill
family member
Patient
Home

Unspecified
training data

Wearable

Unspecified ML
type

Adults (aged ≥ 18)
who have had a
stroke in the
previous 6 months

Nonimagery
sensor:
Accelerometer/
inertial sensor
Unspecified
training data

Unspecified ML
Cardiovascular: Arrythmia: type
AF
Structured
App that analyzes ECG and Presence of AF
variables: EHR
EHR to predict patient risk
Nonimagery
of AF
sensor: ECG
Patient evaluation

Home
Wearable

Adults (aged ≥ 30)
without prior
diagnosis of AF

Outpatient

Babylon Health, Babylon167 Health recommendations

Unspecified ML
type

All patients

Patient-entered
text

Home

In use, not FDA cleared

Unspecified
training data
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Clinical trial record, RCT146

Health care
professionals

Unspecified
training data

Structured
variables: EHR

Clinical trial record, prepost trial211

Patient

Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published

Smartphone-based chatbot General
and symptom-checking
Unspecified
app for broad range of
health conditions

Evaluation studies

Patient
Smartphone

Gray literature,
implementation study246
Gray literature,
implementation study312
Gray literature,
performance test313
Gray literature,
performance test314
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Target population
Application, developer

Function

ML type

User

Summary

Health condition

Data input

Setting

Current status

Predicted variable

Training data

Platform

Bionic Pancreas, Beta
Bionics216

Treatment delivery

App that uses AI to
determine insulin dose to
provide patient

Optimal insulin dosage

Diabetes

Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published

Unspecified ML
type
Nonimagery
sensor:
Continuous
glucose monitor
Structured
variables: Patient
weight

Adults (aged ≥ 18)
with diabetes
receiving insulin
treatment
Patient

Evaluation studies
Peer-reviewed article,
RCT315
Clinical trial record, RCT316
Clinical trial record, RCT317

Home
Wearable

Unspecified
training data
Biovitals Analytics
Engine/Biovitals HF,
Biofourmis141
Cloud-based app that
identifies significant
changes in patient vital
signs

Patient evaluation

Regression

Adults

General: Adverse events

Nonimagery
sensors
measuring vital
signs (heart rate,
respiratory rate,
activity)

Health care
professionals

Vital sign health index
score reflecting
physiological change

FDA cleared: Class II, 510(k)

FDA summary,
performance test318

Home; outpatient

FDA summary,
performance test319

Unspecified ML
type

Adults (aged ≥ 18)
with diabetes

Peer-reviewed article,
RCT320

Nonimagery
sensor: Blood
glucose

Patient; health care
professionals

Peer-reviewed article,
implementation study46

Home

Unspecified
training data

Smartphone

Gray literature,
implementation study321

Unspecified ML
typeNonimagery
sensor: EEG

Adults (aged 18-80) Clinical trial record, RCT322
with recent ischemic
stroke

Unspecified
training data

Health care
professionals

Unspecified
training data

BlueStar, Welldoc37

Health recommendations

App that analyzes blood
glucose levels to provide
health recommendations
to patients with diabetes

Diabetes
Unspecified

FDA cleared: Class II, 510(k)

BQ Device, BrainQ
Technologies220

Treatment delivery

App that uses AI and EEG
data to deliver
personalized brain
electromagnetic field
therapy to patients with
recent stroke

Optimal electromagnetic
treatment

Cerebrovascular: Stroke

Unspecified

Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published
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Target population
Application, developer

Function

ML type

User

Summary

Health condition

Data input

Setting

Current status

Predicted variable

Training data

Platform

BrightArm Compact, Bright Health recommendations
Cloud209
Cerebrovascular: Stroke
Physical and cognitive
Appropriate level for
rehabilitation device that
virtual reality game–based
provides AI-based
rehabilitation therapy
personalized physical
therapy
Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published
Buoy Health, Buoy164

Patient evaluation

Unspecified ML
type
Prior patient
performance
using VR game
device
Unspecified
training data

Patients who
recently suffered a
stroke

Evaluation studies
Clinical trial record, prepost trial209

Patient
Inpatient; outpatient
Wearable; VR

Conversational AI

General

Text

Patient

Unspecified
training data

Home

Parametric

Adults (aged ≥ 18)

Cardiovascular: Arrythmia
App that analyzes ECG data Presence of arrythmia;
to detect arrythmia
intermediate health
FDA cleared: Class II, 510(k) measures

Nonimagery
sensor: ECG

Health care
professionals

Approximately
130 000 ECGs
with expert
annotation

Unspecified

Peer-reviewed article,
performance test325

Cardiomatics,
Cardiomatics137

Patient evaluation

Parametric

Unspecified

No studies

Cardiovascular

Cloud-based system that
uses ML for analysis and
interpretation of ECG
signals

Presence of condition

Nonimagery
sensor: ECG

Health care
professionals

Unspecified
training data

Unspecified

Unspecified ML
type

Adults (aged >18) in FDA summary,
ICU
performance test326

Structured
variables: HER

Health care
professionals

Records from
more than 100
000 hospitalized
patients

Hospital ICU

Smartphone-based chatbot General
and symptom-checking
Presence of condition
app for broad range of
health conditions

Peer-reviewed article, prepost trial323

Smartphone

In use, not FDA cleared
Cardiologs Platform,
CardioLogs142

Patient evaluation

Peer-reviewed article,
performance test324

In use, not FDA cleared
CLEWICU, Clew Medical131

Patient evaluation

App that predicts risk of
Respiratory: COVID-1
respiratory failure or
General: Adverse events
hemodynamic instability in
Risk of respiratory failure;
ICU patients
risk of hemodynamic
FDA: Emergency use
instability
authorization for COVID-19
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Target population
Application, developer

Function

ML type

User

Summary

Health condition

Data input

Setting

Current status

Predicted variable

Training data

Platform

Companion,
CompanionMx226
Smartphone app that
monitors user’s voice and
usage to predict changes
in mental health

Patient evaluation
Mental health:
Depression/ anxiety
Composite measures of
patient mental health

Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published

Control Tower, Mayo
Clinic48

Unspecified ML
type
Audio: Human
speech
Structured
variables:
Smartphone
usage patterns

Health status
Patient; health care
professionals

Evaluation studies
Peer-reviewed article,
performance test327
Clinical trial record, RCT328

Home
Smartphone

Unspecified
training data
Health recommendations

General: Palliative care
App that uses EHR data to Patient health status; need
identify patients who may for palliative care
benefit from early palliative
care review

Clinical trial record, RCT329

Unspecified ML
type

Hospitalized adults
(aged ≥ 18)

Structured
variables: EHR

Health care
professionals

Unspecified
training data

Inpatient

All emergency
service callers

Peer-reviewed article,
performance test331

Health care
professionals

Clinical trial record, RCT332

Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published
Corti, Corti330

Patient evaluation

Parametric

Triage platform that
detects cases of cardiac
arrest using real-time
audio from phone calls to
emergency medical
services

Cardiovascular: Cardiac
arrest

Audio: Human
speech

Presence of cardiac arrest

Unspecified
training data

Home

In use, not FDA cleared
COVID-19 Alert System,
Beijing Tsinghua Chang
Gung Hospital333
App that assesses COVID19 risk and makes health
recommendations based
on patient-entered
information

Health recommendations
Respiratory: COVID-19
Presence of COVID-19

Unspecified ML
type

All patients

Patient
Structured
Home
variables: PatientMobile phone
entered
information

Clinical trial record, prepost trial333

Unspecified
training data

Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published
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Target population
Application, developer

Function

ML type

User

Summary

Health condition

Data input

Setting

Current status

Predicted variable

Training data

Platform

Current Platform, Current
Health181

Patient evaluation

General: Adverse events
App that identifies patients Risk of deterioration
at risk of deterioration
FDA cleared: Class II, 510(k)

Unspecified ML
type
Nonimagery
sensors:
Temperature,
oxygen
saturation, heart
rate, movement
Unspecified
training data

Dashboard for Diabetes
Care, University of Utah206

Health recommendations

Diabetes
Dashboard app that uses
Likely impact of various
EHR data to predict patient treatment options
response to diabetes
treatment options

Adult patients
Health care
professionals

Gray literature,
Implementation study334

Hospital inpatient
(not ICU); skilled
nursing facilities;
home
Wearable

Unspecified ML
type

Adults (aged ≥ 18)
with diabetes

Structured
variables: EHR

Health care
professionals;
patient; caregiver

Unspecified
training data

Evaluation studies

Clinical trial record, RCT206

Outpatient

Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published
DayTwo, DayTwo193

Health recommendations

Smartphone app that
provides personally
tailored dietary
suggestions to diabetic
patients

Health status

Diabetes

Unspecified ML
type

Optimal diet

Biomarkers; text

Home

Unspecified
training data

Smartphone

Unspecified ML
type

Adults (aged 18-80)
who are overweight
or obese with
prediabetes

Patient

Peer-reviewed article,
RCT335
Peer-reviewed article,
performance test336
Conference paper, prepost trial337

In use, not FDA cleared
Diabetes Prevention App,
New York University
Langone Health194
Smartphone app for
prediabetic patients that
provides personalized diet
recommendations based
on prediction of glycemic
response
Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published

Health recommendation
Diabetes
Glycemic response to
future meal

Clinical trial record,
RCT194,338

Nonimagery
sensor:
Continuous
Patient
glucose monitor
Home
Structured
variables: Patient- Smartphone
entered food
type, food weight,
exercise, sleep,
and activity
46 898 meal
records from 800
patients
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Target population
Application, developer

Function

ML type

User

Summary

Health condition

Data input

Setting

Current status

Predicted variable

Training data

Platform

Diagnostic AI for Pediatric
Diseases, Guangzhou
Women and Children’s
Medical Center339

Patient evaluation

Parametric

General: Pediatric diseases Text: HER

Pediatric patients
(aged 0-18)

Presence of condition

101.6 million data Health care
points from 1 362 professionals
559 pediatric
Outpatient
patient visits from
567 498 patients

Patient evaluation

Regression

Cardiovascular: Cardiac
arrest

Structured
variables: HER

General: Adverse events

Data from more
than 250 000
patients at 5
hospitals

ML app that analyzes free
text in EHR to diagnose
common pediatric diseases

Evaluation studies
Peer-reviewed article,
performance test158

Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published
eCART (electronic cardiac
arrest triage), AgileMD171
App that identifies hospital
patients at risk of adverse
events who may need
transfer to ICU within next
8 hours
In use, not FDA cleared

ECG AI-Guided Screening,
Mayo Clinic344

8-hour risks of cardiac
arrest, transfer to ICU, or
death

Hospitalized
patients

Peer-reviewed article,
performance test340

Health care
professionals

Peer-reviewed article,
performance test341

Inpatient

Peer-reviewed article,
performance test342
Peer-reviewed article,
performance test343

Unspecified
training data
Patient evaluation

Parametric

Adults (aged ≥ 18)

Cardiovascular: Low
App that analyzes ECG data ejection fraction
to detect low ejection
Presence of low ejection
fraction
fraction
Development: Field
evaluation

Nonimagery
Health care
sensor:
professionals
Electrocardiogram Outpatient: Primary
ECG and
care
transthoracic
echocardiogram
data from 35 970
adult patients (≥
18)

Eko Analysis Software, Eko
Health145

Parametric

App that analyzes patient
heart sounds and ECG to
detect heart murmurs and
AF

Patient evaluation

Cardiovascular: Arrythmia: Nonimagery
AF
sensor: ECG
Audio: Heart
Cardiovascular: Heart
sounds
murmur

Presence of AF or heart
FDA cleared: Class II, 510(k) murmur; intermediate
health measures

Adults (aged ≥18)
Health care
professionals

Peer-reviewed article,
performance test344
Peer-reviewed article,
performance test242

FDA summary,
performance test345

Unspecified

6 publicly
available data sets
plus 2 proprietary
data sets
including 375
patients
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Target population
Application, developer

Function

ML type

User

Summary

Health condition

Data input

Setting

Current status

Predicted variable

Training data

Platform

eMurmur AI, eMurmur147

Patient evaluation

Parametric

Patients of all ages

App that analyzes heart
sounds to detect
pathologic heart murmur

Cardiovascular: Heart
failure
Cardiovascular: Heart
murmur

Nonimagery
sensor: Electronic
stethoscoperecorded heart
sounds

Health care
professionals

Unspecified ML
type

Health status

FDA cleared: 510(k) (class
information not available,
FDA summary document
blank)
EnsoSleep, EnsoData150

Patient evaluation

FDA cleared: Class II, 510(k)

Apps that identifies
hospital patients at risk of
adverse events who may
need transfer to ICU

Peer-reviewed article,
performance test346
Peer-reviewed article,
performance test347

Presence of pathologic
heart murmur vs innocent Unspecified
or no murmur
training data

App that uses EEG-based
Respiratory: Sleep apnea
neurological phenotypes to Presence of condition
rapidly produce sleep
scores

EPIC Deterioration Index,
EPIC Systems177

Inpatient;
outpatient; home

Evaluation studies

Patient evaluation
Cerebrovascular: Cardiac
arrest
General: Adverse events

In use, not FDA cleared

Risks of cardiac arrest,
transfer to ICU, severe
sepsis, or death

FibriCheck, FibriCheck138

Patient evaluation

Nonimagery
sensor: EEG

Health care
professionals

FDA summary,
performance test348

Outpatient

4650 adult
patients
Unspecified ML
type
Structured
variables: HER
Data from more
than 130 000
patient
encounters

Unspecified ML
Smartphone selfCardiovascular: Arrythmia, type
monitoring app to analyze AF
Nonimagery
heart rhythms and detect
sensor:
Presence of arrythmia or
arrythmia
Photoplesmograp
AF
hy
FDA cleared: Class II, 510(k)
Unspecified
training data
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Hospitalized
patients not in the
ICU
Health care
professional
Inpatient

Academic preprint,
performance test349
Academic preprint,
performance test350
Gray literature, pre-post
trial351
Gray literature, pre-post
trial352

Adults diagnosed
with or at risk of AF

Peer-reviewed article,
implementation study353

Health care
professionals;
patient

Peer-reviewed article,
performance test354,355

Home
Smartphone
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Target population
Application, developer

Function

ML type

User

Summary

Health condition

Data input

Setting

Current status

Predicted variable

Training data

Platform

FIND FH Algorithm, FIND
FH (Family
Hypercholesterolemia)
Foundation356
App that uses genetic
samples to identify
individuals with familial
hypercholesterolemia (FH)

Patient evaluation

Decision trees

Adults with at least
one cardiovascular
comorbidity

Cardiovascular: High
cholesterol

Structured
variables: HER

Presence of condition

939 individuals
with FH and 83
136 individuals
without FH

Health care
professionals

Unspecified ML
type

Adults (aged ≥ 18)

Evaluation studies
Peer-reviewed article,
implementation study284

Outpatient

Development: Field
evaluation: Results
published
Ginger.io, Ginger227

Patient evaluation

App that assesses patient
Mental health
mental health and provides Need for mental health
alerts to mental health
intervention
coach/therapist
In use, not FDA cleared

Patient-entered
text and
structured
variables

No studies

Health care
professionals
Home
Smartphone

Unspecified
training data
HealthTap AI, HealthTap165

Health recommendations

Conversational AI

Smartphone-based chatbot
and symptom-checking
app for broad range of
health conditions

General: All conditions

Text

Presence of condition;
need for clinical
consultation

HealthTap
repository of data Patient
on patient
Home
conditions and
Smartphone
clinician-patient
interactions

Health recommendations

Unspecified ML
type

In use, not FDA cleared

Heart Failure Medication
Reminder App,
Washington State
University42
Text messaging app that
provides medication
adherence reminders to
patients with heart failure

Cardiovascular

Daily activities and activity Structured
variables:
transitions; medication
Smartphone
reminder success/failure
usage patterns
Unspecified
training data

Adults and older
Gray literature,
adolescents (aged ≥ implementation study298
16)

Adults (aged ≥ 21)
Clinical trial record, prerecently hospitalized post trial42
for heart failure
Patient
Home
Smartphone

Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published
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Target population
Application, developer

Function

ML type

User

Summary

Health condition

Data input

Setting

Current status

Predicted variable

Training data

Platform

Heart Failure Risk
Calculator, MAGGIC357
Online calculator to assess
patient risk of heart failure

Patient evaluation

Regression

Adults (aged ≥ 18)

Cardiovascular: Heart
failure

Structured
variables

Health care
professionals

Risk of death

39 372 patients
with heart failure

Online tool

Health recommendations

Unspecified ML
type

Adults (aged ≥ 18)
with heart failure

Structured
variables: EHR

Health care
professionals

Unspecified
training data

Outpatient

Unspecified ML
type

Unspecified

Nonimagery
sensor: ECG

Home

In use, not FDA cleared
Heart Failure Treatment
Gap Model, Geisinger
Clinic207

Cardiovascular: Heart
failure

App that analyzes EHR data Optimal treatment
to identify gaps in
care/treatment options for
patients with heart failure

Evaluation studies
Peer-reviewed article,
performance test358

Clinical trial record, RCT207

Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published
HeartHero AED,
HeartHero218
Portable AED that uses ML
to detect cardiac arrest
prior to delivering shock

Treatment delivery
Cardiovascular: Cardiac
arrest
Presence of cardiac arrest

Unspecified
training data

Development: Described as
submitting for FDA
clearance/approval in 2020
Hypotension Prediction,
Patient evaluation
University of Amsterdam359 General
Early warning system for
Presence of condition
pending intraoperative
hypotension
Development: Field
evaluation: Results
published
Ibis, Senscio Systems360

Patient evaluation

Tablet for at-home selfmanagement of complex
chronic conditions

General

In use, not FDA cleared

Unspecified

Unspecified ML
type
Nonimagery
sensor

No studies

Caregiver
Portable AED device

General
Health care
professionals

Peer-reviewed article,
RCT359

Inpatient

Unspecified
training data

Unspecified ML
type

Multiple chronic
conditions

Text; nonimagery
sensor

Patient

Unspecified
training data

Smartphone
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No studies

Home
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Target population
Application, developer

Function

ML type

User

Summary

Health condition

Data input

Setting

Current status

Predicted variable

Training data

Platform

iDEFCO, Centre Hospitalier
Universitaire de Saint
Etienne186

Patient evaluation

Parametric

Cancer

Text and/or
structured
variables

Composite measure of
App that uses patientpatient social fragility
submitted questionnaire to
identify cancer patients
with fragile social support
to prioritize social worker
engagement

Adults (aged ≥ 18)
with cancer

Evaluation studies
Clinical trial record, prepost trial186

Health care
professionals

Unspecified
training data

Home

Cardiovascular

Unspecified ML
type

Hospitalized
patients

Heart failure; hospital
readmission; mortality

Structured
variables: HER

Health care
professionals

16 971
hospitalization
records

Inpatient

Unspecified ML
type

Seriously ill
Clinical trial record, RCT185
hospitalized patients

Structured
variables: EHR;
Text

Health care
professionals

Tablet

Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published
Intermountain Healthcare
Readmission/Mortality
Prediction, Intermountain
Healthcare172
ML algorithm for early
identification of heart
failure and readmission risk

Patient evaluation

Peer-reviewed article, prepost trial172

In use, not FDA cleared
Jumpstart, University of
Washington185

Patient evaluation

App that uses EHR to
identify seriously ill
patients who may benefit
from goals-of-care
discussion; ML is used to
detect prior goals-of-care
discussions in HER

Presence of documented
goals-of-care
discussions/advance
directives

General: Serious illness

Inpatient

Unspecified
training data

Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published
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Target population
Application, developer

Function

ML type

User

Summary

Health condition

Data input

Setting

Current status

Predicted variable

Training data

Platform

JVION Machine, JVION174

Decision trees

All patients

App that analyzes EHR and General: Adverse events
patient socioeconomic
Risk of adverse events
data to predict risk of
(readmission, sepsis, etc)
adverse events and
recommend interventions

Structured
variables: EHR,
patient
socioeconomic
data

Health care
professionals

In use, not FDA cleared

Data from 3
health systems
including 138 115
adult and
pediatric patients

K Health, K Health166

Patient evaluation

Patient evaluation

Smartphone-based chatbot General: All conditions
and symptom-checking
Presence of condition
app for broad range of
health conditions
In use, not FDA cleared

Evaluation studies
Peer-reviewed article, prepost trial361

Conference paper, pre41
Inpatient; outpatient post trial
Conference paper, prepost trial43
Conference paper,
performance test362

Conversational AI

All adults

Patient-entered
text; text and
structured
variables from
HER

Patient

Peer-reviewed articles,
performance test363

Home
Smartphone

More than 400
million clinical
notes
Karantis360, Karantis360236 Patient evaluation
App that uses multiple
sensors to detect abnormal
behavior among elderly
adults, including those with
dementia

Dementia
General: Elderly
Presence of abnormal
patient behavior

In use, not FDA cleared

KardiaAI/Kardia Mobile,
AliveCor143

Patient evaluation

Cardiovascular: Arrythmia:
ECG processing and
AF
analysis software for
Presence of AF
arrythmia and AF detection
FDA cleared: Class II, 510(k)

Unspecified ML
type
Nonimagery
sensors:
Temperature,
movement,
pressure

Elderly adults,
including with
dementia or in
assisted living
facilities

No studies

Health care
professionals

Unspecified
training data

Home; inpatient

Parametric

Adults (aged ≥ 18)

Nonimagery
Patient
sensor: Heart rate Home
monitor
Smartphone; other
Unspecified
training data

Peer-reviewed article,
RCT364
Peer-reviewed article,
implementation study365
Peer-reviewed article,
implementation study366
Peer-reviewed article,
performance test367
Peer-reviewed article,
performance test368
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Target population
Application, developer

Function

ML type

User

Summary

Health condition

Data input

Setting

Current status

Predicted variable

Training data

Platform

KDPI-EPTS Survival Benefit
Estimator, Johns Hopkins
School of Medicine235,369
Online calculator to assess
survival of kidney
transplant recipients based
on patient and donor
profile

Patient evaluation

Decision trees

Kidney disease

Structured
variables

5-year survival of patient

120 818 kidney
transplant
recipients

Kidney transplant
candidates

Evaluation studies
Peer-reviewed article,
performance test235

Health care
professionals;
patient
Online tool

In use, not FDA cleared
KelaHealth, KelaHealth175

Patient evaluation

App to assess risk of
postsurgery complications

General: Adverse events

Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published

Parametric

Structured
30-day postsurgery risk of variables: HER
complications including
4 million patient
deep vein thrombosis and health records
sepsis; length of hospital
stay postsurgery

Adults (aged ≥ 18)
undergoing elective,
high-risk colon,
rectal, pancreas, or
gastric surgery with
predicted length of
hospital stay ≥ 3
days

Gray literature,
performance test370
Gray literature,
performance test371
Clinical trial record, prepost trial372

Health care
professionals
Inpatient
Lark Diabetes Care, Lark187

Health recommendations

Diabetes management
program that uses input
from connected devices
and from the patients
themselves

Diabetes
Unspecified

Unspecified ML
type

Patients with
diabetes

Text; nonimagery
sensor

Patient

Unspecified
training data

Smartphone

Unspecified ML
type

Patients at risk of
developing type 2
diabetes

Gray literature, pre-post
trial373

Home

In use, not FDA cleared
Lark DPP, Lark192

Health recommendations

Smartphone diabetes
prevention program

Diabetes

In use, not FDA cleared

Unspecified

Text; nonimagery
sensor
Unspecified
training data
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Patient

Peer-reviewed article, prepost trial374
Gray literature, pre-post
trial375

Home
Smartphone
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Target population
Application, developer

Function

ML type

User

Summary

Health condition

Data input

Setting

Current status

Predicted variable

Training data

Platform

Lark for Hypertension,
Lark195

Health recommendations

Cardiovascular:
Hypertension management Hypertension
program that uses input
Unspecified
from connected devices
and from the patients
themselves

Evaluation studies

Unspecified ML
type

Adults (aged ≥ 18)
with hypertension

Peer-reviewed article,
RCT376

Text; nonimagery
sensor

Patient

Gray literature, pre-post
trial377

Unspecified
training data

Smartphone

Unspecified ML
type

Adults

Home

In use, not FDA cleared
Loop System, Spry182

Patient evaluation

App to assess risk of
patient deterioration using
wearable monitor in the
home environment

Cardiovascular:
Congestive heart failure
Respiratory: Chronic
obstructive pulmonary
FDA cleared: Class II, 510(k) disease
Respiratory: COVID-19
General: Adverse events
Risk of patient
deterioration
MATRx Plus, Zephyr219

Treatment delivery

Oral testing appliance to
treat sleep apnea that uses
ML for optimal selfadjustment

Respiratory: Sleep apnea

FDA Approved: Class II, De
Novo

Health care
professionals;
patient

Home
Nonimagery
Wearable
sensor:
Photoplesmograp
hy
Unspecified
training data
Decision trees

Nonimagery
sensor:
Likelihood of patient
Respiratory
benefit from therapy;
optimal position of device airflow, oxygen
saturation

Medical Early Warning
Patient evaluation
Score ++, Icahn School of General
Medicine at Mount Sinai178
6-hour risk of patient
App that identifies hospital deterioration
patients at risk of adverse
events who may require
escalation of care within
next 6 hours
Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published

Nonimagery
sensor:
Accelerometer

No studies

Adult patients with
obstructive sleep
apnea
Patient; health care
professionals
Home

149 patients

Wearable

Unspecified ML
type

Hospitalized adults
(aged ≥ 18) not in
ICU

Structured
variables: HER
157 984 hospital
encounters and
244 343 bed
movements from
96 645 patients
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Health care
professionals

Peer-reviewed article,
performance test378
Conference paper,
performance test379
Clinical trial record,
implementation study380

Clinical trial record, prepost trial178
Clinical trial record,
performance test178

Inpatient
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Target population
Application, developer

Function

ML type

User

Summary

Health condition

Data input

Setting

Current status

Predicted variable

Training data

Platform

Minimed 780G/MD-Logic
Artificial Pancreas,
Medtronic215
Artificial pancreas

Treatment delivery
Diabetes
Treatment: Dosage

Development: Field
evaluation: Results
published, further trials
ongoing
Nectarine Health,
Nectarine Health383
Cloud-supported wearable
for the detection of
emergencies and
behavioral changes in frail
population

Patient evaluation
Dementia
General: Elderly
Unspecified

Unspecified ML
type
Nonimagery
sensor:
Continuous
glucose monitor

Evaluation studies

Children and adults
(aged ≥ 7) with type
1 diabetes receiving
insulin treatment

Peer-reviewed article,
RCT301

Patient

Peer-reviewed article,
RCT382

Diabetes camp

Peer-reviewed article,
RCT381

Unspecified
training data

Wearable

Peer-reviewed article, prepost trial44

Unspecified ML
type

Elderly adults

No studies

Nonimagery
Sensor

Health care
professionals
Assisted living

Unspecified
training data

Wearable

Unspecified ML
type

Adults (aged 55-90)

In use, not FDA cleared
Neuro Motor Index,
Altoida157
App that analyzes wide
variety of patient data to
detect Alzheimer’s disease

Patient evaluation
Dementia
Potential presence of
Alzheimer’s disease

Development: Field
evaluation: Results
published

Structured
variables:
Cognitive exam
Nonimagery
sensor: EEG

Health care
professionals

Peer-reviewed article,
performance test384

Outpatient; home
Smartphone; Tablet

Audio: Human
voice
Genetic
Imagery
215 adults

Omada, Omada Health199

Health recommendations

Coaching platform for
management and
prevention of chronic
conditions

Diabetes; hypertension;
mental health
Unspecified

Unspecified ML
type

Health status

Text

Home

Unspecified
training data

Smartphone

No studies

Patient

In use, not FDA cleared
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Target population
Application, developer

Function

ML type

User

Summary

Health condition

Data input

Setting

Current status

Predicted variable

Training data

Platform

One Drop, One Drop189

Health recommendations

Decision trees

Smartphone app that
predicts blood glucose
levels in next 12 hours and
suggests preventive
actions

Diabetes

Nonimagery
sensor: Glucose
monitor

Patient blood glucose
levels in the next 12
hours; suggested actions
to avoid glycemic event

In use, not FDA cleared
(while ML algorithm is not
FDA cleared, it is used in
conjunction with an FDAcleared sensor device)
Optima 4 Blood Pressure,
Optima Integrated
Health205

Structured
variables

Evaluation studies

Patients with
diabetes

Peer-reviewed article, prepost trial385

Patient

Conference paper,
performance test386

Home
Smartphone

Conference paper,
performance test387

More than 1.1
billion data points
collected by more
than 860 000
users
Health recommendations
Cardiovascular:
Hypertension

App that analyzes EHR and Optimal treatment type
blood pressure readings to and dosage
recommend optimal
treatment for hypertension
Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published

Unspecified ML
type
Structured
variables: HER
Nonimagery
sensor: Blood
pressure

Adults (aged 21-80) Clinical trial record, RCT205
taking medication to
treat hypertension
Health care
professionals
Home
N/A

Unspecified
training data

Owlytics, Owlytics
Healthcare234

Patient evaluation

Unspecified ML
type

Elderly adults

Wearable app that assesses
risk of patient falling and
risk of patient
deterioration, and detects
falls

General: Elderly

Patient evaluation

Parametric

Unspecified

Cancer

Genetic: Biopsy
tissue

Health care
professionals

Data from 2039
tumor specimens

Unspecified

Dementia
Risk of patient
deterioration; risk of fall;
presence of patient fall

No studies

Health care
Nonimagery
professionals;
sensor: Heart rate, patient
movement
Home; inpatient
Unspecified
Wearable
training data

In use, not FDA cleared
Pathwork Tissue of Origin
Test, Pathwork
Diagnostics155
App that identifies tumor
type based on RNA in
tissue sample

Type of tumor

FDA summary,
performance test155
FDA summary,
performance test388

N/A

FDA cleared: Class II,
510(k), no longer in use
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Target population
Application, developer

Function

ML type

User

Summary

Health condition

Data input

Setting

Current status

Predicted variable

Training data

Platform

PD_Manager,
PD_Manager389

Patient evaluation

Wearable monitoring
device and app that uses
ML to detect change in
motor control and
cognitive symptoms of
Parkinson’s disease

Change in motor control
or cognitive symptoms

Dementia

Unspecified ML
type

Patient-entered
text and/or
Health care
structure variables professionals;
patient; caregiver
Nonimagery
sensor:
Accelerometer,
insole pressure
sensors, smart
pillbox

Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published

Adults (aged ≥ 18)
with Parkinson’s
disease

Evaluation studies
Peer-reviewed article,
implementation study245
Clinical trial record,
implementation study390

Home
Smartphone;
wearable

Audio: Human
speech
Unspecified
training data
Pediatric Symptom
Checker, Shanghai Jiao
Tong University School of
Medicine391

Health recommendations
General: All conditions
Presence of condition

Smartphone app to check
pediatric patient
symptoms, recommend
tests, and suggest
diagnosis

Unspecified ML
type

Pediatric patients

Clinical trial record, RCT391

Patient
Structured
Outpatient
variables; patientSmartphone
entered text
Unspecified
training data

Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published
PhysIQ Personalized
Physiology Engine,
PhysIQ138,139

Unspecified ML
Cardiovascular: Arrythmia: type
AF
Nonimagery
App that analyzes ECG data General: Adverse events
sensor: ECG,
to detect arrythmia and
accelerometer
identify changes to patient Measures of patient heart Unspecified
rate, respiratory rate;
vital signs
presence of AF; composite training data
FDA cleared: Class II, 510(k) measure of physiological
change
Patient evaluation
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Adult patients

No studies

Health care
professionals
Home; inpatient;
outpatient
N/A
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Target population
Application, developer

Function

ML type

User

Summary

Health condition

Data input

Setting

Current status

Predicted variable

Training data

Platform

Preventice BeatLogic
Platform, Preventice
Solutions392
DL model that interprets
and classifies ECG
In use, not FDA cleared

Patient evaluation

Patient evaluation

Complex platform for the
automation of hospital
patient flow

General
Deterioration; resource
utilization

In use, not FDA cleared
Patient evaluation
Cancer

General: Adverse events
App that identifies patients
receiving radiation therapy Risk of hospital
readmission
who are at high risk for
readmission
Development: Field
evaluation: Results
published
rapid Whole Genome
Sequencing, Rady’s
Children’s Institute for
Genomic Medicine153
App that uses ML and
clinical natural language
processing to diagnose
rare genetic diseases

Health status

Cardiovascular: Arrythmia, Nonimagery
Health care
AF
sensor:
professionals
Electrocardiogram
Presence of arrythmia,
Outpatient
including AF
Various sized data Wearable
sets (5000-21 000
data records)

Qventus, Qventus396

Radiation Therapy Risk
Algorithm, Duke
University399

Parametric

Patient evaluation
General: Genetic
condition
Presence of condition

Unspecified ML
type
EHR

Hospital patients
Health care
professionals

Evaluation studies
Peer-reviewed article,
performance test393
Conference paper,
performance test394
Conference paper,
performance test395

Gray literature, pre-post
trial397,398

Unspecified
training data

Inpatient

Unspecified ML
type

Adults (aged ≥ 18)
Academic preprint, RCT400
undergoing
radiation therapy for
cancer

Structured
variables: HER

N/A

8134 records of
radiation therapy
courses for 6879
patients

Health care
professionals

Unspecified ML
type

Children with
suspected genetic
diseases

Genetic: Blood
Text: EHR
Unspecified
training data

Outpatient
N/A

Peer-reviewed article,
implementation study401

Health care
professionals
Inpatient
N/A

In use, not FDA cleared
Rare Disease Auxiliary
Diagnosis System, Center
of Bioinformatics in East
China Normal University152
Online tool that uses list of
clinical phenotypes to
diagnose rare disease
In use, not FDA cleared

Patient evaluation
General: Rare diseases

Unspecified ML
type

Presence of potential rare
disease

Structured
variables
Between 44 000
and 420 000
diseasephenotype
associations
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Patients with
potential rare
diseases

Peer-reviewed article,
performance test402

Health care
professionals
Online tool
N/A
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Target population
Application, developer

Function

ML type

User

Summary

Health condition

Data input

Setting

Current status

Predicted variable

Training data

Platform

Evaluation studies

REACH VET, Department of Patient evaluation
Veterans Affairs (VA)183
Mental health: Suicide
App that identifies veterans General: Adverse events
at high risk of suicide by
Risk of suicide; risk of
using EHR records
hospitalization or other
In use, not FDA cleared
adverse event

Unspecified ML
type

Veterans in VA
health care system

Structured
variables: EHR

Health care
professionals

Unspecified
training data

Unspecified

ResApp, ResApp Health151

Patient evaluation

App that diagnoses and
measures the severity of
respiratory diseases by
analyzing cough and
breathing sounds

Respiratory: Asthma,
COPD, COVID-19

Unspecified ML
type

Patients with
Peer-reviewed article,
potential respiratory performance test404
condition
Conference paper,
Health care
performance test405
professionals
Conference paper,

Presence or severity of
respiratory condition

Audio: Cough
sound
Unspecified
training data

In use, not FDA cleared
Rhythm Express RX-1
MDSP Technology,
VivaQuant228

Clinical trial record,
implementation study403

N/A

Clinical

performance test406

N/A
Patient evaluation

Unspecified ML
Cardiovascular: Arrythmia: type
AF
Nonimagery
App that analyzes ECG data Cardiovascular: Heart
sensor: ECG
to detect various types of
rhythm
80 000 hours of
arrythmia
Classification of ECG noise ECG data
FDA cleared: Class II, 510(k) vs ECG signal; presence
and type of arrythmia

Adult patients at risk No studies
of heart disease

RhythmAnalytics,
Biofourmis141

Patient evaluation

Parametric

Adults (aged ≥ 18)

Cardiovascular: Arrythmia

App that analyzes ECG to
detect arrythmia

Presence of arrythmia

Nonimagery
sensor: ECG

Health care
professionals

121 346 ECG
records

Unspecified

Unspecified ML
type

All adults

FDA cleared: Class II, 510(k)
Rose platform, Rose197

Health recommendations

Smartphone app that
assesses patient mental
health and suggests
therapy

Mental health:
Depression, anxiety

Development: Field
evaluation: Results
published

Presence of depression,
anxiety, or other mental
health condition

Patient-entered
text
Unspecified
training data
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Health care
professionals
Home
Wearable

Gray literature,
performance test407

N/A

Patient; health care
professionals

Peer-reviewed article,
implementation study408
Clinical trial record, RCT197

Home
Smartphone
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Target population
Application, developer

Function

ML type

User

Summary

Health condition

Data input

Setting

Current status

Predicted variable

Training data

Platform

Seattle Heart Failure
Model, University of
Washington173

Patient evaluation

Regression

Cardiovascular: Heart
failure

Structured
variables

Online calculator to predict
heart failure patient
survival at baseline and for
various interventions

Likelihood of 1-, 2-, and
1125 heart failure
3-year survival at baseline patients
and for various
interventions

In use, not FDA cleared
Sepsis Prediction
Algorithm, Dascena230
Early sepsis prediction
algorithm

Patient evaluation
General: Sepsis
Presence of condition

Development: Field
evaluation

Unspecified ML
type
Structured
variables: EHR
Unspecified
training data

Adults (aged ≥ 18)
with heart failure

Evaluation studies
Peer-reviewed article,
performance test409

Health care
professionals;
patient
General
Online tool
General
Health care
professionals
Inpatient
N/A

Peer-reviewed article,
RCT240
Peer-reviewed article, prepost trial238
Peer-reviewed article, prepost trial239
Peer-reviewed article,
performance test241
Clinical trial record, RCT410
Clinical trial record, RCT247

Sepsis Watch, Duke
University229

Patient evaluation

Parametric

General: Sepsis

App that monitors EHR
data to detect early signs
of sepsis

Risk of sepsis

Structured
variables: EHR
50 000 patient
records

In use, not FDA cleared

Adults (aged ≥ 18)
Peer-reviewed article,
receiving emergency implementation study262
department care
Peer-reviewed article,
Health care
performance test411
professionals
Clinical trial record, preEmergency
department

post trial412

N/A
Short Arm Human
Centrifuge Rehab, Greek
Aerospace Medical
Association and Space
Research210

Health recommendations

Parametric

Cerebrovascular:
Poststroke

Nonimagery
sensor: EEG

Respiratory: COPD

Unspecified
training data

App that uses AI to analyze General: Elderly
patient EEG data, to
Optimal centrifuge setting
determine optimal
centrifuge training

Adults (aged 17-90), Clinical trial record, RCT210
including with
recent stroke, COPD,
or elderly
Health care
professionals
Outpatient
N/A

Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published
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Target population
Application, developer

Function

ML type

User

Summary

Health condition

Data input

Setting

Current status

Predicted variable

Training data

Platform

Sinedie, Universidad
Politécnica de Madrid190
App that provides diet and
insulin recommendations
for diabetic patients
Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published

Smart Angel, Evolucare413

Health recommendations

Decision trees

Diabetes

Nonimagery
sensor: Glucose
Patient metabolic
condition (supervised ML); monitor
patient mealtimes
Structured
(unsupervised ML)
variables

Patients with
diabetes

Evaluation studies
Peer-reviewed article,
RCT190

Patient; health care
professionals
Home
Online tool

7113 glycemia
measurements
from 42 patients
Patient evaluation

App that analyzes patient- General: Adverse events
entered and sensor data to Risk of patient
assess risk of deterioration deterioration
following surgery
Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published

Smoking Cessation App,
Health recommendations
University of Hong Kong198 Substance abuse:
Text messaging chatbot
Smoking
that makes behavioral
Unspecified
recommendations as part
of smoking cessation
treatment

Unspecified ML
type
Patient-entered
text and/or
structured
variables

Adults (aged 18-80)
who have
undergone
outpatient surgery
Health care
professionals

Nonimagery
sensors: Heart
rate, blood
pressure, oxygen
saturation

Home

Conversational AI

Adults (aged ≥ 18)
who smoke daily

Patient-entered
Text

Clinical trial record, RCT414

Tablet

Clinical trial record, RCT198

Patient

Unspecified
training data

Home

Unspecified ML
type

Health status

Smartphone

Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published
SOPHiA GENETICS, SOPHiA Patient evaluation
GENETICS415
Cancer
Genomic platform to
Presence of condition:
detect and characterize
Tumor type
genomic variants
associated with cancers
and hereditary disorder

Genetic: Biopsy
tissue
Unspecified
training data

No studies

Health care
professionals
Clinical
N/A

In use, not FDA cleared
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Target population
Application, developer

Function

ML type

User

Summary

Health condition

Data input

Setting

Current status

Predicted variable

Training data

Platform

Steth IO Software,
StethIO148
Smartphone app that uses
heart sounds to detect
heart murmur

Patient evaluation

Parametric

Adults

Cardiovascular: Heart
murmur

Audio: Heart
sounds

Health care
professionals

Presence of heart murmur Unspecified
training data

Inpatient; outpatient

Sugar.IQ, Medtronic237

Patient evaluation

Health status

App that helps patients
manage their glucose
levels

Diabetes

Unspecified ML
type
Nonimagery
sensor:
Continuous
glucose monitor

Home

In use, not FDA cleared
(while ML algorithm is not
FDA cleared, it is used in
conjunction with an FDAcleared sensor device)

Biomarker: Glucose level

In use, not FDA cleared
(while ML algorithm is not
FDA cleared, it is used in
conjunction with an FDAcleared sensor device)

Evaluation studies
No studies

Smartphone

Patient
Smartphone

Conference paper, prepost trial416
Conference paper, prepost trial417
Gray literature, pre-post
trial418

Unspecified
training data

Symptomate,
Infermedica159

Patient evaluation

Parametric

General

General
Presence of condition

Patient-entered
information

Patient

Online symptom checker

Unspecified
training data

Web

Unspecified ML
type

Adults (aged 18-65) Clinical trial record, RCT191
with type 2 diabetes

Patient-entered
text and
structured
variables,
including selfreported blood
glucose

Patient

In use, not FDA cleared

t2.coach, Columbia
University191

Health recommendations

Smartphone app that uses
AI to provide diet and
other treatment
recommendations to
patients with type 2
diabetes

Optimal patient health
recommendations

Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published

Diabetes

Home

Peer-reviewed article,
performance test160
Gray literature,
implementation study298

Home
Smartphone

Nonimagery
sensor: Heart rate,
movement
Unspecified
training data
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Target population
Application, developer

Function

ML type

User

Summary

Health condition

Data input

Setting

Current status

Predicted variable

Training data

Platform

Targeted Real-time Early
Warning Score, Bayesian
Health169
App that identifies ICU
patients at risk of septic
shock

Patient evaluation
General: Sepsis

Unspecified ML
type

Risk of developing septic
shock

Structured
variables: EHR

ICU patients
Health care
professionals

Evaluation studies
Peer-reviewed article,
performance test169

ICU

13 014 ICU
patients

N/A

Health status

Cancer

Unspecified ML
type

Presence of condition:
Tumor type

Genetic: Biopsy
tissue

In use, not FDA cleared
Tempus Oncology Testing,
Tempus Labs156
App that performs
genomic profiling and
prediction of cancer origin

Patient evaluation

In use, not FDA cleared

Health care
professionals
Clinical

Various data sets
(10 000-25 000
records)

N/A

Tess, X238

Treatment delivery

Conversational AI

All patients

Text messaging chatbot
that delivers mental health
therapy

Mental health:
Depression, anxiety

Text

Patient

Unspecified
training data

Home

Health status

Unspecified

In use, not FDA cleared

Smartphone

Virta, Virta Health39

Health recommendations

App that provides
personalized coaching for
diabetes management

Diabetes

Unspecified ML
type

Unspecified

Biomarkers; text

Home

Unspecified
training data

Smartphone

Unspecified ML
type

Unspecified

In use, not FDA cleared
VITEK MS, bioMerieux135

Patient evaluation

Mass spectrometer that
identifies microorganisms
cultured from human
specimens

General: Bacterial and
fungal infections

FDA approved: Class II; De
Novo

Nonimagery
Identity of microorganism sensor: Mass
spectrometry
Unspecified
training data
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Patient

Health care
professionals

Peer-reviewed article,
performance test419
Conference paper,
performance test419,420

Peer-reviewed article,
RCT421
Peer-reviewed article,
implementation study422

Peer-reviewed article, prepost trial244
Peer-reviewed article, prepost trial423

Peer-reviewed article,
performance test424

FDA summary,
425
Inpatient; outpatient performance test
FDA summary,
N/A
performance test426
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Target population
Application, developer

Function

ML type

User

Summary

Health condition

Data input

Setting

Current status

Predicted variable

Training data

Platform

Evaluation studies

Health recommendations

Conversational AI

Clinical trial record, RCT200

Cerebrovascular;
cardiovascular

Unspecified data
input

Adults (aged 18-65)
with AF and
mechanical valve
replacement who
are receiving
warfarin therapy

Warfarin Dosage App,
Wuhan Asia Heart
Hospital200

Chatbot that aids in
Optimal dosage of
managing optimal warfarin warfarin
dosage

Unspecified
training data

Patient

Development: Field
evaluation: Not yet
published
Watson for Oncology and
Genomics, IBM208
App that uses ML to
extract therapeutic
information from peerreviewed studies relevant
to specific genetic markers
identified in patient tests

Home
Mobile phone
Health recommendations

Unspecified ML
type

Patients with cancer

Relevance of therapeutic
information

Geneti

Peer-reviewed article,
428
Inpatient; outpatient performance test

Patient evaluation

Unspecified ML
typeStructured
variables: EHR;
nonimagery
sensors

Cancer

Health care
professionals

Peer-reviewed article,
implementation study427

Text: Peerreviewed research N/A
Unspecified
training data

In use, not FDA cleared
WAVE Clinical Platform:
Visensia, the Safety Index,
Excel Medical176

General: Adverse events;
cardiovascular

App that identifies
Risk of patient
hospitalized patients at risk deterioration
of deterioration
FDA cleared: Class II, 510(k)

Wellthy Diabetes, Wellthy
Therapeutics188

Health recommendations

Diabetes
Smartphone chatbot app
Unspecified
that evaluates diabetic
patient health and provides
behavioral coaching
Development: Field
evaluation

3500 hours of
high-risk, inhospital patient
monitoring
Conversational AI
Structured
variables: Selfreported blood
glucose, weight,
meals, and
physical activity

All hospitalized
patients

Peer-reviewed article, prepost trial429

Health care
professionals

Peer-reviewed article,
performance test430

Inpatient
N/A

Patients with type 2
diabetes

Gray literature, pre-post
trial243

Patient
Home
Smartphone

Unspecified
training data
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Target population
Application, developer

Function

ML type

User

Summary

Health condition

Data input

Setting

Current status

Predicted variable

Training data

Platform

Woebot, Woebot Health214 Treatment delivery

Conversational AI

Smartphone chatbot app
that delivers mental health
therapy

Mental health:
Depression, anxiety

Patient-entered
Text

Unspecified

Unspecified
training data

In use, not FDA cleared

Evaluation studies

Adults and
Peer-reviewed article,
adolescents (aged ≥ RCT431
13)
Patient
Home
Smartphone

Wysa, Wysa213

Treatment delivery

Conversational AI

Smartphone chatbot app
that delivers mental health
therapy

Mental health:
Depression, anxiety

Text

Unspecified

Unspecified
training data

In use, not FDA cleared
Patient evaluation

Online symptom checker

Zio AT ECG Monitoring
System, iRhythm
Technologies140
App that analyzes ECG data
to detect arrythmia

Peer-reviewed article, prepost trial432

Patient
Home
Smartphone

Your.MD, Healthily161
In use, not FDA cleared

Adolescents and
adults (aged ≥13)

General

General

Unspecified ML
type

Presence of condition

Text

Home

Unspecified
training data

Smartphone

Patient evaluation

Parametric

Adults (aged ≥ 18)

Cardiovascular: Arrythmia

Nonimagery
sensor: ECG

Health care
professionals

Unspecified
training data

Home; inpatient

Presence of arrythmia

FDA cleared: Class II, 510(k)
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Patient

Wearable

Peer-reviewed article,
performance test162
Gray literature,
implementation study298

Peer-reviewed article,
RCT433
Peer-reviewed article,
RCT434
Peer-reviewed article,
performance test435
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Appendix B. Full List of Evaluation Studies
We identified 173 evaluation studies providing information on current and near-future ML
applications in clinical care. Details on these studies are provided in the table below. These studies are
organized alphabetically by the application they discuss, beginning with Ada and ending with Zio
ATG.
Multiple applications are listed for the very small number of studies that discussed multiple
applications. These receive a single table entry just like other studies and are grouped with the first
application in the list of those covered.
Evaluation study
Application(s)

Publication type

Function

Study design

Comparator(s)

Health condition

Study population

Outcomes measured

Miller et al, 2020296

Peer-reviewed article

No comparator

Ada

Field evaluation:
Implementation study

Patient perceptions of app
usability and acceptability

Health recommendations
General: All conditions

522 patients in primary care
setting (n = 522)

UserTesting, 2019298

Gray literature

Ada, HealthTap, Symptomate, Field evaluation:
Your.MD
Implementation study
Health recommendations
General: All conditions

500 health care consumers (n
= 500)

Jungman et al, 2020248

Peer-reviewed article

Ada
Health recommendations
General: All conditions

5 apps were compared: Ada
Health, HealthTap, Mediktor,
Symptomate, Your.MD
User perceptions of apps’
ease of use, credibility,
aesthetics, efficiency, delight

Google search; no symptom
Field evaluation: Pre-post trial search (control)
1-day intervention period;
141 students participated
patient affect; health anxiety;
(n = 141)
perceived need to see a
doctor
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Author conclusions
Patients rated the app as
highly usable and acceptable
in a primary care setting.

Ada scored highest across all
categories, followed closely
by Mediktor, Your.MD, and
Symptomate. HealthTap
scored much lower than all
other apps.
Ada Search was significantly
associated with greater
negative affect, health anxiety,
and perceived need to see a
doctor compared with not
searching for symptoms.
Google Search was
significantly associated with
greater negative affect, health
anxiety, and perceived need
to see a doctor compared
with the control, to a greater
extent than Ada was.
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Evaluation study
Application(s)

Publication type

Function

Study design

Comparator(s)

Health condition

Study population

Outcomes measured

Gilbert et al, 2020297

Academic preprint

Ada, Babylon, Buoy, K Health,
Symptomate, Your.MD

Performance test: Simulated

Health recommendations

200 clinical vignettes and 7
clinicians

General: All conditions

Apps were compared with
each other and with clinicians

Top-3 accuracy was highest
for clinicians (82.1%), followed
by Ada, Buoy, Mediktor, K
Accuracy as measured by
percentage of true diagnoses Health, Your.MD,
Symptomate, and Babylon.
included in the top 3
Most apps provided accurate
diagnoses identified by the
app; safety of urgency advice; or slightly conservative advice
number of conditions covered on clinical urgency. Some
apps (Babylon, Symptomate,
by an app
Your.MD) covered only 50%
to 65% of conditions.

Burgess, 2017299

Gray literature

Your.MD; Babylon

Ada

Performance test: Simulated

Accuracy

Health recommendations
General: All conditions

2 researchers conducted an
ad hoc test of 3 apps

Jungmann et al, 2019295

Peer-reviewed article

No comparator

Ada

Performance test: Simulated

Accuracy

Health recommendations

120 evaluations (6 users
independently evaluated 20
case vignettes)

General: All conditions

Taipei Medical University,
2018300

Clinical trial record

Field evaluation: RCT
Advanced Electronic Safety of 37 physicians, unspecified
Prescriptions model
number of patients
Patient evaluation
General: All conditions

Standard care
3-month intervention period;
proportion of inappropriate
prescription reminders that
are acted on; number of
inappropriate prescriptions

Ziegler et al, 201544

Peer-reviewed article

Preintervention

Advisor Pro/MD-Logic

Field evaluation:
Implementation study

4-day intervention period;
patient fear of hypoglycemia,
patient satisfaction, and ease
of use

Health recommendations
Diabetes

75 patients with diabetes at
home (n = 75)

Author conclusions
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Ada’s accuracy was found to
be better than that of
Your.MD and Babylon in an
ad hoc test.

Average kappa was 0.64 for
adult cases and 0.40 for child
and adolescent cases. Kappa
was higher when Ada was
used by health professionals
and lower when used by
health students or laypersons.
Study ongoing/not yet
published

After 4 days of using MDLOGIC as a closed-loop
artificial pancreas at home at
night, patients reported lower
fears of hypoglycemia.
Patients reported a high level
of satisfaction with the device
and increased ease of use.
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Evaluation study
Application(s)

Publication type

Function

Study design

Comparator(s)

Health condition

Study population

Outcomes measured

Nimri et al, 2018303

Peer-reviewed article

Advisor Pro/MD-Logic

Performance test:
Retrospective

Health recommendations
Diabetes

Nimri et al, 2014302

Insulin dosage
recommendations from 26
physicians

Agreement on insulin dosage
Glucose monitoring and
health data from 15 pediatric between physicians and
Advisor Pro
patients with diabetes taken
over a 3-week period (n = 15)
Peer-reviewed article

Standard Sensor-Augmented
Pump therapy

Nimri et al, 2014301

Peer-reviewed article

Advisor Pro/MD-Logic

Field evaluation: RCT

Standard sensor-augmented
pump therapy

Health recommendations
Diabetes

24 patients (aged 12-43) with
type 1 diabetes (n = 24)

6-week intervention period;
time spent in hypoglycemia
(<70 mg/dL), within target
range (70-140 mg/dL), and in
substantial hyperglycemia
(>240 mg/dL)

Naunheim et al, 2011304

Peer-reviewed article

No comparator

Ahead

Performance test: Prospective Accuracy

Patient evaluation
General: Traumatic brain
injury

153 patients who presented
to a tertiary referral hospital
with headache or altered
mental status (n = 153)

US FDA, DEN140025, 2014305

FDA summary document

Ahead

Performance test: Prospective Accuracy

Patient evaluation

552 adults aged 18-80 years
(n = 552)

Advisor Pro/MD-Logic
Health recommendations
Diabetes

General: Traumatic brain
injury

Author conclusions
Insulin dosage recommended
by Advisor Pro did not
significantly differ from
recommendations provided
by physicians.

Use of MD-Logic as a closedloop artificial pancreas at
Field evaluation: RCT
night was associated with less
15 patients (both children and 8-day intervention period;
time spent with glucose levels time spent with glucose
adults) with diabetes
below 70 mg/dL
below 70 mg/dL
(n = 15)
(hypoglycemia). No difference
(hypoglycemia); percentage
was found in the percentage
of nights with average
of nights with average
glucose levels between 90
glucose between 90 and 140
and 140 mg/dL
mg/dL.

No comparator
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Use of MD-Logic as a closedloop artificial pancreas at
home at night was associated
with lower hypoglycemia,
more time in target range,
and 52% less time spent in
substantial hyperglycemia.

Ahead prototype had a
sensitivity of 96% and
specificity of 87%.

Ahead 100 had a sensitivity of
78.5% and specificity of
48.6%.
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Evaluation study
Application(s)

Publication type

Function

Study design

Comparator(s)

Health condition

Study population

Outcomes measured

US FDA, K161068, 2016306

FDA summary document

Ahead

Performance test: Prospective Accuracy

Patient evaluation

720 adults; 60.7% males,
mean age of 43.12 years,
mean Glasgow Coma Scale
score of 14.97, and an
average time since injury of
13.9 hours (n = 720)

General: Traumatic brain
injury

No comparator

Ahead 300 accuracy, including
sensitivity and specificity,
exceeded goals (no specific
numbers reported).

Shanghai Zhongshan
Hospital, 2020204

Clinical trial record

AI-Assisted Insulin Titration
System

46 adults (aged 18-75) with
type 2 diabetes receiving
insulin treatment for at least 3
months (n = 46)

7-day intervention period;
percentage of time of sensor
glucose measurements in
target range (3.9-10 mmol/L);
total insulin dose

Shanghai Zhongshan
Hospital, 2020307

Clinical trial record

Insulin regimen decided by
physicians

AI-Assisted Insulin Titration
System
Diabetes

120 adults (aged 18-99) with
type 2 diabetes receiving
insulin treatment for at least 3
months (n = 120)

7-day intervention period;
patient fasting plasma
glucose levels; proportion of
time glucose measurements
are in targeted range; total
insulin dose

Farris, 2017308

Gray literature

Standard care

AIM@BP

Field evaluation: RCT

Health recommendations
Cardiovascular: Hypertension

45 patients with low
medication possession ratio
for their antihypertensive
medication (n = 45)

The app led to an increase in
6-month intervention period; self-reported adherence at 3
months; no significant
self-reported medication
adherence; proportion of days changes in proportion of days
covered or attitudes toward
covered; attitudes toward
medication were found.
medication

Barbieri et al, 201640

Peer-reviewed article

Preintervention health status

Health recommendations
Diabetes

Health recommendations

Anemia Control Model
Health recommendations
Kidney disease; anemia

Field evaluation: RCT

Field evaluation: RCT

Insulin regimen decided by
physicians

Author conclusions

Study ongoing/not yet
published

Study ongoing/not yet
published

During the intervention
Field evaluation: Pre-post trial 12-month control followed by period, patients had
12-month intervention period; significant reductions in
752 patients with kidney
medication dosage,
proportion of patients with
disease on hemodialysis
significant reductions in
hemoglobin in target range;
(n = 752)
hemoglobin variability, and
hemoglobin fluctuations;
significant increases in onmedication dosage
target hemoglobin values.
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Evaluation study
Application(s)

Publication type

Function

Study design

Comparator(s)

Health condition

Study population

Outcomes measured

Vifor Fresenius Medical Care
Renal Pharma, 2020203

Clinical trial record

Preintervention health status

Kidney disease; anemia

Field evaluation: Pre-post trial 6-month intervention period;
proportion of patients with
88 adult patients with endhemoglobin in target range;
stage renal disease (n = 88)
hemoglobin fluctuations;
medication dosage

Bucalo et al, 2018309

Peer-reviewed article

Anemia Control Model
Health recommendations

Author conclusions
Study ongoing/not yet
published

Patient health status during 6
Field evaluation: Pre-post trial months of control period
between two 6-month
219 patients with kidney
intervention periods
disease on hemodialysis
6-month intervention, then 6(n = 219)
month control, then 6-month
intervention period;
proportion of patients with
hemoglobin in target range;
hemoglobin fluctuations;
medication dosage

The interventional periods
saw patient improvement in
all measures: increased
hemoglobin in range, reduced
hemoglobin, and fewer
adverse events (transfusion,
hospitalization, cardiac arrest,
death).

Barbieri et al, 2015310

Peer-reviewed article

Anemia Control Model

Performance test:
Retrospective

The new model outperformed
other models with a mean
absolute error of hemoglobin
prediction of about 0.6 g per
dl.

Anemia Control Model
Health recommendations
Kidney disease; anemia

Health recommendations

Application model compared
with a different neural
network ML model and with a
linear ML model

Kidney disease; anemia

101 918 records from 4135
patients (29% with diabetes)
at Italian, Spanish, and
Portuguese clinics (n = 4135)

Wang et al, 2019311

Peer-reviewed article

Usual care

Case Western Reserve
University, 2018212

Clinical trial record

ASSIST

19 adults providing care for
critically ill family member
(n = 19)

Same wearable device
without algorithm-generated
reminders

Accuracy

No increases in new
anticoagulation prescriptions
Anticoagulation Management Field evaluation: RCT
Proportion of potentially
due to the intervention were
Service
432 patients identified as high undertreated patients with AF found.
started on anticoagulant
Patient evaluation
risk without evidence of
therapy within 28 days
Cardiovascular: Arrythmia: AF anticoagulant prescription in
the prior year (n = 432)
Cerebrovascular: Stroke

Treatment delivery
Mental health: Depression,
anxiety

Field evaluation: RCT

Study ongoing/not yet
published

Various measures of patient
well-being (sleep, stress,
anxiety, depression,
caregiving burden, quality of
life)
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Evaluation study
Application(s)

Publication type

Function

Study design

Comparator(s)

Health condition

Study population

Outcomes measured

Camlin, Ltd, 2020211

Clinical trial record

Assisted Rehabilitation Care
Cerebrovascular: Poststroke
rehabilitation

Field evaluation: Pre-post trial Patient adherence, resource
utilization (unscheduled visits
41 adults diagnosed with
to clinician); patient quality of
stroke (n = 41)
life; patient mobility; devicerelated adverse events

Bristol-Myers Squibb, 2019146

Clinical trial record

Routine clinical practice

Atrial Fibrillation Risk
Prediction

Field evaluation: RCT

Percentage of patients with
diagnosed AF; expected
health care resource
utilization; quality-adjusted
life-years; life-years

Health recommendations

Patient evaluation

18 000 adults older than 30
years of age (n = 18 000)

Cardiovascular: Arrythmia: AF
Ipsos MORI, 2019246

Gray literature

Babylon Health

Field evaluation:
Implementation study

Preintervention

Video and telephone
consultation with a clinician

General

Patient use of app, patient
49 000 patients in Babylon GP perceptions of app
at Hand system
(n = 49 000)

Babylon Health, 2017312

Gray literature

Prior care

Babylon Health

Field evaluation:
Implementation study

Estimated cost savings;
number of app triage
recommendation outputs in
each category

Health recommendations

Health recommendations
General

9700 patient triage
recommendations
(n = 9700)

Middleton et al, 2016313

Gray literature

Babylon Health

Performance test: Simulated

Health recommendations

102 patient vignettes

General

Study ongoing/not yet
published

Study ongoing/not yet
published

The symptom checker app
was used by 55% of patients.
Use of the app declined over
time since registration. The
app was viewed less positively
than were video and
telephone appointments with
a clinician.
Britain’s National Health
Service (NHS) saves an
estimated £10 each time a
patient opts to share app
triage outcomes with the
NHS.

Triage recommendations
from 12 clinicians and 7
nurses

The app provided more
accurate triage
recommendations than did
Accuracy; time to make triage clinicians or nurses in both
emergency and
recommendation
nonemergency cases. The app
also provided triage
recommendations more
quickly.

Razzaki et al, 2018314

Gray literature

Clinicians

Babylon Health

Performance test: Simulated

Health recommendations

Clinicians role-playing as
patients in 100 clinical
vignette scenarios

Accuracy of diagnosis and
triage recommendations

General

Author conclusions
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The app provided comparably
accurate diagnoses and
provided safer (equal or more
urgent) triage
recommendations than did
clinicians.
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Evaluation study
Application(s)

Publication type

Function

Study design

Comparator(s)

Health condition

Study population

Outcomes measured

El-Khatib et al, 2017315

Peer-reviewed article

Bionic Pancreas

Field evaluation: RCT

Treatment delivery

39 adults with type 1 diabetes
2-month intervention period;
(n = 39)
mean patient glucose
concentration; mean time
with glucose < 3.3 mmol/L;
mean nausea score on the
Visual Analogue Scale

Diabetes

Conventional and sensoraugmented pump insulin
therapy

Author conclusions
Patient glycemic regulation
was improved with use of the
bionic pancreas.

Massachusetts General
Hospital, 2019316

Clinical trial record

Bionic Pancreas

129 adults (aged ≥ 18) with
cystic fibrosis–related
diabetes who are receiving
insulin treatment (n = 129)

average patient glucose; time
with patient glucose < 54
ml/dL; time with patient
glucose in multiple numerical
ranges; number of selfreported experiences of
hypoglycemia symptoms

Jaeb Center for Health
Research, 2020317

Clinical trial record

Patient’s usual insulin therapy Study ongoing/not yet
13-week intervention period; published

Bionic Pancreas

440 adults and children (aged superiority for patient HbA1c;
≥ 6) with type 1 diabetes who time with patient glucose <
54 mg/dL
have been receiving insulin
treatment for at least 1 year
(n = 440)

Treatment delivery
Diabetes

Treatment delivery
Diabetes

Field evaluation: RCT

Field evaluation: RCT

Patient’s usual insulin therapy Study ongoing/not yet
published
7-day intervention period;

US FDA, K183282, 2019318

FDA summary document

Biovitals Analytics
Engine/Biovitals HF

Performance test: Prospective Accuracy

Patient evaluation
General: Adverse events

No comparator

50 patients released from
emergency department;
testing was performed on a
total of 50 subjects
presenting at an emergency
department who were
deemed appropriate for
home monitoring (n = 50)
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The lower bound of the 95%
confidence interval of the
positive percentage
agreement (PPA) was greater
than 0.7.
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Evaluation study
Application(s)

Publication type

Function

Study design

Comparator(s)

Health condition

Study population

Outcomes measured

Chen et al, 2019319

FDA summary document

Biovitals Analytics
Engine/Biovitals HF

Performance test:
Retrospective

Patient evaluation

50 healthy adults (n = 50)

General: Adverse events

No comparator

When using a specific
Accuracy in identifying period classification threshold, AUC
was 0.99. sensitivity was 0.91,
of physiological change
and specificity was 0.98.
(subjects in hypobaric
chamber to simulate activity
at 3000 m altitude)

IBM Watson Health, 2018321

Gray literature

Prior care

BlueStar

Field evaluation:
Implementation

Estimated cost savings
associated with reductions in
patient HbA1c

Health recommendations
Diabetes

Data from more than 3000
patients using BlueStar
(n = 3000)

Desveaux et al, 201846

Peer-reviewed article

Prior care

BlueStar

Field evaluation:
Implementation study

Patient experience of using
app; barriers and facilitators
to using app; patient HbA1c

Health recommendations
Diabetes

26 interviews conducted with
16 patients (n = 16)

Agarwal et al, 2019320

Peer-reviewed article

Usual care

BlueStar

Field evaluation: RCT

Health recommendations

223 adults (aged ≥ 18) with
type 2 diabetes (n = 223)

6-month intervention period;
patient HbA1c levels; patientreported self-efficacy,
experience of care, health
care utilization

BrainQ Technologies, Ltd,
2019322

Clinical trial record

Sham device

Field evaluation: RCT

BQ Device

50 adults (aged 18-80) with
recent ischemic stroke
(n = 50)

Various neurological and
motor function test scores

Diabetes

Treatment delivery
Cerebrovascular: Stroke
Bright Cloud International
Corp, 2020209
BrightArm Compact
Health recommendations
Cerebrovascular: Stroke

Clinical trial record

Author conclusions

Preintervention

Field evaluation: Pre-post trial Patient motor function,
strength, range of motion,
6 patients who had prior
independence in daily living,
stroke (n = 6)
cognitive function, mood, and
acceptance of technology
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Use of BlueStar was estimated
to save between $1392 and
$3672 annually per Medicare
patient and between $1824
and $5244 annually per
commercial sector patient.
Patient self-efficacy and
willingness to engage with
the app were associated with
improvement in HbA1c.
Competing patient priorities
and psychosocial issues were
barriers to effective use of the
app and improved HbA1c.
BlueStar had no significant
impact on HbA1c or patientreported measures of selfefficacy, quality of life, or
health care utilization.

Study ongoing/not yet
published

Study ongoing/not yet
published
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Evaluation study
Application(s)

Publication type

Function

Study design

Comparator(s)

Health condition

Study population

Outcomes measured

Winn et al, 2019323

Author conclusions

Peer-reviewed article

Preintervention

Smith et al, 2019324

Peer-reviewed article

Cardiologs Platform
Patient evaluation

Performance test:
Retrospective

Veritas classification
algorithm used in Mortara
ECG machines

Cardiovascular: Arrythmia

1500 ECGs

Accuracy

Smith et al, 2019325

Peer-reviewed article

Cardiologs Platform

Performance test:
Retrospective

Veritas classification
algorithm used in Mortara
ECG machines; physician
interpretation using Veritas
(Veritas + Physician)

The first version of the
Cardiologs DL algorithm was
more accurate (91.2%) than
was Veritas (80.2%) and
similar to Veritas + Physician
(90.0%) in classifying atrial
fibrillation. Cardiologs also
had higher sensitivity (92%)
than did Veritas (87%).
When used to predict
respiratory failure, CLEWICU’s
sensitivity was 53.7% and
positive predictive value (PPV)
was 4.7%, with 3.9 hours
median lead time provided
for true positive alerts. When
used to predict hemodynamic
instability, CLEWICU’s
sensitivity was 56.9% and PPV
was 18.5%, with 3.7 hours
median lead time for true
positive alert.

Buoy Health
Patient evaluation
General

Patient evaluation

Patients reported after using
Field evaluation: Pre-post trial Patient intentions to seek care the app that they intended to
at different levels of urgency seek a less urgent level of
158 083 patient encounters
care in more than 25% of
with the application Users of
cases, a more urgent level in
Buoy Health
about 5% of cases, and the
same level of care in the
remaining cases.

Cardiovascular: Arrythmia

24 123 ECG readings
recorded over 6 months;
Accuracy
second database of 1473
ECGs for measuring sensitivity

US FDA, 2020326

FDA summary document

No comparator

CLEWICU

Performance test

Accuracy

Patient evaluation

Data from 7 adult ICUs at 2
hospitals over 11 years

Respiratory: COVID-19
General: Adverse events
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In identifying major ECG
abnormalities, Cardiologs had
a sensitivity of 88.7% and
specificity of 94.0%. Veritas
had a sensitivity of 92.0% and
specificity of 84.7%.
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Evaluation study
Application(s)

Publication type

Function

Study design

Comparator(s)

Health condition

Study population

Outcomes measured

Place et al, 2017327

Peer-reviewed article

Companion

Performance test: Prospective Accuracy

Patient evaluation

73 adults (aged ≥ 18) with at
least one symptom of posttraumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) or depression; 1217
audio recordings and 51 080
131 “digital trace points”
(n = 73)

Mental health: Depression,
anxiety

Department of Veterans
Affairs (VA) Eastern Colorado
Health Care System, 2019328

Clinical trial record
Field evaluation: RCT

No comparator

Access to noninteractive
mental health app

Mental health: Depression,
anxiety

750 adults (aged 18-55) in the 3-month intervention period;
patient psychological distress,
US Navy (n = 750)
time until treatment,
utilization of treatment,
depression, PTSD symptoms,
suicidal ideation

Mayo Clinic, 2020329

Clinical trial record

Standard care

Control Tower

Field evaluation: RCT

Health recommendations
General: Palliative care

20 000 adults (aged ≥ 18)
admitted to hospital
(n = 20 000)

1-year intervention period;
time until palliative care team
consultation; number of
palliative care consults;
transition time to hospice;
emergency department visit
within 30 days of discharge;
hospital readmission within
30 days of discharge; ICU
transfers; ratio of hospice to
hospital deaths; inpatient
length of stay

Blomberg et al, 2019331

Peer-reviewed article

Corti

Performance test:
Retrospective

Companion
Patient evaluation

Patient evaluation
Cardiovascular: Cardiac arrest

Dispatcher interpretation of
call
Accuracy

108607 calls to Copenhagen
emergency services
(n = 108 670)

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES AND THERAPEUTICS REPORT

Author conclusions
Companion’s AUC was 0.74
for depressed mood, 0.56 for
fatigue, 0.75 for interest in
activities, and 0.83 for social
connectedness.

Study ongoing/not yet
published

Study ongoing/not yet
published

The ML algorithm had a
sensitivity of 84.1% and
specificity of 97.3% in
recognizing out-of-hospital
cardiac arrest, compared with
dispatcher sensitivity of 72.%
and specificity of 98.8%. The
ML algorithm also recognized
cardiac arrest faster (median
44 seconds) than did
dispatchers (median 54
seconds).
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Publication type
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Study design

Comparator(s)

Health condition

Study population

Outcomes measured

Emergency Medical Services,
Capital Region, Denmark,
2020332
Corti
Patient evaluation

Clinical trial record
Field evaluation: RCT
5242 calls to Copenhagen
emergency services
(n = 5242)

Cardiovascular: Cardiac arrest

Beijing Tsinghua Chang Gung
Hospital, 2020333
COVID-19 Alert System
Health recommendations

Clinical trial record

Author conclusions

Dispatcher response with alert Study ongoing/not yet
compared with usual
published
dispatcher response without
automated alert
Dispatcher identification of
caller cardiac arrest; time to
identification; dispatcher
request to caller for
cardiopulmonary resuscitation
(CPR) initiation; time until
dispatcher starts guiding
caller in CPR
Preintervention

Field evaluation: Pre-post trial Accuracy; avoidance of
unnecessary outpatient visits;
102 456 patients
patient relief from anxiety
(n = 102 456)

Study ongoing/not yet
published

Respiratory: COVID-19
Current Health, 2019334

Gray literature

Prior care

Current Platform
Patient evaluation

Field evaluation:
Implementation study

General: Adverse events

Unspecified

Time to train clinicians and
deploy app, patient
adherence, number of
clinician home visits, number
of emergency department
visits

The clinical deployment team
was trained in one hour and
their time to deployment was
less than 24 hours after
training. Patient adherence
rate was 92% with a 22%
reduction in unnecessary
home visits.

University of Utah, 2019206

Clinical trial record

Dashboard for Diabetes Care

Field evaluation: RCT

Standard care without
dashboard

Study ongoing/not yet
published

Health recommendations
Diabetes

17 000 primary care patients
with diabetes (n = 17 000)

1-year intervention period;
patient HbA1c; body mass
index (BMI); cost of diabetes
medications prescribed; use
of the diabetes dashboard;
user opinions of the diabetes
dashboard

Shlomo et al, 2019337

Conference paper

Prior to intervention

DayTwo
Health recommendations
Diabetes

Average patient HbA1c fell
from 7.2% to 6.5%. Time in
Field evaluation: Pre-post trial 4- to 20-month intervention
reference range increased
28 patients with diabetes not period; patient HbA1c, time in from 69.1% to 79.6%. Mean
target glucose range (70-140),
on insulin (n = 28)
glucose levels decreased from
mean glucose
125.6 to 114.6 mg/dL.
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Publication type
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Study design

Comparator(s)

Health condition

Study population

Outcomes measured

Zeevi et al, 2015335

Peer-reviewed article

DayTwo

Field evaluation: RCT

Health recommendations

26 patients (n = 26)

Diabetes
Mendes-Soares et al, 2019336

Clinician dietary
recommendations
2-week intervention period;
patient post-prandial
glycemic response

Ten of 12 patients had lower
postprandial glycemic
response to app dietary
recommendations compared
with 8 of 14 using clinician
dietary recommendations.

Model trained using different
Performance test: Prospective data
Performance in predicting
327 individuals without
postprandial glycemic
diabetes (n = 327)
response

The model performed best
when trained on both
previous and current patient
data (R = 0.618).

New York University (NYU)
Langone Health, 2020194

Clinical trial record

Hu et al, 2020338

200 adults 18 or older who
are overweight or obese and
prediabetic (n = 200)

Body weight at 6 and 12
months; body composition at
6 and 12 months; glycemic
variability; self-efficacy for
weight loss

Preliminary findings found no
difference for self-efficacy at 3
months.

Peer-reviewed article

Clinician review of data

DayTwo
Health recommendations
Diabetes

Diabetes Prevention App,
NYU Langone Health

Peer-reviewed article

Author conclusions

Field evaluation: RCT

Health recommendations

One-size-fits all dietary
recommendations

Diabetes
Liang et al, 2019158

Diagnostic AI for Pediatric
Performance test:
Diseases, Guangzhou Women Retrospective
and Children’s Medical Center Unspecified
Patient evaluation

Accuracy

The model accuracy was
“comparable to experienced
pediatricians in diagnosing
common childhood diseases.”

General: Pediatric diseases
Kang et al, 2016340
eCART (electronic cardiac
arrest triage)
Patient evaluation
Cardiovascular: Cardiac arrest
General: Adverse events

Peer-reviewed article

Standard care

eCART identified 52% of ICU
Performance test: Prospective Accuracy in predicting cardiac transfers early compared with
arrest or ICU transfer; time of 34% by the current system.
5751 admissions of 3889
eCART identified high-risk
prediction prior to cardiac
distinct adult inpatients
patients 30 hours prior to ICU
arrest or ICU transfer
(n = 3889)
transfer or cardiac arrest
compared with 1.7 hours for
the current system. eCART’s
AUC was 0.80 for ICU transfer
and 0.88 for cardiac arrest.
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Hirai et al, 2018341

Peer-reviewed article

eCART (electronic cardiac
arrest triage)

Performance test:
Retrospective

Patient evaluation

61 adults following
intervention for pulmonary
embolism (n = 61)

Cardiovascular: Cardiac arrest
General: Adverse events
Green et al, 2018342

Author conclusions

Cardiac Arrest Triage (CART)
score; Pulmonary Embolism
Severity Index (PESI)

eCART was most accurate
(AUC 0.84), followed by CART
(AUC 0.72) and PESI (AUC
Accuracy in predicting 30-day 0.69).
mortality

Modified Early Warning Score
(MEWS); National Early
Performance test:
Warning Score (NEWS);
Retrospective
Between the Flags (BTF)
107 868 patient admissions (n system
= 107 868)
Accuracy in predicting
adverse event (ICU transfer,
cardiac arrest, death) within
next 24 hours

eCart accuracy was highest,
with an AUC of 0.801,
followed by NEWS (AUC
0.718), MEWS (AUC 0.698),
and BTF (AUC 0.663).

Bartkowiak et al, 2019343

Peer-reviewed article

eCART (electronic cardiac
arrest triage)

Performance test:
Retrospective

eCART was most accurate
(AUC 0.79), followed by NEWS
(AUC 0.76) and MEWS (AUC
0.75).

eCART (electronic cardiac
arrest triage)
Patient evaluation
Cardiovascular: Cardiac arrest
General: Adverse events

Peer-reviewed article

MEWS; NEWS

General: Adverse events

Accuracy in predicting
adverse event (ICU transfer,
32 537 patient admissions (all cardiac arrest, death) in
postoperative adults admitted postoperative period
(duration unspecified)
to hospital inpatient; n = 32
537)

Attia et al, 2019344

Peer-reviewed article

No comparator

ECG AI-Guided Screening

Performance test:
Retrospective

Accuracy

Patient evaluation
Cardiovascular: Cardiac arrest

Patient evaluation
Cardiovascular: Low ejection
fraction

52 870 patients (n = 52 870)

Attia et al, 2019242

Peer-reviewed article

ECG AI-Guided Screening

Performance test: Prospective Accuracy

Patient evaluation

16 056 patients who received
routine ECGs
(n = 16 056)

Cardiovascular: Low ejection
fraction

No comparator
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AUC was 0.93; sensitivity was
86.3%; specificity was 85.7%.

Sensitivity was 82.5%;
specificity was 86.8%.
Performance was similar
across different ages, sexes,
and races.
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Health condition
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US FDA, K192004, 2020345

FDA summary document

No comparator

Eko Analysis Software

Performance test:
Retrospective

Accuracy

Patient evaluation
Cardiovascular: Arrythmia: AF
Cardiovascular: Heart murmur

Author conclusions
For AF: Sensitivity was 100%;
specificity was 96.2%.
For heart murmur: Sensitivity
was 87.6%; specificity was
87.8%.

2177 recordings from 375
patients (n = 375)

Lai et al, 2016346

Peer-reviewed article

eMurmur AI
Patient evaluation

Performance test: Prospective Accuracy of detecting
pathologic heart murmurs
106 pediatric patients

Cardiovascular: Heart Failure

(n = 106)

Clinician review of data

Sensitivity was 87%; specificity
was 100%. Accuracy levels
were similar to those of
pediatric cardiologists and
neonatologists.

Cardiovascular: Heart murmur
Thompson et al, 2019347

Peer-reviewed article

No comparator

eMurmur AI

Performance test:
Retrospective

Accuracy in detection of
pathologic heart murmurs

Patient evaluation

Sensitivity was 93%; specificity
was 81%. Accuracy was similar
to that of cardiologists.

3180 hear sound recordings
from 603 outpatient visits
Cardiovascular: Heart murmur (n = 603)
Cardiovascular: Heart Failure

US FDA, K162627, 2017348

FDA summary document

Clinician review of data

EnsoSleep

Performance test:
Retrospective

Accuracy in classifying
obstructive sleep apnea
severity

Patient evaluation
Respiratory: Sleep apnea

823 records from 72 patients
(n = 72)

Ochsner Health, 2018351

Gray literature

EPIC Deterioration Index
Patient evaluation
Cerebrovascular: Cardiac
arrest

Prior care without use of
Field evaluation: Pre-post trial predictive app
90-day intervention period;
Unspecified
number of adverse patient
events outside the ICU

Sensitivity was 86.9%;
specificity was 99.5%.

There was a 44% reduction in
adverse patient events
outside of the ICU.

General: Adverse events
Potolsky, 2020352
EPIC Deterioration Index
Patient evaluation
Cerebrovascular: Cardiac
arrest
General: Adverse events

Gray literature

Prior care without rapid
Study ongoing/not yet
response
team
use
of
published
Field evaluation: Pre-post trial
predictive app
Unspecified
Number of in-hospital cardiac
arrests; number of patient
transfers to higher level of
care
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Singh et al, 2020349

Academic preprint

EPIC Deterioration Index
Patient evaluation

Performance test:
Retrospective

Cerebrovascular: Cardiac
arrest

392 patient hospitalizations
due to COVID-19 (n = 392)

Author conclusions

No comparator

The model AUC was 0.79.
Composite outcome measure Model accuracy was better for
the highest- and lowest-risk
of adverse events (ICU
transfer, ventilator use, death) patients. No prediction bias
was found by patient race or
sex.

General: Adverse events
Respiratory: COVID-19
Cummings et al, 2020350

Academic preprint

EPIC Deterioration Index

Performance test:
Retrospective
Unspecified

PICTURE (Predicting Intensive
Care Transfers and other
UnfoReseen Events)
algorithm, which is not in
current use

Pluymaekers et al, 2020353

Peer-reviewed article

No comparator

FibriCheck
Patient evaluation

Field evaluation:
Implementation study

Cardiovascular: Arrythmia, AF

38 patients (n = 38)

Number of patients agreeing
to use application; number of
measurements recorded of
sufficient quality for analysis

Proesmans et al, 2019354

Peer-reviewed article

Patient evaluation
Cerebrovascular: Cardiac
arrest
General: Adverse events
Respiratory: COVID-19

EPIC deterioration index had
an AUC of 0.762 compared
with 0.819 for PICTURE for
non-COVID-19 patients. EPIC
had an AUC of 0.792 vs 0.828
Accuracy of predicting patient for PICTURE in COVID-19
patients.
adverse event (ICU transfer,
ventilator use, death) for
COVID-19 and non-COVID-19
patients

FibriCheck, KardiaAI

Fibricheck compared with
Performance test: Prospective KardiaAI
Accuracy of detecting AF
223 adults (aged ≥ 65;

Patient evaluation

n = 223)

355

US FDA K173872, 2018

Thirty out of 38 patients had a
smartphone/tablet and
agreed to use the application;
587 out of 651 recorded
measurements were of
sufficient quality for analysis.
FibriCheck had a sensitivity of
95.6% and specificity of
96.55%, compared with
KardiaAI sensitivity of 94.09%
and specificity of 97.47%.

Cardiovascular: Arrythmia, AF
Myers et al, 2019284
FIND FH Algorithm
Patient evaluation
Cardiovascular: High
cholesterol

Peer-reviewed article

Clinician review of 148
The model identified 1 332
patients
to
established
gold
625 patients with potential
Performance test: Prospective
standard for performance test FH. Model accuracy was AUC
Field evaluation:
Number of patients identified 0.89, sensitivity was 0.45, and
Implementation study
specificity was 0.85.
with potential family
170 589 934 patients in
hypercholesterolemia (FH);
implementation portion of
accuracy
study, 148 patients in
performance test (n = 148)
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Washington State University,
201942
Heart Failure Medication
Reminder App
Health recommendations

Clinical trial record

Preintervention

Field evaluation: Pre-post trial Medication adherence rate
(up to 12 months)
40 Adults 21 or older with

Author conclusions
Study ongoing/not yet
published

diagnosis of heart failure
(n = 40)

Cardiovascular
Geisinger Clinic, 2020207

Clinical trial record

Standard care

Heart Failure Treatment Gap
Model

Field evaluation: RCT
600 adults (aged ≥ 18) with
heart failure (n = 600)

Patient mortality; hospital
admission; health care
utilization

Wijnberge et al, 2020359

Peer-reviewed article

Standard care

Hypotension Prediction

Field evaluation: RCT

Patient evaluation

68 adult patients (aged ≥18
years old) scheduled to
undergo an elective
noncardiac surgical procedure
under general anesthesia (n =
68)

Time-weighted average of
patient hypotension during
surgery

Health recommendations

Study ongoing/not yet
published

Cardiovascular: Heart failure

General

Centre Hospitalier
Clinical trial record
Universitaire de Saint Etienne, Field evaluation: Pre-post trial
2020186
850 patients with cancer
iDEFCO
(n = 850)
Patient evaluation
Cancer

Prior to intervention

Study ongoing/not yet
12-month intervention period; published
number of people who have
used iDEFCO; proportion of
patients identified as socially
fragile; patient self-reported
depression, anxiety, and
quality of life

Evans et al, 2016172

Peer-reviewed article

Intermountain Healthcare
Readmission/Mortality
Prediction

Field evaluation: Pre-post trial 5-month intervention period;
30-day readmission rate; 30175 adult hospitalized
day mortality rate; patient
patients (n = 175)
discharge to home care

Patient evaluation

The median time of
hypotension per patient was
reduced by 16.7 minutes. No
serious adverse events
occurred in the intervention
group (n = 34); 2 events
leading to death occurred in
the control group (n = 34).

Standard care

Cardiovascular
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Implementation of the
prediction model led to
significant reduction in 30day mortality, significant
increase in patient discharge,
and no change in
readmission.
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University of Washington,
2020185

Clinical trial record

Usual care (no use of app)

Field evaluation: RCT

Jumpstart

150 adults (aged ≥ 18) with
serious illness (n = 150)

Number of patients with
documented goals-of-care
discussions

Patient evaluation

Author conclusions
Study ongoing/not yet
published

General: Serious illness
Gajra et al, 202041
JVION Machine
Patient evaluation
General: Adverse events

Frownfelter et al, 202043
JVION Machine
Patient evaluation
General: Adverse events

Romero-Brufau et al, 2020361

Conference paper

Standard care preintervention The average rate of palliative
Field evaluation: Pre-post trial 17-month intervention period; care consults increased from
17.3 to 29.1 per 1000 patients
rate of palliative care
21 providers managing an
per month. The average rate
average of 4329 patients with consultations; rate of hospice of hospice referrals increased
referrals
cancer per month
from 0.2 to 1.6 per 1000
(n = 4329)
patients per month.
Conference paper

Standard care preintervention The average rate of
Field evaluation: Pre-post trial 17-month intervention period; depression screenings
rate of depression screenings; increased from 6 to 16.2 per
21 providers managing an
1000 patients per month. The
average of 4329 patients with rate of antidepressant
average rate of
prescriptions
cancer per month
antidepressant prescriptions
(n = 4329)
increased from 9.2 to 15.5 per
1000 patients per month.

General: Adverse events

Standard care at same
Field evaluation: Pre-post trial hospital preintervention and
at matched control hospitals
2460 hospitalizations
1-year intervention period;
(n = 2460)
accuracy in predicting
hospital acquired preventable
infections, 30-day patient
readmission rate

Ravi et al, 2019362

Conference paper

JVION Machine

Performance test:
Retrospective

JVION Machine
Patient evaluation

Patient evaluation

Peer-reviewed article

Readmission rates decreased
3.3% (from 11.4% to 8.1%)
following implementation, as
compared with a reduction of
0.5% observed at control
hospitals.

Braden scale

The JVION machine AUC was
0.84 compared with the
Accuracy in predicting
hospital-acquired preventable Braden AUC of 0.72.
infections

General: Adverse events

63 476 hospitalizations
(n = 63 476)

Koren et al, 2019363

Peer-reviewed article

Clinician review of data

K Health

Performance test

Patient evaluation

1215 patients at 2 health
systems (n = 1215)

Patient perceptions of
application accuracy

General: All conditions

Risk assignment accuracy:
Sensitivity was 65%; specificity
was 89%.
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In the trial, 82.4% of Maccabi
patients and 85.4% of
Integrity Health patients
reported that K Health
diagnoses agreed with their
doctors’ final diagnosis.
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Duarte et al, 2020366

Peer-reviewed article

KardiaAI/Kardia Mobile

Field evaluation:
Implementation

Patient evaluation
Cardiovascular: Arrythmia: AF

Various (multiple studies
included in meta-analysis)

Godin et al, 2019365

Peer-reviewed article

KardiaAI/Kardia Mobile

Field evaluation:
Implementation study

Patient evaluation
Cardiovascular: Arrythmia: AF

133 physicians; 7585 patients
(n = 7585)

Wegner et al, 2020367

Peer-reviewed article

imPulse; MyDiagnostick;
RhythmPad GP; Zenicor ECG;
Generic lead-l ECG device

Kardia Mobile is “the most
cost-effective option in a full
incremental analysis”
Cost per quality-adjusted life- compared with the standard
diagnostic pathway and other
year
lead-I ECG devices.
Standard prior physician
practice

AF was detected in 6.2% of
patients; 270 patients were
initiated on anticoagulation
Patient screenings per
therapy. Physician
physician; detection of AF;
perceptions of clinical value
initiation of anticoagulation
therapy; physician-perceived and feasibility of use were
clinical value, satisfaction, and favorable, including ease of
explaining application results
feasibility of use
to patients.

Patient evaluation

Electrophysiologist
Performance test: Prospective interpretation
296 ECGs from 99 patients (n Accuracy of detecting AF

Cardiovascular: Arrythmia: AF

= 99)

Selder et al, 2019368

Peer-reviewed article

KardiaAI/Kardia Mobile

Performance test:
Retrospective

KardiaAI/Kardia Mobile

Patient evaluation
Cardiovascular: Arrythmia: AF

No comparator

Accuracy of detecting AF;
number of ECG recordings
982 ECGs from 233 patients (n unclassified or unreadable
= 233)

Reed et al, 2019364

Peer-reviewed article

KardiaAI/Kardia Mobile

Field evaluation: RCT

Patient evaluation
Cardiovascular: Arrythmia: AF

243 patients aged 16 years or Number of symptomatic
arrythmias detected at 90
older (n = 243)
days; days until detection

Bae et al, 2019235

Peer-reviewed article

No comparator

KDPI-EPTS Survival Benefit
Estimator

Performance test:
Retrospective

Accuracy

Patient evaluation

120 818 patients who
received kidney transplants (n
= 120 818)

Kidney disease

Author conclusions

Standard care without
application
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The app had a sensitivity of
55% to 70% and specificity of
60% to 69%, compared with
electrophysiologist sensitivity
of 96% and specificity of 97%.
Sensitivity was 0.92; specificity
was 0.95; 17% of recordings
were unclassified, and 2%
were unreadable.

Arrythmia was detected at an
average of 9.5 days by the
application compared with
42.9 days in the control
group. The application
detected arrythmia in 8.9% of
patients compared with 0.9%
in standard care.
Application C statistic was
0.637.
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Duke University, 2018372

Author conclusions

General: Adverse events

Pre-adoption patient care
Study ongoing/not yet
(clinician
judgment
alone)
published
Field evaluation: Pre-post trial
30-day surgical complications,
200 adults (aged ≥ 18)
including mortality, wound,
postsurgery (n = 200)
cardiac, respiratory,
thrombotic, renal, urinary
tract infection,
cerebrovascular, sepsis,
bleeding, and readmission

Kelahealth, 2019371

Gray literature

Kelahealth
Patient evaluation

Performance test:
Retrospective

General: Adverse events

2506 patients (n = 2506)

Kelahealth, 2019370

Gray literature

Kelahealth

Performance test:
Retrospective

Kelahealth
Patient evaluation

Patient evaluation

Clinical trial record

Actual care received in which
all 2503 patients received 3
days of ICU care and 1 day of
floor care postsurgery
Accuracy in predicting
whether patient would stay
over 4 days in hospital
postsurgery;
retrospective/simulated cost
Actual care received in which
surgeons assessed patient
need for negative pressure
therapy vs sterile dressings

General: Adverse events

370 patients following
vascular surgery (n = 370)

Stein, 2019373

Gray literature

Lark Diabetes Care
Health recommendations

Field evaluation: Pre-post trial 6-month intervention period;
patient Hba1c
22 patients enrolled in Lark

Diabetes

DMP (n = 22)

Stein, 2020375

Gray literature

Lark DPP
Health recommendations

Field evaluation: Pre-post trial 1-year intervention period;
patient weight loss and BMI
610 patients enrolled in Lark

Diabetes

DPP (n = 610)

Stein and Brooks, 2017374

Peer-reviewed article

Lark DPP

Field evaluation: Pre-post trial 6-month intervention period;
patient weight loss,
70 overweight and obese
proportion of healthy meals,
patients (n = 70)
duration of app use

Health recommendations
Diabetes

Retrospective/simulated cost
and infection rate
Preintervention

Preintervention

Preimplementation
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The AUC was 0.75; 2003 lowrisk patients were assigned to
4 days of floor care
postsurgery, with estimated
$3 million savings per year.

The app could have led to an
estimated 41.3% reduction in
surgical site infections and
26.0% reduction in costs,
amounting to $148 458
across the 370 patient cases.
There was a significant
reduction in patient HbA1c
from 8.4% to 7.4%.

The average patient weight
loss was 4.2%. Of participants,
31% decreased by at least
one BMI category.

Patients lost an average of 2.4
kg weight and increased their
percentage of healthy meals
by 31%. Average duration of
app use was 15 weeks.
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Lark, 2018377

Gray literature

Lark for Hypertension
Health recommendations

Field evaluation: Pre-post trial Change in patient blood
pressure
76 adults (aged ≥ 18) with

Cardiovascular: Hypertension

hypertension (n = 76)

Persell et al, 2020376

Peer-reviewed article

Preimplementation

Lark for Hypertension

Field evaluation: RCT

Health recommendations

297 patients with
uncontrolled hypertension (n
= 297)

6-month intervention period;
patient blood pressure,
antihypertensive medication
adherence, self-monitoring
practices, self-efficacy

Clinical trial record

No comparator

MATRx Plus

Field evaluation:
Implementation study

Treatment delivery

10 adult patients (n = 10)

Patient ability to successfully
use application; patient
satisfaction with application

Mosca et al, 2018379

Conference paper

No comparator

MATRx Plus

Performance test: Prospective Accuracy of prediction that
patient would respond to
60 patients (n = 60)
therapy

Cardiovascular: Hypertension

Zephyr Sleep Technologies,
2019380

Preintervention

Author conclusions
There was a significant
reduction in patient blood
pressure.

There was a significant
increase in patient selfconfidence at controlling
blood pressure and some
reduction in systolic blood
pressure (–2.0 mm Hg; p =
.16) for patients using the
app.
Study ongoing/not yet
published

Respiratory: Sleep apnea

Treatment delivery
Respiratory: Sleep apnea
Remmers et al, 2017378

Peer-reviewed article

MATRx Plus

Performance test: Prospective Accuracy of prediction that
patient would respond to
53 patients with obstructive
therapy; proportion of
sleep apnea (n = 53)
recommended device
positions that resulted in
oxygen desaturation index
value of less than 10 events
per hour (efficacy)

Treatment delivery
Respiratory: Sleep apnea

Icahn School of Medicine at
Mount Sinai, 2020178

Clinical trial record

Medical Early Warning Score
++ (MEWS ++)

96 645 patients with 157 984
hospital encounters and 244
343 bed movements
(n = 96 645)

Patient evaluation
General

Performance test

No comparator

Sensitivity was 83%; specificity
was 86%.

Patient response to therapy
predictive accuracy: Sensitivity
was 85%; specificity was 93%.
The predicted position was
efficacious in 86% of cases in
which patients were correctly
predicted to respond to
therapy.

Standard MEWS score

MEWS++ sensitivity was
Accuracy in predicting patient 81.46% and specificity was
75.5% as compared with
deterioration
MEWS sensitivity of 44.6%
and specificity of 64.5%.
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Icahn School of Medicine at
Mount Sinai, 2020178
Medical Early Warning Score
++
Patient evaluation

Clinical trial record

Standard care

Field evaluation: Pre-post trial Rate of care escalation;
(nonrandomized trial, 2 arms) number of patient cardiac
arrests, deaths; number of
2915 hospitalized adults
alerts; accuracy of alert
(aged ≥ 18; n = 2915)

Author conclusions
Study ongoing/not yet
published

General
Ziegler et al, 201544

Peer-reviewed article

Minimed 780G/MD-Logic
Artificial Pancreas

Field evaluation: Pre-post trial Fear of hypoglycemia;
58 children and adults (aged acceptance of the artificial
pancreas
10-65) with type 1 diabetes,

Treatment delivery

Standard care

This analysis of the
psychological impact of using
the automated closed-loop
MD-Logic system under reallife conditions in the patients’
home demonstrated reduced
worries of hypoglycemia with
the artificial pancreas.

Diabetes

HbA1c between 7% and 10%
(n = 58)

Nimri et al, 2014301

Peer-reviewed article

Standard care

Diabetes

Glycemic control with MDField evaluation: RCT
Nocturnal hypoglycemia; time Logic showed significantly
reduced nocturnal
19 children and adults (aged within range
hypoglycemia, with increased
12-65) with type 1 diabetes at
time within range and lower
least 1 year since diagnosis,
mean glucose levels.
use of an insulin pump for at
least 3 months, experience
using continuous glucose
monitor, HbA1c between 6.5%
and 10% (n = 19)

Nimri et al, 2013381

Peer-reviewed article

Standard care

Minimed 780G/MD-Logic
Artificial Pancreas

Field evaluation: RCT

Minimed 780G/MD-Logic
Artificial Pancreas
Treatment delivery

Treatment delivery
Diabetes

12 children and adults (aged
≥ 10) with type 1 diabetes
diagnosed for more than 1
year; HbA1c at inclusion
between 7% and 10%
(n = 12)

Fewer hypoglycemic events
Nocturnal hypoglycemia; time occurred. Patients
experienced increased time
within range; adverse events
within range. No applicationrelated severe adverse events
occurred.
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Evaluation study
Application(s)

Publication type

Function

Study design

Comparator(s)

Health condition

Study population

Outcomes measured

Phillip et al, 2013382

Peer-reviewed article

Minimed 780G/MD-Logic
Artificial Pancreas

Field evaluation: RCT

Author conclusions

54 children (aged 10-18) with
at least a 1-year history of
type 1 diabetes, HbA1c of 7%
to 10% (n = 54)

Patients at a diabetes camp
Nocturnal hypoglycemia; time who were treated with
MDLAP had less nocturnal
within range; adverse events
hypoglycemia and tighter
glucose control than when
they were treated with a
sensor-augmented insulin
pump. No adverse events
were reported.

Buegler et al, 2020384

Peer-reviewed article

No comparator

Neuro Motor Index, Altoida

Performance test: Prospective Accuracy in predicting
progress from minor
548 adults (aged 55-90)
cognitive impairment to
including those with normal
dementia within 3 years
cognition, minor cognitive

Treatment delivery
Diabetes

Patient evaluation
Dementia

Standard care

AUC was 0.91; sensitivity was
0.81; specificity was 0.90.

impairment, or early dementia
(n = 548)
Osborn et al, 2017385

Peer-reviewed article

One Drop
Health recommendations

Field evaluation: Pre-post trial 60- to 365-day intervention
period; patient HbA1c
1288 patients with diabetes

Diabetes

using One Drop (n = 1288)

Goldner et al, 2018386

Conference paper

No comparator

One Drop

Performance test:
Retrospective

Accuracy

Health recommendations
Diabetes

No comparator

1 923 416 blood glucose
measurements from 14 706
people with type 2 diabetes
who were not receiving
insulin treatment
(n = 14 706)
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Patient HbA1c significantly
decreased by absolute 1.07%,
with greater decreases for
users with type 2 diabetes
than for those with type 1.
Application predictions were
within 50 mg/dL of observed
values 91% of the time. Mean
error was 21.3 mg/dL; median
error was 14.2 mg/dL.
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Evaluation study
Application(s)

Publication type

Function

Study design

Comparator(s)

Health condition

Study population

Outcomes measured

Wexler et al, 2020387

Conference paper

One Drop

Performance test: Pre-post
evaluation

Health recommendations

ML algorithm developed by
IBM
Accuracy in predicting
glucose level below 70 mg/dl
or above 180 mg/dl in 30
minutes, 1 hour, and 4 hours

Diabetes

10 million hours of
monitoring data from 3000
patients with diabetes
(n = 3000)

Optima Integrated Health,
2019205

Clinical trial record

Standard care

Field evaluation: RCT

Optima 4 Blood Pressure

18 adults (aged 21-90) with
hypertension (n = 18)

Number of patients with
change in treatment

Health recommendations

Author conclusions
One Drop was more accurate
than was the IBM algorithm.
One Drop predictions of
hypoglycemia in 30min had
93.2% sensitivity and 89.4%
specificity, compared to 1
hour predictions which had
83.2% sensitivity and 74.1%
specificity as well as 4 hour
predictions which had an AUC
of 91.9%. Predictions of
hyperglycemia in 30min had
98.9% sensitivity and 97.6%
specificity compared to 1
hour predictions which had
95.0% sensitivity and 92.6%
specificity.
Study ongoing/not yet
published

Cardiovascular: Hypertension
US FDA K080896, 2008155

FDA summary document

No comparator

US FDA K120489, 2012388

FDA summary document

No comparator

Pathwork Tissue of Origin
Test

Performance test: Prospective Accuracy

Pathwork Tissue of Origin
Test
Patient evaluation
Cancer

Pair-wise regression
concordance analysis found
Performance test: Prospective Concordance between
laboratories using application; slopes 0.87 = 0.92 and R of
192 samples from 60
0.84 to 0.90. There was a
physician agreement with
individual tumors divided
91.2% agreement with
application diagnosis;
among 4 laboratories for
physician diagnosis, 2.1%
accuracy
concordance and physician
disagreement, and 6.9%
agreement measures; 545
indeterminate. Across cancer
specimens for accuracy
types, accuracy measures
(n = 192)
ranged from 76.0% to 94.9%
positive percent agreement,
98.5% to 100.0% negative
percent agreement, and 0.953
to 0.999 AUC.

45 tumor samples (n = 45)

Application classifications
were 97.7% correct and 2.3%
incorrect.

Patient evaluation
Cancer
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Evaluation study
Application(s)

Publication type

Function

Study design

Comparator(s)

Health condition

Study population

Outcomes measured

Gage, 2018390

Clinical trial record

Standard care

PD_manager

Field evaluation:
Implementation study

Perceived ease of use;
perceived utility

Patient evaluation
Dementia

200 patients with Parkinson’s
disease (n = 200)

Gatsios et al, 2020245

Peer-reviewed article

No comparator

PD_manager

Field evaluation:
Implementation study

2-week intervention period;
number of patients
completing study protocol,
use of app

Patient evaluation
Dementia

75 patients with Parkinson’s
disease (n = 75)

Shanghai Jiao Tong University Clinical trial record
School of Medicine, 2019391
Field evaluation: RCT
Pediatric Symptom Checker
2000 pediatric patients aged
Health recommendations
General: All conditions

2 months to 18 years
(n = 2000)

Teplitzky et al, undated394

Conference Paper

Preventice BeatLogic Platform Performance test:
Retrospective
Patient evaluation
Cardiovascular: Arrythmia, AF

2500 ECG records from 512
patients (n = 512)

Teplitzky and McRoberts,
2018395

Conference paper

Performance test:
Preventice BeatLogic platform Retrospective
Patient evaluation
Cardiovascular: Arrythmia, AF

More than 950 patients
(n = 950)

Teplitzky et al, 2020393

Peer-reviewed article

Preventice BeatLogic platform Performance test:
Retrospective
Patient evaluation
Cardiovascular: Arrythmia, AF

Standard care
Patient waiting time; patient
visit time; patient satisfaction
with care; cost to patient;
patients seen per hour by
health care professionals;
accuracy of diagnosis;
accuracy of health
recommendations
No comparator

Author conclusions
Study ongoing/not yet
published

The application protocol was
completed by 87% of
participants. Patients used the
app for a median 11.57 days.

Study ongoing/not yet
published

Accuracy in identifying AF

Sensitivity was 96.7%;
specificity was 96.7%.

6 previously published
algorithms

Sensitivity was 97%; specificity
was 99%.

Accuracy in identifying
ventricular ectopic beats

Accuracy was better than that
of previously published
algorithms.

A commercial algorithm

Sensitivity was 99.84%; PPV
was 99.78%.

Accuracy in identifying
ventricular ectopic beats

3000 ECG recordings
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BeatLogic accuracy was better
than that of the commercial
algorithm.
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Evaluation study
Application(s)

Publication type

Function

Study design

Comparator(s)

Health condition

Study population

Outcomes measured

Qventus, 2017397

Gray literature

Standard care

Hong et al, 2020400

Academic preprint

Standard care

Radiation Therapy Risk
Algorithm

Field evaluation: RCT

398

Qventus, undated
Qventus

Patient evaluation
General

Patient evaluation

Author conclusions

Hospitals implementing
Field evaluation: Pre-post trial Patient time to receiving care; Qventus have seen reduced
time from patient arrival to
length of stay; cost of care
Patients in hospitals using
receiving care, reduced length
Qventus
of patient stay, and
substantial estimated cost
savings.

Rates of acute care during
963 adult courses of radiation treatment; accuracy in
identifying high-risk patients
and chemoradiation therapy

Cancer

For identifying high-risk
patients, the AUC was 0.851.
Identified high-risk patient
rates of acute care during
treatment decreased from
22.3% to 12.3%.

General: Adverse events
Clark et al, 2019401

Peer-reviewed article

Standard care

rapid Whole Genome
Sequencing

Field evaluation:
Implementation

Patient evaluation

Performance test

General: Genetic condition

95 children (performance test
component); 7 infants in ICU
(field evaluation component;
n = 102)

Accuracy in extracting
children’s phenomes from
EHRs; accuracy of diagnosis;
speed of diagnosis

Accuracy in extracting
children’s phenomes from
EHRs: Sensitivity was 93%,
and specificity was 80%.
Accuracy of diagnosis:
Sensitivity was 97%; specificity
was 99%.
The application correctly
diagnosed 3 of 7 seriously ill
ICU infants, with average time
savings compared with
standard care of 22 hours.

Jia et al, 2018402

Peer-reviewed article

Rare Disease Auxiliary
Diagnosis System

Performance test:
Retrospective

Patient evaluation

818 patient records
(n = 818)

General: Rare diseases
VA Office of Research and
Development, 2020403
REACH VET
Patient evaluation
Mental Health: Suicide
General: Adverse events

Clinical trial record
Field evaluation:
Implementation study
Veterans in 28 VA medical
facilities

4 model versions tested; no
other comparators
Accuracy

All 4 of the models had
specificity at or above 98%.
The highest sensitivity
achieved by 1 of the 4 models
was 95%; the lowest was 67%.

No comparator

Study ongoing/not yet
Number of veterans receiving published
care due to application;
application adoption by
mental health and primary
care providers; fidelity of
implementation; cost of
application implementation
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Evaluation study
Application(s)

Publication type

Function

Study design

Comparator(s)

Health condition

Study population

Outcomes measured

Claxton et al, 2020405

Conference paper

ResApp
Patient evaluation

Performance test:
Retrospective

Respiratory: Asthma, chronic
obstructive pulmonary
disease, COVID-19

187 patients with controlled
or exacerbated asthma
(n = 187)

Swarnkar et al, 2019404

Peer-reviewed article

ResApp
Patient evaluation

Performance test: Prospective Accuracy of asthma severity
224 children with and without classification

Respiratory: Asthma, COPD,
COVID-19

acute asthma
(n = 224)

Porter et al, 2019406

Conference paper

ResApp
Patient evaluation

Performance test:
Retrospective

Respiratory: Asthma, COPD,
COVID-19

366 adults (aged ≥ 40 years
old; n = 366)

Rajput et al, 2019407

Gray literature

RhythmAnalytics
Patient evaluation

Performance test:
Retrospective

Cardiovascular: Arrythmia

600 ECG records (n = 600)

Adam et al, 2020408

Peer-reviewed article

Standard care

Rose platform

Field evaluation:
Implementation study

5-week intervention period;
patient use of application;
patient perceptions of
application

Health recommendations

Clinician review of data used
as gold standard

No comparator

Clinician review of data used
as gold standard

The model distinguished high
severity from no/mild severity
asthma groups with sensitivity
of 82.61% and specificity of
78.38%.

Sensitivity was 86%; specificity
was 73%.

Accuracy of diagnosis of
COPD

2 other DL models;
cardiologist annotation
Accuracy

30 adults (aged ≥ 18)
experiencing symptoms of
depression and/or anxiety (n
= 30)

Johns Hopkins University,
2020197

Clinical trial record

Standard care

Field evaluation: RCT

Rose platform

45 adults (aged 21-28)
experiencing symptoms of
depression and/or anxiety (n
= 45)

5-week intervention period;
patient use of application;
change in patient anxiety

Mental health: Depression,
anxiety

Sensitivity was 89%; specificity
was 84%.

Accuracy of diagnosis of
asthma exacerbation

Mental health: Depression,
anxiety

Health recommendations

Author conclusions
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The Biofourmis model was
most accurate (sensitivity
0.908, specificity 0.82)
compared with the other
models or the cardiologists.
After 5 weeks, 70% of patients
completed daily check-ins
with the app, 97% completed
anxiety tests using the app,
and 70% found the app
function and quality of
information to be excellent.
Study ongoing/not yet
published
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Evaluation study
Application(s)

Publication type

Function

Study design

Comparator(s)

Health condition

Study population

Outcomes measured

Levy et al, 2006409

Peer-reviewed article

No comparator

Seattle Heart Failure Model

Performance test:
Retrospective

Accuracy

Patient evaluation
Cardiovascular: Heart failure

9942 heart failure patients
with 17 307 person-year
records (n = 9942)

McCoy and Das, 2017238

Peer-reviewed article

Sepsis Prediction Algorithm
General: Sepsis

Field evaluation: Pre-post trial 3-month preimplementation
992 hospitalized patients with period; 3 month- to 4-month
postimplementation period;
indications of sepsis
sepsis-related in-hospital
(n = 992)
mortality, length of stay, 30day readmission

Burdick et al, 2020239

Peer-reviewed article

Patient evaluation

Sepsis Prediction Algorithm
Patient evaluation
General: Sepsis

Preimplementation

Peer-reviewed article

No comparator

Sepsis Prediction Algorithm

Performance test:
Retrospective

Accuracy

General: Sepsis

32 000 hospitalized adults
(aged ≥ 18; n = 32 000)

Dascena, 2019247

Clinical trial record

Standard care

Sepsis Prediction Algorithm

Field evaluation: RCT

Sepsis-related mortality

Patient evaluation
General: Sepsis

51 645 adults presenting to
emergency department or
admitted to hospital
(n = 51 645)

Dascena, 2019410

Clinical trial record

Sepsis Prediction Algorithm

Field evaluation: RCT

Patient evaluation

51 645 adults presenting to
emergency department or
admitted to hospital
(n = 51 645)

General: Sepsis

Overall AUC was 0.729.

Sepsis-related in-hospital
mortality fell by 60.24%,
sepsis-related hospital length
of stay fell by 9.55%, and
sepsis-related 30-day
readmission rate decreased
by 50.14%.

Preintervention standard care Implementation was
associated with an average
Field evaluation: Pre-post trial 12 month- to 16-month
39.5% decrease in in-hospital
intervention period; sepsis17 757 adults hospitalized
mortality, 32.3% decrease in
related in-hospital mortality,
patients with indications of
hospital length of stay, and
length of stay, and 30-day
sepsis (n = 17 757)
22.7% decrease in 30-day
readmission rates
readmission rates.

Calvert et al, 2016241
Patient evaluation

Author conclusions

Locked version of algorithm
(InSight) vs continuously
learning version of algorithm
(HindSight)

The AUC was 0.83; sensitivity
was 0.90; sensitivity was 0.81.

Study ongoing/not yet
published

Study ongoing/not yet
published

Reduction in number of false
alerts
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Application(s)

Publication type

Function

Study design

Comparator(s)

Health condition

Study population

Outcomes measured

Shimabukuro et al, 2017240

Peer-reviewed article

Sepsis Prediction Algorithm

Field evaluation: RCT

Patient evaluation
General: Sepsis

142 hospitalized patients
(n = 142)

3-month intervention period;
patient in-hospital mortality;
length of stay

Sendak et al, 2020262

Peer-reviewed article

No comparator

Sepsis Watch
Patient evaluation

Field evaluation:
Implementation study

General: Sepsis

An academic health system

Qualitative measures of
implementation success;
health system staff
involvement

Duke University, 2019412

Clinical trial record

Sepsis Watch

Field evaluation: Pre-post trial Proportion of patients with
sepsis who receive
32 003 adults aged 18 or
recommended treatment;
older presenting to
mean time from ED arrival to
emergency department (ED)
sepsis; number of patients
(n = 32 003)
who develop sepsis and are
not treated; mean ED and
hospital lengths of stay for
patients with sepsis; mean
inpatient mortality for
patients with sepsis; mean
ICU requirement rate for
patients with sepsis; number
of sepsis diagnosis codes; use
of antibiotics and other
recommended care resources

Patient evaluation
General: Sepsis

Bedoya et al, 2020411

Peer-reviewed article

Sepsis Watch

Performance test:
Retrospective

Patient evaluation
General: Sepsis

Standard care (existing EHRbased sepsis alert)

No comparator

7 other clinical risk score and
ML models
False alarm rate; sensitivity

42 000 hospitalized patients
(n = 42 000)
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Author conclusions
The algorithm intervention
saw reduced patient length of
stay from 13.0 days in control
to 10.3 days and saw inhospital mortality reduced by
absolute 12.4% (58.0% lower
than in control).
Implementation was
successful, clinicians were
highly involved in design and
implementation of Sepsis
Watch, and personnel time
was the largest resource
requirement for
implementation.
Study ongoing/not yet
published

False alarm rate was 1.4 false
alarms per true alarm;
sensitivity was 80%.
The algorithm outperformed
all 7 other clinical risk score
and ML models.
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Evaluation study
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Publication type

Function

Study design

Comparator(s)

Health condition

Study population

Outcomes measured

Greek Aerospace Medical
Association and Space
Research, 2020210

Clinical trial record

No treatment

Field evaluation: RCT
105 patients (n = 105)

Multiple cardiovascular,
neurological, and musclecontrol measures

Caballero-Ruiz et al, 2017190

Peer-reviewed article

No comparator

Sinedie

Field evaluation: RCT

Health recommendations

90 patients with gestational
diabetes (n = 90)

Short Arm Human Centrifuge
Rehab

Author conclusions
Study ongoing/not yet
published

Health recommendations
Cerebrovascular: Poststroke
Respiratory: COPD
General: Elderly

Diabetes

Centre Hospitalier
Universitaire de Nīmes,
2020414

Clinical trial record
Field evaluation: RCT

Sinedie implementation led to
reduction of 27.4% in clinician
Clinician time spent per
time spent on patient
patient; number of patient
evaluation and reduced invisits to clinician; patient
adherence to self-monitoring; person clinician visits by
patient satisfaction; safety of 88.6%. Patients reported high
satisfaction with the system
app recommendations
and adherence was high. All
app recommendations were
safe.
App without AI; no app
(control)

1260 adult patients
undergoing ambulatory
surgery (n = 1260)

Unscheduled patient
hospitalization; other
measures of patient care
utilization

University of Hong Kong,
2019198

Clinical trial record

Smoking Cessation App

664 adults (aged ≥ 18) who
smoke daily (n = 664)

Chatbot app with nicotine
replacement therapy
compared with non-chatbot
SMS messaging without
nicotine replacement therapy

Smart Angel
Patient evaluation
General: Adverse events

Health recommendations
Substance Abuse: Smoking

Field evaluation: RCT

Study ongoing/not yet
published

Study ongoing/not yet
published

Exhaled carbon monoxide (as
biochemical measure of
smoking cessation); selfreported smoking cessation
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Publication type
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Study design

Comparator(s)

Health condition

Study population

Outcomes measured

Medtronic, 2019418

Author conclusions

Gray literature

Diabetes

Patients using the Guardian
Field evaluation: Pre-post trial Connect system without the
Sugar.IQ app
3100 patients with diabetes (n
Time in range
= 3100)

Patients using the Guardian
Connect system with the
Sugar.IQ app experienced
4.1% more time in range
(63.4%) compared with
Guardian Connect alone
(59.3%).

Arunachalam et al, 2019417

Conference paper

Users of Sugar.IQ had 2.7%
higher time in range and GMI
of 6.8% compared with 6.9%
among nonusers.

Sugar.IQ
Patient evaluation

Sugar.IQ
Patient evaluation
Diabetes

Patients using the Guardian
Field evaluation: Pre-post trial Connect system using the
Sugar.IQ app compared with
1765 users of Guardian
those not using the Sugar.IQ
Connect GCMk (n = 1765)
app
5-month observation period;
patient time in target glucose
range; glucose management
indicator (GMI)

Zhong et al, 2018416
Sugar.IQ
Patient evaluation
Diabetes

Conference paper

Preintervention standard care Users of Sugar.IQ had an
average of 33 minutes longer
Field evaluation: Pre-post trial 90-day intervention period;
patient time in target glucose time in range, 1.0 fewer
256 users of Medtronic
hypoglycemic events per
range; number of
MiniMed Connect, with 11
hypoglycemic events; number month, and 1.3 fewer
356 user-days recorded
hyperglycemic events per
of hyperglycemic events
(n = 256)
month.

Berry et al, 2019160

Peer-reviewed article

Symptomate

Performance test:
Retospective

Patient evaluation
General

168 patients with HIV and/or
hepatitis C presenting to ED
(n = 168)

Columbia University, 2020191

Clinical trial record

t2.coach

Field evaluation: RCT

Health recommendations
Diabetes

ED clinician-determined
diagnosis
Accuracy

Usual care

6-month intervention period;
280 adults (18-65) with type 2 patient HbA1c value
diabetes (n = 280)
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Symptomate was far less
accurate than were clinicians.
Symptomate correctly
identified hepatitus C or HIV
as its most likely diagnosis
7.1% of the time and
provided the correct
diagnosis among its top 10
most likely diagnoses 8.9% of
the time.
Study ongoing/not yet
published
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Publication type
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Study design

Comparator(s)

Health condition

Study population

Outcomes measured

Henry et al, 2015169

Peer-reviewed article

MEWS; routine screening

Targeted Real-time Early
Warning Score (TREWS)

Performance test:
Retrospective

Accuracy

Patient evaluation

Model development study

General: Sepsis

13 014 patients (n = 13 014)

Michuda et al, 2019419

Peer-reviewed article

No comparator

Tempus Oncology Testing
Patient evaluation

Performance test:
Retrospective

Accuracy of tumor type
classification

Cancer

10 000 tissue samples

Michuda et al, 2020419,420

Conference paper

No comparator

Tempus Oncology Testing
Patient evaluation

Performance test:
Retrospective

Accuracy of tumor type
classification

Cancer

25 000 tissue samples

Stephens et al, 2019422

Peer-reviewed article

No comparator

Tess

Field evaluation:
Implementation study

Perceived usefulness of app
messages

Treatment delivery
Mental Health: Depression,
anxiety

23 adolescent patients (aged
9-18) coping with weight
management and prediabetes
symptoms
(n = 23)

Fulmer et al, 2018421

Peer-reviewed article

Tess

Field evaluation: RCT

Treatment delivery

74 participants (n = 74)

Change in self-reported
depression using health
questionnaires

McKenzie et al, 2017244

Peer-reviewed article

Preintervention

Virta

Field evaluation: Pre-post trial Patient HbA1c; diabetes
238 adults (aged 21-65) with medication amount (number
and dosage)
type 2 diabetes (n = 238)

Mental Health: Depression,
anxiety

Health recommendations
Diabetes

Suggested reading material
with no use of app
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Author conclusions
TREWS was more accurate
(AUC 0.83) than was MEWS
(AUC 0.73). TREWS was also
more accurate (specificity
0.67, sensitivity 0.85) than was
routine screening (specificity
0.64, sensitivity 0.74).
Application sensitivity varied
from 98.1% to 99.9% for
detecting different tumor
characteristics.

ML model accuracy increased
with additional data inputs.

Patients rated the app as
useful 96% of the time.

Four weeks of app access led
to significant reduction in
depression and anxiety
compared with control; 2
weeks of app access led to
significant reduction in
anxiety compared with
control.
HbA1c was reduced by 1.0%,
and percentage of patients
with HbA1c < 6.5% increased
from 19.8% to 56.1%.
Diabetes medications were
reduced by 56.8% of
participants.
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Publication type
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Study design

Comparator(s)

Health condition

Study population

Outcomes measured

Athinarayanan et al, 2019423

Preintervention health status;
Field evaluation: Pre-post trial patients opting for usual care
349 adults (aged 21-65) with Patient HbA1c; diabetes
medication amount (number
type 2 diabetes and BMI >
and dosage); BMI; glucose
25kg/m2 (n = 349)
level; blood pressure

Patients using Virta saw
sustained improvements:
reduced HbA1c, lower weight,
lower blood pressure, and
reduced use of glycemic
control medications.

US FDA K124067, 2012425

FDA summary document

VITEK MS

Performance test: Prospective Accuracy

Patient evaluation

3 panels of 100
microorganism stains

Raw accuracy was 96.1%
correct identification, 0.2%
incorrect, and 3.7% no
identification.

Virta
Health recommendations
Diabetes

General: Bacterial and fungal
infections

Peer-reviewed article

Author conclusions

No comparator

US FDA K181412, 2018426

FDA summary document

VITEK MS

Performance test: Prospective Accuracy

Patient evaluation

4241 test result records

No comparator

Accuracy was 98.8% correct
identification, 0.3% incorrect,
and 0.9% no identification.

General: Bacterial and fungal
infections
Fan et al, 2017424

Peer-reviewed article

MALDI Biotyper system

VITEK MS

Accuracy

Patient evaluation

Systematic review of
performance tests

General: Bacterial and fungal
infections

27 studies covering 3540
streptococci strains

Wuhan Asia Heart Hospital,
2019200

Clinical trial record

Warfarin Dosage App

500 adults (aged 18-65) on
Warfarin (n = 500)

Health recommendations

Field evaluation: RCT

Cerebrovascular;
cardiovascular
Somashekhar et al, 2019427

Peer-reviewed article

Watson for Oncology and
Genomics

Field evaluation:
Implementation study

Health recommendations

1000 adult patients with
breast, lung, or colorectal
cancer (n = 1000)

Cancer

Dosage recommendations
from clinicians not using
application

Correct identification was
98% compared with 94% by
the MALDI Biotyper.

Study ongoing/not yet
published

Time in therapeutic range;
bleeding events; thrombotic
events
No comparator

The tumor board changed its
treatment recommendation
Rate at which
multidisciplinary tumor board due to Watson assessment in
13.6% of cases. The tumor
changed decision following
board and app agreed on
application use; agreement
treatment 92% of the time.
between the board and the
app
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Study design

Comparator(s)

Health condition
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Outcomes measured

Patel et al, 2018428

Peer-reviewed article

Watson for Oncology and
Genomics

Performance test:
Retrospective

Health recommendations

1018 patients with cancer

Cancer

(n = 1018)

Hravnak et al, 2011429

Peer-reviewed article

WAVE Clinical Platform:
Visensia, the Safety Index
Patient evaluation
General: Adverse events;
cardiovascular

Number of new genomic
events detected

Use of Watson led to
identification of additional
genomic events of potential
significance in 32% of
patients. Most of these
additional genomic events
were considered actionable in
that they could qualify
patients for biomarkerselected clinical trials.

Alerts generated by individual Use of the application was
associated with decrease in
Field evaluation: Pre-post trial vital sign parameters and
thresholds (single-channel)
unanticipated patient deaths
642 monitored patients
and with decrease in duration
Measures of patient
(n = 642)
and number of occurrences of
cardiorespiratory instability
patient instability episodes.
(heart rate, respiratory rate,
blood pressure, oxygen
saturation); number of
unanticipated patient deaths

Tarassenko et al, 2006430

Peer-reviewed article

WAVE Clinical Platform:
Visensia, the Safety Index

Performance test

Patient evaluation

(n = 168)

168 monitored patients

General: Adverse events;
cardiovascular
Sosale et al, 2018243

Standard care (review by
traditional multidisciplinary
tumor board)

Author conclusions

Alerts generated by individual The app alerts were deemed
vital sign parameters and
true positives by clinical
thresholds (single channel)
experts 95% of the time. App
Accuracy of predicting patient PPV was 0.32 compared with
0.03 for single-channel alerts.
deterioration
The app produced true alerts
in advance of single-channel
alerts.

Diabetes

Preintervention standard care Hemoglobin A1c dropped
from a mean of 8.51%
Field evaluation: Pre-post trial HbA1c
preintervention to 8.02%
108 adults with diabetes
postintervention.
(n = 108)

Fitzpatrick et al, 2017431

Peer-reviewed article

No app use

Woebot

Field evaluation: RCT

Treatment delivery

70 adults (aged 18-28;

Mental health: Depression,
anxiety

n = 70)

2 week- to 3-week
intervention period; patient
depression anxiety

Wellthy Diabetes
Health recommendations

Gray literature
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Evaluation study
Application(s)

Publication type

Function

Study design

Comparator(s)

Health condition

Study population

Outcomes measured

Inkster et al, 2018432
Wysa
Treatment delivery

Peer-reviewed article

High users vs low users of
Field evaluation: Pre-post trial app
Self-reported depression
139 Wysa users (n = 139)

Author conclusions
High users of the app had
significant reduction in
depression compared with
low users of the app.

Mental health: Depression,
anxiety
Fleming and Jeannon, 2020162 Peer-reviewed article
Your.MD

Performance test: Simulated

Patient evaluation

Cancer symptom vignettes

General

Ada; Babylon

Babylon was most accurate:
Accuracy in diagnosing cancer sensitivity was 45%.
Ada sensitivity was 32%;
Your.MD sensitivity was 23%.

Steinhubl et al, 2018433

Peer-reviewed article

No active monitoring

Zio AT ECG Monitoring
System

Field evaluation: RCT

Identification of new AF;
initiation of anticoagulants;
number of patient visits to
health facilities

Patient evaluation

2659 adult patients
(n = 2659)

Cardiovascular: Arrythmia

Kaura et al, 2019434

Peer-reviewed article

Zio AT ECG Monitoring
System

Field evaluation: RCT

The study found that 3.9% of
patients received new AF
diagnoses; anticoagulant
initiation, cardiologist visits,
and primary care visits all
increased. No difference was
found in number of ED visits
or hospitalizations.

90 adult patients (n = 90)

Standard care (short-duration Rate of detection of arrythmia
Holter monitoring)
increased. Patient use of
anticoagulants increased.
Detection of arrythmia;

Yenikomshian et al, 2019435

Peer-reviewed article

No comparator

Zio AT ECG Monitoring
System

Systematic review of
performance tests

Rate of detecting arrythmia

Patient evaluation

23 studies

Patient evaluation

initiation of anticoagulants

Cardiovascular: Arrythmia
Mean detection of AF was
12.2%, supraventricular
tachycardia or ectopy 45.5%,
and ventricular tachycardia
17.3%.

Cardiovascular: Arrythmia
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Appendix C. Stakeholder Interview Protocol
We conducted interviews with 9 stakeholder representatives prior to finalizing our review scope
and analytic design. In the next 2 sections we include, verbatim, the written study description and
informed consent protocol that was emailed to interviewees prior to the interview. The final section
describes the interview guide and questionnaire that we followed for all the interviews.

Study Description Provided to Interviewees
“This project is funded by the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI) and is being
conducted by the RAND Corporation. The goal of our study is to better understand the use of artificial
intelligence in health care, focusing especially on the use of machine-learning predictive analytics in
clinical care. We are interested in understanding the types of machine-learning applications being used
in clinical care, the functions that they are being used for, and the conditions they are being used to
treat. We are also interested in assessing the evidence surrounding these applications, in terms of both
their benefits as well as their potential risks or unintended impacts, with a particular goal of identifying
any gaps in the evidence base for applications currently in use or expected to be in use in the near future.
To do this, we will be producing a narrative review and evidence map on these subjects. We are also
conducting key informant interviews, in order to ensure that we take into account a range of stakeholder
perspectives and priorities as we determine the review scope and guiding questions. We also hope these
interviews will help us better understand relevant regulatory issues as well as barriers and facilitators
to evaluating machine-learning-based applications in clinical care.”

Informed Consent Protocol
“We are conducting interviews with a range of stakeholders, including patients and patient
advocates, clinicians, hospitals and health systems, health care purchasers, health care payers and
insurers, health policymakers, industry, and researchers. We would like to interview you for this study.
You have been selected because of your perspective, interest, and experience with issues relevant to this
research.
Risks: We do not expect that you would face any risks related to your participation in this
interview.
Confidentiality: We will keep your responses during this interview confidential, and our notes from
this interview will only be accessible to the study team. We will not include your name in our interview
notes, and we will store all interview notes securely, and separate from the list of interviewee names
and identifying information. We will be reporting themes and variation in responses evident across all
of our interviews. We may refer to information or opinions you express in the interview in our report,
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but we will be attributing these generically to a ‘key informant interviewee,’ and will not be attributing
comments to anyone by name, position, affiliation, or in any way that could be used to identify you.
Duration: Your participation in this interview will last about an hour.
Participation and Withdrawal: Participation in this interview is entirely voluntary. Deciding not
to participate will have no negative consequences. If you decide to participate, you are free to end the
interview at any point or decline to answer any question for any reason.
Questions for Interviewer: Do you have any questions about this study or about participation in
this interview that you would like answered now?
Informed Consent: Do you consent to participate in this interview?”

Interview Guide
Below we report the questions and prompts we used to guide the interviews.
A. Background
A1. Tell us a little about your background on this topic. In what ways have you been involved in or
affected by the use of artificial intelligence in health care?
B. Key Questions
Our study is focused in particular on the use of machine-learning-based predictive analytics in
clinical care. This includes health information technology tools that are used to diagnose conditions,
evaluate patient prognosis, and assess likely treatment benefits and harms. We plan to exclude
diagnostic imaging tools since these are relatively well-studied compared to other types of machinelearning applications.
We are in the process of refining the study questions that will be used to guide our literature
review. Our current list includes five key questions. We are interested in both your answers to these
questions as well as your thoughts on whether these are the right questions to be asking in our study.
We will first ask you to answer each of these questions directly. We know these questions cover a
broad range of issues and we will not have time to address them in complete detail. So please just
answer with whatever first comes to mind.
B1. What kinds of machine-learning applications are you familiar with that are currently being
used in clinical care?
B2. What types of evidence are you aware of that is available on the potential benefits, harms, and
other impacts of these applications?
B3. What machine-learning applications are you aware of that are currently under evaluation or in
development, and might be adopted into clinical care in the next 5 years? (note: please do not provide
us with any proprietary or otherwise sensitive information)
B4. From your perspective, what health conditions, health care functions, and patient populations
are being addressed by these machine-learning applications?
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B5. What evidence is missing from our understanding of the potential harms, benefits, and other
impacts of using machine-learning-based applications in clinical care? What should be prioritized in
future research to address these evidence gaps?
B6. In your view, what are the main barriers to developing and fielding machine-learning-based
predictive tools in clinical care? What are the main facilitators? Please include consideration of any
regulatory or system-level barriers or facilitators.
B7. In your view, what are the main barriers to evaluating the potential benefits, harms, and other
impacts associated with using machine-learning-based predictive tools in clinical care? What are the
main facilitators? Please include any regulatory or system-level considerations.
C. Research Scope and Key Questions
We appreciate your answers to those questions, as this is important information for our study.
We’d like to continue to talk about these same topics, though taking a step back to think about them a
bit differently, since we’d like to get your opinion on which aspects of these topics you think we
should focus our research on.
As I mentioned earlier, PCORI has asked us to produce a literature review on AI in clinical care
and the evidence surrounding its use.
This literature review has two goals. First, it is intended to help them, and other health care
stakeholders such as yourself, to understand the current state of the field. Secondly, this report should
identify gaps in the evidence surrounding the use of AI in clinical care, in order to help PCORI set
priorities for future research.
We are just starting this project, so are very interested in getting your perspective as we determine
our study scope and key research questions to help us address these goals.
(refer to draft scope and key questions in interview guide if helpful)
C1. What questions about AI in clinical care, and the evidence surrounding its use, should we seek
to answer in our literature review?
C2. Are there specific types of AI applications that we should make sure to include in our review?
C3. Are there specific types of AI that are already well-studied, or have less impact on clinical
care, that we should exclude from our review?
C4. What types of potential benefits, harms, and other impacts should we make sure to examine in
our review?
C5. Are there any other particular types of documents or data sources that you think would be
especially relevant and useful for us to examine in our study?
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Appendix D. Literature Search and Screening
We conducted systematic searches of PubMed, Web of Science, the Institute of Electrical and
IEEE Xplore Digital Library, the ClinicalTrials.gov database, and the FDA CDRH document library.
We then applied 2 screening steps to determine if the documents resulting from these searches were
within the scope of our review. This appendix documents the terms used in each of these searches as
well as the literature screening process that followed. We selected the search terms by leveraging the
researchers’ experience in the area of both health care and AI, by drawing on RAND past experience
on similar projects, and by choosing terms used in similar systematic reviews.

PubMed Searches for Reviews of AI in Health Care
We collected results from 2 searches of this database.
Search 1: May 4, 2020

Dates: January 1, 2019–May 4, 2020
“machine learning”[tiab] OR “artificial intelligence”[tiab] OR “data mining”[tiab] OR “big data”[tiab]
OR “deep learning”[tiab] OR neural net*[tiab] OR support vector machine*[tiab] OR SVM[tiab] OR
random forest*[tiab] OR “supervised learning”[tiab] OR “unsupervised learning”[tiab] OR
“reinforcement learning”[tiab] OR “unsupervised clustering”[tiab] OR “unsupervised
classification”[tiab] OR “supervised classification”[tiab] OR “natural language processing”[tiab] OR
“NLP”[tiab] OR “gradient boosting”[tiab] OR expert system*[tiab] OR “rules engine”[tiab] OR
“Fuzzy logic”[tiab] OR “knowledge graph*”[tiab]
AND
“health*”[tiab] OR “clinic*”[tiab] OR “hospital”[tiab] OR hospitals[tiab] OR patient*[tiab] OR
therap*[tiab] OR medic*[tiab] OR care[tiab] OR drug*[tiab]
AND
review[ti]
Search 2: May 4, 2020

Dates: January 1, 2019–May 4, 2020
“machine learning”[tiab] OR “artificial intelligence”[tiab] OR “data mining”[tiab] OR “big data”[tiab]
OR “deep learning”[tiab] OR neural net*[tiab] OR support vector machine*[tiab] OR SVM[tiab] OR
random forest*[tiab] OR “supervised learning”[tiab] OR “unsupervised learning”[tiab] OR
“reinforcement learning”[tiab] OR “unsupervised clustering”[tiab] OR “unsupervised
classification”[tiab] OR “supervised classification”[tiab] OR “natural language processing”[tiab] OR
“NLP”[tiab] OR “gradient boosting”[tiab] OR expert system*[tiab] OR “rules engine”[tiab] OR
“Fuzzy logic”[tiab] OR “knowledge graph*”[tiab]
AND
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“health*”[tiab] OR “clinic*”[tiab] OR “hospital”[tiab] OR hospitals[tiab] OR patient*[tiab] OR
therap*[tiab] OR medic*[tiab] OR care[tiab] OR drug*[tiab]
AND
systematic review[ti]

Web of Science Search for Reviews of AI in Health Care
We collected results from 2 searches of this database.
Search 1: June 1, 2020

Dates: January 1, 2019–June 1, 2020
TS=(“machine learning” OR “artificial intelligence” OR “data mining” OR “big data” OR “deep
learning” OR “neural net*” OR support vector machine* OR SVM OR “random forest*” OR
“supervised learning” OR “unsupervised learning” OR “reinforcement learning” OR “unsupervised
clustering” OR “unsupervised classification” OR “supervised classification” OR “natural language
processing” OR NLP OR “gradient boosting” OR “expert system*” OR “rules engine” OR “Fuzzy
logic” OR “knowledge graph*”)
AND
TS=(health* OR clinic* OR hospital OR hospitals OR patient* OR therap* OR medic* OR care OR
drug*)
AND
TI=(review)
Search 2: June 1, 2020

Dates: January 1, 2019–June 1, 2020
TS=(“machine learning” OR “artificial intelligence” OR “data mining” OR “big data” OR “deep
learning” OR “neural net*” OR support vector machine* OR SVM OR “random forest*” OR
“supervised learning” OR “unsupervised learning” OR “reinforcement learning” OR “unsupervised
clustering” OR “unsupervised classification” OR “supervised classification” OR “natural language
processing” OR NLP OR “gradient boosting” OR “expert system*” OR “rules engine” OR “Fuzzy
logic” OR “knowledge graph*”)
AND
TS=(health* OR clinic* OR hospital OR hospitals OR patient* OR therap* OR medic* OR care OR
drug*)
AND
TI=(systematic review)
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IEEE Xplore Digital Library Search for Reviews of AI in Health Care
We collected results from a single search of this database.
Search: June 1, 2020

Dates: January 1, 2019–June 1, 2020
“machine learning” OR “artificial intelligence” OR “data mining” OR “big data” OR “deep learning”
OR “neural net*” OR “support vector machine*” OR SVM OR “random forest*”OR “supervised
learning” OR “unsupervised learning” OR “reinforcement learning” OR “unsupervised clustering” OR
“unsupervised classification” OR “supervised classification” OR “natural language processing” OR
NLP OR “gradient boosting” OR “expert system*” OR “rules engine” OR “Fuzzy logic” OR
“knowledge graph*”
AND
health* OR clinic* OR hospital OR hospitals OR patient* OR therap* OR medic* OR care OR drug*
AND
review

ClinicalTrials.gov Search for Clinical Trials of ML Applications
We collected results from 3 searches of this database.
Search 1: May 4, 2020

Dates: January 1, 2012–May 4, 2020
Other terms:
“machine learning” OR “artificial intelligence” OR “data mining” OR “big data” OR “deep learning”
OR “neural net” OR “neural network” OR “neural networks” OR “support vector machine” OR
“support vector machines” OR “SVM” OR “random forest”
Search 2: May 4, 2020

Dates: January 1, 2012–May 4, 2020
Other terms:
“random forests” OR “supervised learning” OR “unsupervised learning” OR “reinforcement learning”
OR “unsupervised clustering” OR “unsupervised classification” OR “supervised classification” OR
“natural language processing” OR “NLP”
Search 3: May 4, 2020

Dates: January 1, 2012–May 4, 2020
Other terms:
“gradient boosting” OR “expert system” OR “expert systems” OR “rules engine” OR “Fuzzy logic”
OR “knowledge graph” OR “knowledge graphs”
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FDA CDRH Document Library Search for Approved ML Applications
We collected results from a single Google search of this database.
Search: June 24, 2020

Dates: January 1, 2000–June 24, 2020
Google Search string: “machine learning” OR “artificial intelligence” OR “neural net*” OR “deep
learning” site: https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/cdrh_docs
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